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The rocks o f the Eldorado mining district,  Clark 
County, Nevada, are o f Precambrian, Tertiary  and Quater­
nary age. P r ecambrian rocks include a heterogeneous 
series o f gneisses and schists, younger garnetiferous granite 
gneiss and a youngest group o f pegmatites. Paleozoic and 
Mesozoic rocks present in surrounding areas are absent in 
the district and Tertiary  volcanics lie directly on the P r e -  
cambrian basement. Tertiary  rocks consist o f middle to  
late Tertiary  flows and pyroclastic beds o f andesite, basalt 
and rhyolite. These are assigned to three volcanic forma­
tions: the Patsy  Mine volcanics;  the Golden Door volcanics ; 
and the Mount Davis volcanics . The Patsy  Mine volcanics 
Is fu rther subdivided into three members. Four Intrusive 
stocks o f middle to late Tertiary  age, but younger than the 
volcanic rocks, intrude the foliated basement rocks and vol- 
canics. These are named the Nelson quartz monzonite, the 
Nob Hill and Aztec granodiorit e s , and the Keyhole leucogran- 
ite. The Nelson and Keyhole Intrusives appear to be struc­
turally controlled. Dikes, sills and chonoliths o f acidic to  
intermediate felsites and diabase are widespread throughout
2the district. Quaternary rocks and sediments consist of 
local Pleistocene flows o f basalt, the Pleistocene Temple 
B ar conglomerate and widespread unconsolidated gravels 
and alluvium of Recent age.
The Eldorado district is much disturbed structurally, 
Precambrian rooks are complexly folded and faulted. The 
district lies on the east limb o f a broad northerly trending, 
assymetric fold, locally overturned to the east and expressed 
in the Tertiary  volcanic rocks. The crest to trough dis­
tance of the fold is 13—15 miles, Numerous faults are  
present and from oldest to youngest include: east—w est 
wrench faults with maximum displacements exceeding one 
mile; north—south normal faults with maximum displacements 
of several thousand fee t ;  and northeast strike slip faults 
with displacements up to several hundred fe e t . Movement 
along the north-south faults has recurred in Pleistocene to  
Recent time.
The E ldorado mining district has produced more than 
$5,000,000 since its discovery In 1857, primarily in gold and 
silver values. The silver: gold ounce ratio since 1907 has 
been about 23: l . The district has been active during periods 
o f general economic favorability fo r  production of precious
3metal o res in the United S ta te s . The years o f greatest 
production were 1939,  1940, 1941 and 1942. Production 
was stopped in October 1942 by U .S .  Government order 
W P B -L 208 and has not been resumed.
The economic mineral deposits occur within epithermal 
fissure veins within the margins o f the Nelson quartz mon- 
zonite, in surrounding volcanic rocks and in foliated rocks 
o f the P recambrian basement. Veins consist o f brecciated 
fragm ents o f wall rock cemented by calcite and quartz and 
contain native gold, silver, pyrite, galena, chalcopyrite and 
sphalerite. Secondary enrichment o f silver has locally taken 
place near the surface, although most production has come 
from  primary ores. The deepest workings in the district 
reach a depth o f about 600 fee t.
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CHAPTER I
IN T R O D U C T IO N
Location o f A rea
The area discussed in this report includes approxi­
mately 130 square miles in the southeastern portion o f 
Clark County, Nevada (see Plate I )  • The Didorado mining 
district comprises the major portion o f this area and in­
cludes the sub-districts o f Nob Hill and Capital Camp*
The easternmost 46 square miles lies within the Lake Mead 
National Recreation A rea with the eastern limit being the 
Colorado River and the Arizona-Nevada state  boundary.
The Cldorado mining district lies approximately 13 
miles southerly from Boulder City, Nevada, approximately 
18 miles northeasterly from Searchlight, Nevada, approxi­
mately 48 miles northwesterly from Kingman, Arizona and 
approximately 20 miles southwesterly from Hoover Dam. 
Access to the area may be gained via Nevada Highway 60, 
a hard surface road, which branches from U . 3 . Highway 
95 approximately 26 miles south of Las Vegas, Nevada. 
From U . 3 .  Highway 95* Nevada Highway 60 runs in a 
southeasterly direction 11 miles to the town o f Nelson
2(population about 30) and thence easterly ? miles to Nelson** 
Landing located on the Colorado Rlv^r. A. graveled branch 
o f  Highway 60 continues southwesterly from Nelson a dis­
tance o f 8 miles and rejoins U . 3 .  Highway 95 about 10 
miles north o f Searchlight, Nevada. Several gravel roads 
and trails provide access fo r  maintenance o f high tension 
power lines which extend southwesterly from Hoover D a s  
and cross the northwestern portion o f the area, A  number 
o f poor d irt roads and "jeep** trails are found in many parts 
o f the area. These are used mainly by prospectors and 
miners but are neither maintained nor graded. Sxcept fo r  
Nevada Highway 60 and its graveled branch connecting 
Nelson to U , S .  Highway 95> north o f Searchlight, travel 
on most o f the roads o f the area is not recommended fo r  
ordinary motor cars although pickup trucks and four wheel 
drive vehicles can usually be used.
The area o f study is bounded on the northeast by 
Lonesome Wash which is a well developed easterly trending, 
alluvium filled canyon approximately 6 miles in length,
Access to Lonesome Wash can be gained on foo t, by boat
3from the Colorado River, or by following a very rough jeep 
trail about 8 miles long beginning at Nevada Highway 60 
about 3/4 mile east o f the Techatticup mine* On the 
southeast, the area is bounded by Aztec Wash, which Is 
also an easterly trending, alluvium filled canyon about six 
miles In length and similar in character to Lonesome Wash. 
Both Lonesome and Aztec Washes terminate on the east 
In the Colorado River* A  jeep trail beginning at Nelson’s 
Banding provides access to Aztec Wash and to the Colorado 
River at the point o f confluence. The western, north­
western and southwestern parts o f the area o f study are  
bounded by pediment slopes formed from the degradation 
o f the Sidorado Mountains• bldorado Valley, the large 
desert valley lying w est o f the Sldorado Mountains and 
extending on the w est both to the north and south o f the 
area o f study, has been removed from the public domain 
o f the United S tates at the request o f the S tate  o f 
Nevada and is set aside as the Sldorado Valley Industrial
Development Reserve
4Purpose and 3cope o f the Investigation
The major purpose o f this investigation was to 
determine the detailed regional geologic setting of the 
Bidorado mining district* Further objectives were to 
obtain geologic data on the lithology end structure o f this 
little known part o f the Basin and Range province and to  
bring together scattered data on this gold and silver mining 
district, one o f the few  o f its size in the western United 
s ta te s  which has not yet been described in detail*
Up until the present time, the geology of the 
Bldorado mining district has received only scant attention 
from geologists• Reconnaissance studies o f southern Nevada 
have included the Bldorado mining district but have provided 
only a general geologic picture o f the region. The most 
recent published geologic map o f the region (B ow er, 
Fampeyan and Uongweil, 195®) shows geology at the scale 
of 1*200,000* The geologic map in the present work was 
prepared at the scale of ls24»000. This map includes new 
information on the rock types, structure, and general 
geologic setting, not included on the previous broad recon­
naissance maps
5The field work fo r  this study was completed in 
approximately 7 months and took place during* «JuIy and 
August o f 1959 i *June, «July, August and early -September 
o f I960, and ^January and February o f 1962* The field 
portion o f the study consisted o f geologic mapping with 
the aid o f U * 3 ,  Qeological Survey Topographic Sheets* 
and aerial photographs* The field work Included: (1 ) 
Outlining lithologic units and other geologic features on 
transparent overlays o f frosted  acetate over aerial photo­
graph enlargements! ( 2) Examination and sampling o f 
lithologic units exposed within the area o f study f (3 )
A  brie f examination and description o f principal mines and 
prospects within the district*
*Th© area included In this report is found in part on 
the following four 15 minute U . 3 .G .  S* topographic maps* 
Nelson, Nevada! Boulder City, Nevada! M t. Perkins, -Arizona- 
Nevada! Black Canyon, Arizona—Nevada. These maps are  
published at the scale o f 1*62,500 but were photographically 
enlarged and combined to provide a base map at the scale 
1*24,000.
®A total o f approximately 600 samples was taken 
during the course o f field work. O f these 600 samples, 
most were o f hand specimen size, twenty were samples o f 
sediment from the beds o f Intermittent stream s, and 10 
were oriented specimens o f Precambrian gneiss and schist*
6The Laboratory portion o f the study included the 
following? (1 ) Preparation o f a preliminary geologic map 
by photogeologic methods as an aid to  field mapping and 
in planning fie ld  workj {£ ) Petrographic examination of 
approximately 6Q thin sections made from  hand specimens 
selected from  the larger collection o f specimens o f the 
various lithologic units f (3 ) Preparation o f a final geologic 
map at the scale o f 1*21*.,000 using enlargements o f U . 3 .  
Qeological Purvey topographic sheets as base control. The 
geology was transferred  from overlays o f 2X  enlargements 
o f I s 54*000 scale aerial photographs, and adjusted to topo­
graphic control using a Kail reflecting projector.
The photomicrographs o f thin sections o f represen­
tative rock samples were prepared with the aid o f Leits  
Panphot equipment and are contact prints made from 3-I/it 
by 4-1/4 inch film sheets. Photographs o f polished rock 
specimens were made using a Leica 35 mm. camera equipped 
with a L»eits copy attachment.
The evaluation and interpretation o f field and labora­
tory observations and the writing o f the manuscript was 
undertaken as time permitted during 1959* I 960 and early
71961 And proceeded full time during the months o f May 
through August o f 1961 and January through May o f 1962* 
The manuscript was completed in May o f 1962.
Previous <Vork
The f ir s t  published observations o f the area covered 
by this study were made by Lieutenant .Joseph <3* Ives in 
185® as a part o f the Topographic .Survey o f the Colorado 
River. Lieutenant Ives visited iSldor&do in a fla t bottomed 
paddle-wheeler boat named the »i£xpl©rerH. The discovery 
o f the Sldorado mining d istrict, made the previous year by 
soldiers stationed at F o rt Mohave, Arizona, is not mentioned 
by Ives in his report. The wSxpJorar*' was wrecked on the 
rocks In Black Canyon, only a few  mile® above the Sldorado 
Landing! an incident which ended the Ives Survey. I t  may 
have been partly the bad fortune o f wrecking the little 
steamer that caused Ives to write in his report on the 
region, **Tha region last explored Is, o f course, altogether 
valueless. I t  can be approached only from the south, and 
a fte r  entering it there is nothing to do but leave
3ome geologic observations by C • 3 , Newberry (1861)^ 
were included in the Ives Report.
G* K . Gilbert visited the are* In 1871 during the 
Wheeler topographic survey. His observations are published 
on an 8 miles to the inch reconnaissance map.** Gilbert 
describes the area as consisting essentially o f an Arehean 
core overlain on the north by Tertiary lava flows and 
flanked by Pleistocene detritus on both the east and w est.
Gilbert*® work was later included in U . 3 . G .  3 . 
Bulletin 208 by 3purr (1903) which is a compilation o f the 
geology o f Nevada and parts o f California south o f the 
40th. parallel.
Ransoms (1907) conducted a brief reconnaissance 
of the Bldorado (Opal) Mountains and the Bldorado mining 
district. He recognised the presence of quarts monsonite 
intrualvea o f probable pre-Tertiary  age, andesite intrusive®, 
metamorphic gneisses and schists which he assigned to
3R efers to complete reference given in the 
bibliography at the end o f the text.
^War Dept. (1881) -  U . 3 .  Geographic 3urvey 
West of the 100th Meridian, Atlas Chest No, 66.
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9the Precambrian, He described in general terms the great 
thickness o f T ertia ry  volcanies which lies just north o f the 
town o f Nelson* Ransoms visited several o f the mines in 
the d istrict and briefly discussed the mineralisation,
Lincoln (1923) included Ransome's observations in his com­
pilation “Mining D istricts and Mineral Resources o f Nevada" 
but added no additional information.
Willis T . Lee ( 1908) conducted an extensive geologic 
reconnaissance in western Aiiaona and extended his obser­
vations westward across the Colorado River. Many o f the 
rock formations described by Lee on the Arlsona side o f 
the Colorado River were observed by him to be also present 
in the Dldorado Mountains. Lee correctly noted that his 
Temple Bar Conglomerate Formation o f Pleistocene age 
correlates with the partly consolidated gravel beds o f 
Cottonwood Valley which outcrop between the Cldorado 
Mountains and the Colorado River and noted the correlation 
between the Chemehuevis gravels o f late Pleistocene and 
recent age in Chemehuevis Valley south o f Needles, California, 
and the gravels lying unconformably on the Temple Bar Con­
glomerate near the river in Cottonwood Valley.
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Bee*s description o f  the geologic history o f adjoining 
portions o f Arizona applies also in a regional manner to the 
bldorado Mountains and surrounding areas in N evada. In  
more recent years some criticism has been directed at 
Bee’s concept that the Colorado River occupied the 
Det ri t  al~ 3acramento Valley until mid-Pleiatocene time when 
it was diverted and rejuvenated to erode Black, Boulder 
and Mohave canyons and to finally occupy its present bed 
through Cottonwood Valley between the bldorado and Black 
Mountains •
Bongwell, in 1919,* made a general reconnaissance 
of a portion o f northwestern Arizona and southeastern 
Nevada which added to the understanding o f the regional 
geology o f the area.
Ransoms, as a special consultant fo r  the Bureau 
o f Reclamation, Boulder Canyon Project, completed a report 
in 1923^ which describes in detail the geology of the area 
surrounding Hoover Dam. Although the area studied by 
Ransome lies entirely north o f the Bldorado district,
^Published by U .3 .  Geol. Curvey in 192©. dee  
Longw ell, 1928 •
^Published by U * 3 . Bureau of Reclamation in 1950 • 
3ee Ransome, 1950.
Ransome*s work is o f great: value in interpreting the geology 
o f the general region.
Vaadenburg (1937) described the general geologic 
setting o f the bldorado d istrict and summarised information 
on the individual mining properties. Vandenburg's work in­
cludes production figu res , extent and depths o f mine workings 
mill capacities and mill flow sheets and general geology and 
mineralogy o f the precious metal or© deposits.
B o w er, Fampeyan and BongweU (1936) published a 
reconnaissance map o f Clark County to the scale o f 
1*£00,000. The bldorado mining d istrict is shown as an 
undifferentiated Frecambrian complex cut by C retaceous- 
T ertia ry  plutons, overlain on the north by T ertia ry  volcanic 
flows*** and surrounded by Quaternary alluvium. Consider­
able structural deformation is indicated, the most important 
o f which consists o f a series o f northerly trending normal 
fau lts •
MJ. .3 .3 .3 .  Professional Paper No. 374±S, presently 
In preparation by C . R . Longwell describes the Tertiary  
Volcanic flow s present in the northern portion o f the 
Bldorado district as well as elsewhere in southern Nevada 
»r*A w estern  Arizona, and presents regional correlations o f 
these volcanic units.
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Kan to r (1961) and Blddulph have recently prepared 
geologic maps at a scale o f li21*»G00 and have completed 
field studies o f adjoining portions of the uiidorado Mountains 




The i&ldorado mining district lies in the southern 
portion o f the G reat Basin o f the western United States. 
In recant years the term G reat Basin, which was f ir s t  
defined by Fremont t© include the large area east o f the 
Sierra Nevadas from which no streams drain outward to 
the sea , has been supplanted by the term Basin Rang® 
physiographic province. This includes a larger area o f 
western North America within which the dominant feature  
is northerly striking linear mountain ranges separated by 
broad intermontane alluvium filled valleys.
The ui Id or ado Mountains, within which the bldorado 
mining district lies, is near the eastern boundary o f the 
Basin Range province. Grand <Vash marks the western  
boundary o f the Colorado Plateau physiographic province, 
east o f the Basin Range, and is approximately 50 miles 
east o f the mapped area. Two northerly trending mountain 
ranges three intermontane alluvial filled basins lie be­
tween the bldorado district and Grand -//ash. From w est
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to east these apeg Cottonwood Valley, within which flows  
the Colorado River; the Slack Mountains ( .Arizona); the 
Oetrital Jacrameato Valley; the Cerbat Mountains; and 
Kualpai Valley,
Lying immediately to the w est and northwest o f 
the Dldorado mining district is the broad bldorado Valley 
which includes within it the Searchlight play a. This valley 
is approximately 6 to 10 miles in width and extends from  
railroad pass on the north to Searchlight on tha south, 
a distance o f approximately 35 miles, Forming the western  
boundary o f the Didorado Valley are the Highland Opring, 
McCullough, and Black Mountain (Nevada) ranges. The 
drainage from  the western portion o f the Dldorudo Mountains 
is westward into the Searchlight play a. Drainage from the 
eastern and central portions o f the Did or ado Mountains is 
to the east to the Colorado River,
Considerable relief is present within the Didorado 
mining district. The two highest points are Nob Hill with 
an elevation o f 4*550 fee t  which Is located near the extreme 
southwestern boundary o f the mapped area, and Opal Peak, 
with an elevation o f 4*©9b fa s t  which lies approximately
15
1 mil© w est o f the head o f Copper Canyon. The pediment 
which forms the western boundary ©f the Cldorado Mountain 
Range begins two miles w est o f Opal Peak at an elevation 
o f about 2800 fe e t ,  representing a change in elevation o f 
approximately 3.700 fe e t .  The minimum elevation in the 
Searchlight playa is somewhat less than 2000 fe e t .  Prom 
Opal Peak and Nob Hill, the elevation decreases eastward 
to  the Colorado River which has an elevation o f 680 fe e t  
a t Nelson's Landing. The city o f Nelson Is a t an inter­
mediate elevation o f 2954 fe e t .
Drainage throughout the d istrict is mostly to  the 
east is provided by a number o f easterly trending inter­
m ittent streams which occupy well defined, long, dry washes. 
The moat important o f these are (from  north to  south)* 
Lonesome Wash, Techatticup Wash, Cldorado Canyon,
Cagle Wash, Montana Wash, and A stee Wash, These washes 
are mainly erosional in character. The washes rarely carry 
w ater except a fte r  heavy storms but transport large 
quantities o f sand, gravel and even boulders when in flood.
A  secondary north-south direction o f drainage, which forms 
a rectilinear pattern with east-w est interm ittent streams,
has developed along the northerly trending normal fault* 
which cut the volcanic sequence north o f Kelson, In  the 
south and eastern portions o f the d istrict, the drainage 
Is mainly dendritic In pattern because o f the uniform ero- 
sional characteristic® ©f the underlying metamorphie and 
intrusive rocks*
A  pediment two to three miles wide has developed 
w est o f  the Colorado y&ver south o f Lonesome //ash.
This pediment, which occupies approximately twenty square 
miles within the mapped area is known as Cottonwood 
Valley. The surface rocks exposed here are principally 
those o f the Pleistocene Temple E a r Formation, as defined 
and correlated by IQea (1906* PP* 17—1©» 3?—3 9 ) » and the 
Quaternary Chemehuevis gravels and alluvium.
A  rolling upland, occupying about eight square miles, 
h-any developed In an area o f metamorphie outcrop In the 
area immediately north o f Kob Hill. This metamorphie 
highland is being encroached upon by erosion on both the 
north and east, but maintains an average elevation largely 
above 4,000 fe e t . On the margins o f  this upland area  
one o f the most important physiographic characteristics
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o f the mapped area is demonstrated. This Is a strong  
persistent eastward slope to the Colorado River* From  
Opal Mountain, at the head o f Copper Canyon (elevation 
4*698 f e e t ) , the change in elevation over a distance of 
about 12 miles to the Colorado River is more than 4*200 
feat* From just south o f the Rich Hill min® (elevation 
4*410 f e e t ) ,  on the east boundary o f the Ixob Hill highland, 
the change in elevation over a distance o f 10 miles to the 
Colorado River is nearly 3*700 fee t  (see Figure 1 ). This 
strong inclination to the east throughout the entire dis­
trict is largely erosional In character but important struc­
tural features are also present which account in part fo r  
this strong eastward slop®.
Climate. The Cldorado mining district is a part 
o f a much larger region characterised by arid climate and 
uncommonly high range in daily temperatures. The annual 
rainfall is low , usually averaging approximately six inches 
per year, throughout most parts o f the district with 
slightly higher rainfall at the higher elevations. Most 
rainfall occurs during the months o f December to March
18
Figure 1. View eastward from the Rich Hill mine on the 
east boundary o f the rolling upland north of Nob Hill to 
the Colorado River.
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and results from regional cyclonic storm *. The remainder 
usually falls during Duly, August and. September in violent 
thunder storm s which, in spite o f the fa c t  that they 
leave less moisture than the winter storm s, are more 
important erosionally because o f the fa c t  that considerable 
amounts o f precipitation fall within a relatively short period 
o f time. Dince very little vegetation is present, the rain­
fall mans o f f  rapidly, fills the gullies and washes, and re ­
moves broken rock and soil from the mountain slopes.
During summer months, daily temperatures often range 
from  105 to 110 degrees and higher during the day to below 
60 degrees at night. This high range in temperature is 
an important fac to r in breaking up rocks, making possible 
their removal during periods o f rapid erosion. There are  
no established U . D. Weather Bureau stations within the 
Dldorado mining district at the present time, however, 
one station is present at Boulder City, Nevada, approxi­
mately 13 miles north o f Nelson and another at Dearchlight, 
Nevada, approximately 18 miles to the south. Between  
1909 1916 a weather observation station was established
within Nelson, itse lf, and weather observations were made
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TABLE I
TOTAL AVERAGE PRECIPITATION BY MONTHS (1931-1952)
(DATA FROM UNITED STATES WEATHER BUREAU)
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec An *1
Boulder City .75 .59 .60 .42 .14 .04 .65 .43 .58 .25 .30 .68 5.43
Searchlight .90 .97 .89 .42 .18 .13 1.11 1.01 .89 .48 .47 1.05 8.50 !
Nelson (Est.) .82 .78 .74 .42 .16 .08 .88 .72 .74 .36 .38 .86 6.96 1
TABLE II
MEAN TEMPERATURES (1931-1952)
(DATA FROM UNITED STATES WEATHER BUREAU)
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec An '1
Boulder City 45.0 49.2 56.4 65.6 74.1 82.4 89.1 87.3 81.1 68.8 55.2 47.5 66.8
Searchlight 44.5 49.3 54.4 60.7 68.5 79.0 83.6 81.6 75.6 65.0 54.8 45.9 6 3 . 6
Nelson (Est.) 44.8 49.2 55.4 33.2 76.8 80.7 86.3 84.4 78.3 66.9 55.0 46.7 65.2
TABLE I I I
TOTAL PRECIPITATION AT ELDORADO CANYON, NEVADA,
FOR YEARS 1888, 1889 AND 1900 (ELEVATION ABOUT 650 FT.)
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec An'l
1888 0.54 0.72 0.38 1.03 0.00 0.83 0.06 0.05 0.14 0.85 1.64 6.24
1889 0.80 T. .54 .03 .02 T. 2.32 .04 .48 .80 .24 5.77 U.04
1890 .49 .55 .50 .05 T. 0 .43 1.20 .60 T. 1.41 .81 6.04
Average .43 .36 .59 .15 .35 T. 1.19 .43 .38 .31 .83 2.74 7.77L ■ ..:--------
TABLE IV
TOTAL PRECIPITATION AT NELSON, 
1909 TO 1916
NEVADA
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec An'l
1909 1.37 1.00 2.37 0 0 0 0 5.06 .62 0 .74 1.87 13,03
1910 .81 0 .12 0 0 0 .68 1.56 .19 .19 .37 .50 4.42
1911 1.37 1.50 .25 0 0 .12 2.12 0 0 .62 0 .06 6.04
1912 0 0 2.37 .81 .12 . 06 2.06 0 0 1.00 0 .19 6.61
1913 .31 1.87 0 .19 0 0 .62 .50 .81 0 2.00 .06 6 . 3 6
1914 1.87 1.37 .37 1.12 0 0 .25 .37 . 06 0 0 .43 5.84
1915 1.88 2.31 .50 .81 .50 0 . 06 .12 .06 0 .19 .50 6.93
1916 2.75 .94 .06 .06 .19 0 1.12 .19 0 .19 0 .50 6.00
Average 1.29 1.12 .76 .37 . 1 0 .02 . 86 .98 .75 .22 .41 .51 6.90
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Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec An'l 
Boulder City 32.5 57.5 66.0 76.2 85.6 94.7 D l.l 98.9 92.6 78.9 63.8 54.8 76.9
Searchlight 53.4 59.3 65.5 72.7 81.5 92.5 96.5 94.4 88.0 7 6 . 3  65.4 55.3 75.1
Nelson (Est.) 52.9 58.4 6 5 . 8  74.4 8 3 . 6  93.6 9 8 . 8  9 6 . 6  90.3 77.6 64.6 55.0 7 6 .0
TABLE V
MEAN MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE (1931-1952)
(DATA FROM UNITED STATES WEATHER BUREAU)
TABLE VI
MEAN MINIMUM TEMPERATURE (1931-1952) 
(DATA FROM UNITED STATES WEATHER BUREAU)
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec An'l
Boulder City 37.6 40.9 46.7 54.9 6 2 . 6 7 0 . 2 77.0 75.6 6 9 . 6 58.7 46.7 40.2 56.7
Searchlight 35.6 39.4 43.3 48.6 55.6 6 5 . 6 70.6 68.8 63.2 53.6 44.2 36.3 52.1




(DATA FROM UNITED STATES WEATHER BUREAU)
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec An’l
Boulder City 72 79 88 97 106 112 112 112 110 96 90 71 112
Searchlight 76 76 82 94 101 110 107 107 102 95 86 78 110
Nelson (Est.) 74 78 85 96 104 111 109 109 106 96 88 74 111
TABLE VIII 
LOWEST TEMPERATURE
(DATA FROM UNITED STATES WEATHER BUREAU)
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec An’l
Boulder City 11 12 30 31 38 50 63 63 50 36 26 17 11
Searchlight 14 17 22 30 30 43 59 51 45 34 15 14 14 .
Nelson (Est.) 12 14 26 30 34 46 61 57 48 35 20 16 12
at the townsite o f bldorado between 1888 and 1890,
Weather Information from these stations Is included in 
Tables I I I  and IV .  Vegetation within the area is sparse 
and mostly limited to several varieties of cactus and other 
desert plants characteristic o f the arid southwestern 
United 3tates • Fauna include rattlesnakes o f at least 
two varieties, numerous kinds o f lizards, coyote, quail, 
rabbits, and reportedly big horn mountain sheep, wild 
burros, bobcats, mountain lions, etc.
Water Supply. The supply of natural waters  
within the Dldorado mining district is limited. Only five 
natural seeps or springs are present and from these, the 
w ater supply is meager and of uniformly poor quality.
These natural springs ares Bridge -Spring, which lies 
about a mile and a half in a northeasterly direction from  
Nelson} Tule Spring, southeast from Nob Hill? Hughes 
3prlng, about one half mil© westerly from the Duncan mine 
in Dldorado Canyon} Aztec 3pring, located in Aztec Wash, 
about one and a half mile southwesterly from Capital Camp* 
and Forlorn Hope 3pring which lies about six miles due 
north o f Nelson. Water supplies of unknown quality have
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been developed from several o f the mines In the district 
within which surface and underground w ater has accumulated 
on their lower levels since their closing in the early 1940*3 • 
3©m© o f these mines from which w ater has been taken fo r  
stock watering and culinary use are* the Carnation, 
which supplies some o f the culinary w ater fo r  the town 
o f Nelson} the Wall G treet mine, which is flooded on all 
workings below 60 fe e t , and has w ater visible to the sur­
face in an open stops at the eastern edge of the workings} 
the Biackhawk mine, which is used by M rs. Bertha Crash  
fo r  household purposes} and an abandoned mine working in 
Garland*© Gulch from which w ater is taken fo r  use on the 
Rae—Q —Lee dam ese Cat Farm . Wells include: the Desert  
Queen well, a dug well o f unknown depth from which w a te r  
is pumped by a wind operated mechanism} a 60 foot deep 
dug well a t the Twin Gables Motel within the city of 
Nelson, and a shallow dug well owned by Merl Bmery 
located on the southeastern part of the Nelson tow unite 
nwri which supplies much o f the w ater used in Nelson fo r  
purposes other than drinking. I t  is likely that additional 
shallow w ater supplies can be developed by digging or drilling
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walls into the gravel and alluvial fill within the east—west 
trending washes. The alluvium is usually less than 50 or 
6G fe e t  deep and the lower portion often lies at least 
locally beneath the static w ater table.
CHAPTER III
R E G IO N A L  G E O L O G IC  G E T T IN G
Rocks o f the SMorado Mountains and immediately 
surrounding regions are predominantly gneisses and schists, 
much younger intermediate to acidic Intrusive®, and volcanic 
rocks ranging in composition from rhyolites to basalts, 
quaternary sediments, some of which are moderately in­
durated, including lacustrine deposits, river gravels and 
fangiomerates are also present in abundance. structural 
featu res, including north—south striking normal fau lts, 
formed during the late Tertiary -quaternary  Basin and 
Range time are developed throughout the region.
sedimentary rocks of the Tonto Group of Cambrian 
ag® are exposed approximately 45 miles east of the Cldorado 
mining district in the Grand *Vaah C liffs  where they uncon-  
formably overly granite gneiss and crystalline intrusive 
rocks o f Precambrian age. On the w est, Goodsprings 
dolomite of Devonian to Cambrian age is exposed about 30 
miles away In the Cheep Mountain and Spring Rang© within 
the Ivanpah quadrangle. Sedimentary rocks o f Mississippian, 
Pennsylvanian and Permian age here overlie the Goodsprings
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dolomite.
The Paleozoic sedimentary rocks were probably 
continuous in their deposition across southern Nevada and 
western  Arizona but have been subsequently removed by 
erosion. This removal suggests that a local uplift of the 
bldorado Mountains and immediately surrounding area likely 
has taken place a fte r  their deposition. A  second possi­
bility is that local uplift developed before or contempor­
aneous with broad regional deposition of Paleozoic sedimen­
tary  rocks and they were never deposited here.
Precambrian Rocks
Metamorphie rocks are widely distributed elsewhere 
in the Colorado River belt south o f Lake Mead and have 
been recognized and described in several localities. Hewett 
{ 1 9 5 6 ) divides the Frecambrian rocks into four major groups, 
These aret (1 ) the oldest, which consists o f paragneisses, 
schists and marble $ (2 ) a younger group o f metamorphosed 
intrusive, coarse grained rocksj (3 ) a still younger, slightly 
metamorphosed group o f Intrusive rocks, varying in compos­
ition and texture, typically consisting of granites and
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gneisses and containing considerable apiite and pegmatite} 
and ( k )  the Pahrump series which consists o f a thick se­
quence o f sedimentary rocks only slightly b etter indurated 
than overlying lower Paleozoic rocks.
I-.ee (1906) describes the metamorphie rocks in 
western Mohave County, Arizona as consisting mainly o f 
granites and gneisses. The granite® show sparse evidence 
o f foliation. Lee also mentions metamorphosed sediments 
in Virgin Canyon and elsewhere which are intensely faulted 
and which occur locally as included blocks within the granites 
and gneisses. Kan to r  (1961, pp. 12-25) estimates that 
metamorphie rocks occupy approximately 20% o f the area 
mapped by him in the southern Cldorado Mountains. Ke 
describes weakly foliated granitic rocks and quartzo- 
feidspathic gneiss as local rock types. Kantor further 
suggests that the metamorphie rocks o f this region can 
be classified in grade at least as high as the almandine 
amphibolite facies, later a ffec ted  by retrograde metamor­
phism which was locally strong enough to  produce rocks o f 
the greensohist facies.
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H ewett (1956, pp. 17-19) describes the strongly 
foliated metamorphie rocks within the X van pah quadrangle 
as overlain by upper Precambrian sediments o f the Pahrump 
series. In  other places within the quadrangle they are over- 
lain by Cambrian sediments® Degree of metamorphism has 
been locally used in dating metamorphie rocks in the Ivanpah 
quadrangle (H ew ett, 1956, pp. 17-19). He notes that 
some geologists with prior geologic experience in the d e r r a  
Nevada o f California have, on this basis, assigned a Meso­
zoic age to large units o f metamorphie rocks even though 
they may be more intensely metamorphosed than some rocks 
clearly demonstrated by stratigraphic relationships to be 
Precambrian. H ewett indicates on his geoiigic map (P late  
1, 1956) that Mesozoic metamorphie rocks may be included 
with Precambrian metamorphie rocks. Lee (1908, pp. 14- 
15) describes metamorphie rocks similar to those forming 
the core o f the Black Mountains in Mohave County, Arizona 
immediately w est o f the Cldorado Mountains, as lying 
in angula r unconformity beneath the basal Cambrian sand­
stones o f the Tonto group in the Qrand Wash C liffs  region. 
Longweil (1936, pp. 1404-06j figs. 4» 7 and 8, plates 5,
9 and 21) observed Cambrian sandstones overlying gneisses
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and schists from the south Virgin Mountains and easterly 
to the Grand Canyon.
3lnce no sediments o f Paleozoic or Mesozoic age are 
known in the Cldorado Mountains, the gneisses and schists 
o f this area can not be directly dated by stratigraphic re­
lationships and must therefore be tentatively correlated 
with similar rocks in the surrounding areas. The foliated 
basement rocks o f the Cldorado mining district are thus 
tentatively considered to be o f Precambrian age.
Tertiary Volcanic Rocks
Longwell^ recognizes five distinct episodes of vui -  
caulsm in the river belt south of Lake Mead. Four of 
these volcanic episodes produced rocks o f sufficiently wide 
distribution and lithologic character so as to be able to 
justify the assigning t© them of formation names. These 
are, from oldest to youngest, the Patsy Mine volcanies; 
the Golden Door volcanies| the Mount Davis volcanies; the 
Muddy Creek volcanies and a fifth  and later episode of
^Longwell, C . R , (I960)* Personal Communication 
from data contained within his as yet unpublished U .3 .G .  3 . 
Professional Paper 374D.
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basalt: flows locally Interbedded with the conglomerates o f 
th® Temple Ear Formation o f Pleistocene age to  which a 
formation name was not applied. The Black Canyon o f the 
Colorado, a t Hoover Dam, is carved in volcanic rocks which 
Eongwell classified as part o f the Patsy Min® and ©olden 
Door volcanic formations.
Hawett (1956) recognized basalt flows which 
probably are related to the Pleistocene basalt flows 
described by Longwell (i960 ) and reports the presence 
o f andesites in the Black Mountains (Nevada), Highland 
-Springs Range9 and elsewhere within the eastern part 
o f the I  van pah Quadrangle. Hewett (1956, pp. 15-16, 
73—74) further considers the volcanic rocks o f the eastern 
part o f the Ivanpah Quadrangle (eastern basin), with 
which a large part o f the volcanic rocks o f the Cldorado 
Mountains are tentatively correlated, to be Middle Tertiary 
(late Miocene-early Pliocene) in age on the basis o f struc­
tural relationships, stratigraphic evidence, and correlation 
o f rocks known from paleontological evidence to be o f 
Miocene or early Pliocene age.
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£-ae (1908, pp. 16-17» 23-24) separated the volcanies 
o f western Mohave County, Arizona into two major groups. 
The older consists o f dark colored andesite porphyry lying 
above the crystalline basement rocks. The younger is made 
up o f extensive bads o f rhyolitic ash tu f f  and flows followed 
by extrusions o f andesite. Lee noted that parts o f the 
Black Mountains (A rizona), the Cerbat and Baulpai i^anges 
and the vVhlta Hills are all composed in part o f rhyolite and 
andesite effusive rocks.
Ransome (1950, pp. 88—94) described two series o f 
volcanic flows in the vicinity o f Hoover Dam. These ha 
grouped within a younger and an older series probably be­
longing to  the same general period o f volcanic activity but 
separated by an angular unconformity. The older volcanic 
rocks were eroded and tilted to the northeast before they 
were covered by the younger lava flows.
The volcanic rocks described by H ew ett, Bee and 
Ransome in their respective areas o f study are all included 
within the five—fold subdivision suggested by Bongwell 
although sufficient detail is not available to allow direct 
correlations to be made.
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Intrusive Rocks
Several intrusive bodies have been mapped and 
described in. the Cldorado Mountains and surrounding re­
gions. Kan to r (1961) mapped an intrusive body o f quartz 
coonzonlte immediately south of the bldorado mining district 
which covers about 6 square miles. Callaghan (1939) map­
ped a quarts monsonite intrusive body in the Searchlight 
mining district to the southwest o f the didorad© Mountains. 
Biddulph (I960) reported two stock—like granitic bodies ap­
proximately 9 miles to the northeast o f the Searchlight 
intrusive. Several granitic Intrusive stocks are present 
across the Colorado River in the Black Mountains o f western  
Mohave County, Arizona. The Kelson quartz monzonite, 
the Keyhole leueogranits and Aztec and Nob Hill grano— 
diorite intrusive bodies occur in the bldorado mining district. 
H ew ett (1956, pp. 61—67) reports several large bodies o f 
quartz monzonite intrusive rock that crop out in the 
southern one half o f the I  van pah quadrangle over an area 
exceeding 250 square miles. The name Teutonia quartz 
monzonite was proposed by him fo r  these intrusive bodies. 
They are generally considered to be upper Cretaceous or
Tertiary  in age
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Quaternary and Cedim entary Rocks
iSxtensive Pleistocene and Recent deposits o f sand 
and gravel with varying degrees ©f consolidation are wide­
spread throughout the Colorado River belt south of Lake 
Mead* Probably between 50 and 60 percent o f the surface  
of this broad region is covered by these deposits. The 
intermontane basins between the alluvial covered ranges 
all contain great thicknesses o f Quaternary deposits and 
are covered by unconsolidated alluvium o f Recent age*
Lee (1908, pp. 17-18, 34-36, 62-74), in his work 
in western Arizona and along the Colorado River, described 
and applied formation names to some of these Quaternary 
alluvial deposits. He named and described the Temple B ar  
conglomerate. He also applied the name Chemehuevis 
gravel to the mainly unconsolidated river gravels deposited 
by the Colorado River over much of Its length south of 
Lake Mead during stages o f aggradation. These gravels 
unconformably overlie the Temple B ar conglomerate and 
are gradational upwards with alluvial material presently 
being deposited.
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H ewett (1956, pp» 106—111) separates the Quaternary 
deposits o f the X van pah quadrangle into older alluvium and 
younger alluvium baaed on degree o f consolidation, composition, 
regional relationships and fossils collected from lake deposits*
structu re
The region is dominated by north—south trending 
ranges and intervening alluvium filled valleys characteristic 
o f the Basin and Range physiographic province* These are  
considered to have resulted in part from Tertiary block 
faulting and tilting (Osmond, I960, pp. 251-265) • 
contrast, the Colorado Plateau to the east, according to  
Hunt (1956), has su ffered  little deformation during 
Tertiary  time and has been uplifted as a relatively unde— 
formed block. The nearby presence of this stable plateau 
might be expected to have had an e ffe c t  on the structure  
o f the region surrounding the Cldorado Mountains.
In the Xvanpah quadrangle to the w est, Kewett 
(1956) mapped a number of normal faults o f large
displacement showing a slightly west o f north trend. Hewett 
also recognised a number o f important easterly and north­
easterly striking wrench fau lts. Kantor (1961) mapped
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several strong north and nox'thw eat erly trending normal 
faults and a number o f east-w est strike—slip faults in the 
southern portion o f the Cldorud© Mountains. Within the 
central and northern -Cldorado Mountains, and also the 
mountain ranges o f extreme western Mohave County, 
Arizona, similar north-northwestward and east—west 
trends are recognized.
-Structural Trends in Precambrian Rocks. struc­
tural trends in the Precambrian. rocks in the areas sur­
rounding the Cldorado mining district bear generally north­
ward although variations o f 30—40 degrees either side o f
north are known. Docal east-west trends occur in certain 
8localities.
On the west side o f Hildorado Valley, granite 
gneisses have a northeasterly trend, while within the 
Nipton Pass area granitic gneiss and a porphyritic gneissic 
granite exhibit an east—northeast trend. The la tter may 
represent an anomalous local fold in the Precambrian rocks.
O
This and other general data on the regional struc­
ture is an oral communication from Paul Dean Proctor, 
1962.
South o f Searchlight , N evada, la the Bead Mount— 
&ins f foliation o f th© gn els sic rocks dips steeply eastward 
to  vertical and trends northward. In the southern Bldorado 
Mountainsf the rock units continue north to  northwest with 
moderate east dips. Hiddulph (I960) reports a large north 
trending and north plunging anticline in the metamorphie 
rocks north o f .Searchlight.
.Across the Colorado River from the Bldorado mining 
d istrict in Bldorado whan, Arizona, granite gneisses, peg­
matites and schists show gentle folds o f northwest trend. 
Three miles south o f this locality, interlayer A  gn Basic and 
schistose rocks have an easterly trend. This suggests a 
local warp in the Precambrian rocks athwart the northward 
trending structure in this area and to the north.
In summary, the major trends o f the Precambrian 
rocks are northward in the area immediately surrounding 
the Bldorado mining d istrict. Anomalous east-west trends 
are known to the east in the White Hills, south o f 
Bldorado Wash in the Black Mountains o f Arizona, in the 




Structural Trend a in Post-Frecambrian Rocks, In 
general, th® trends o f the Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenezoic 
rocks parallel those o f the Precambrian. The major d iffe r­
ence is In the intensity o f th® folds. The younger rocks 
in general, being less intensely folded. Younger strata  
also show the characteristics o f near surface folds with 
local overturns and overthrusta. Lack o f such folding in 
the Colorado Plateau to the east suggests that this 
block acted as a buttress against which the Basin and 
Range rocks were structurally deformed.
CHAPTER IV
GdCLOGY OF THE ELDORADO MINING DISTRICT
The rocks exposed in the Bldorado mining district 
are o f Precambrian, Tertiary and Quaternary age and 
embrace a wide lithologic variety. The Precambrian rocks 
consist principally o f mica schist, granite gneiss and peg­
matite. They are imconformably overlain by a series of 
volcanic rocks as thick as Ilf,000 f t , , o f probable middle 
to late Tertiary  age, o f andesite, basalt, rhyolite and 
pyroclastics. Both the metamorphie and volcanic sequence 
was intruded in two separate stages by quartz monzonlte 
and granodiorite* Sediments o f the Pleistocene Temple
E ar conglomerate overlie older rocks in areas of low eleva­
tion near the Colorado River with an angular unconformity. 
They are also locally interbsdded with, or underlain by, 
vesicular olivine basalt flows. Alluvium of Recent age is 
widely distributed.
The geologic structure is complex. Detailed P re ­
cambrian structural features have not been deciphered, 
although persistent trends have been recognized in several 
parts o f th# district. These are described in & later
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section, Cteeply to moderately dipping Tertiary and older 
rocks are cut by easterly trending wrench faults o f large 
displacement. North trending normal faults and younger 
wrench faults o f northeast trend repeat and cut the vol­
canic sequence. The emplacement o f intrusive bodies 
resulted in slight doming o f the volcanic strata  and probable 
readjustment along pre-existing structures, Jome faulting 
o f a north-south trend has persisted later than the depos­
ition o f the Pleistocene Temple Bar conglomerate.
dipithermal veins, o f a general east-west trend, 
bearing silver, gold and base metal sulfides and o f probable 
middle to  late Tertiary age, are developed within the 
margins o f the quarts monsonite intrusive body and in 
the foliated rocks o f the Precambrian basement, Jtnce 
mining began in 1874» total production from the district 
has exceeded $5»000,000.
Crystalline Basement Rocks
Many varieties o f metamorphie rocks occur within 
the Cldorado Mountains. These are principally gneiss and 
schist and rarely non—foliated rocks such as quartzites.
The characteristics o f these crystalline metamorphosed 
rocks depend on the nature o f the original rock and on 
the conditions prevailing during metamorphism.
The crystalline basement rocks o f the mapped area  
consist chiefly o f quart s—biotit e schists, chlorite—mica 
schists, blotit®—chlorite gneisses, garnetiferous granite 
gneisses and quartzofeldspathic gneisses. Hornblendlt© 
gneisses, talc schists, and quartzites are present in a 
few  localities. Rocks o f the crystalline basement crop 
out over approximately 18 percent o f th® mapped area.
The largest continuous outcrop area is in the highland 
region north o f Nob Hill. Other outcrop areas ares 
th© northerly trending zone north o f Aztec w'ash, including 
Capital Campf the broad wedge tapering northward from  
the Techatticup vVash, from 2 -l/2 to 5 miles w est ward 
from the Colorado River} and the belt about one mile 
wide running northward from the Keyhole intrusive along 
the east boundary o f the Cldorado Valley fo r  a distance 
o f approximately five miles.
On the basis of their mineralogy and structural 
relationships, the metamorphie rocks of the Cldorado dis­
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tric t are subdivided into three major groups. These in­
clude t (1 ) an old group o f assorted granite gneisses and 
mica schists (F igure 3)| (2 ) a group ©f crystalline rocks, 
intermediate in age and composed predominantly o f garnet- 
if  erous granite gneiss ( Figure 4) I (3 ) Pegmatite dikes and 
a f  m » small basic dikes and sills with poorly developed 
gneiaaie structure which exhibit cross cutting relationships 
with rocks o f the two older groups ( Figure 5 ).
3chists and gneisses o f the f ir s t  two groups are  
widespread. The contacts between these two groups o f 
rocks are often gradational and indistinct. Foliation and 
lineation can usually be traced from one unit into the other. 
Generally however, such structures are less apparent in 
the granitic gneisses. Mineral assemblages in both o f the 
metamorphie rock groups are similar in many respects. 
Principal differences are largely in relative percentages 
o f minerals and not in the mineral suite present. This 
probably is the result o f original compositional differences 
in the rocks rather than differences in metamorphie 
facias.
Pegmatites o f the third group form local swarms 
o f dikes which lie parallel to the strike o f tha foliation of
hhe metamorphie rooks  but; sometimes cut: across the dip* 
•Jksoraa o f  individual pegmatites may be developed within 
these swarms and maintain a parallel strike fo r  several 
miles* The dikes are sometimes sufficiently numerous and 
contrast la color enough with the darker surrounding meta— 
morphia terrain to make a distinctive and readily traced  
outcrop pattern. The common disturbance o f the foliation 
o f the surrounding rocks near the pegmatite boundary and 
cross cutting characteristics, across the foliation dip, 
suggest intrusion o f these dikes Into the older metamorphie 
rocks* Frequently however, the boundary with the wall 
rock is gradational and metamorphie structures pass into 
the pegmatite, although they are seldom well developed* 
Garnets and garnet-rich son as are frequently present in 
the pegmatites, ©specially near their margins.
Most probable age relations o f these pegmatite 
bodies is suggested by the followings (1) They nowhere 
intrude rocks younger than the gneisses and schists o f 
the metamorphie basement} (2 ) Metamorphie gneiaaie 
structures are sometimes developed within the pegmatites 
although seldom to the extent found in the enclosing foliated
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Figure 2* Outcrop of foliated metamorphie rocks looking 
southward parallel to the strike o f the foliation* 3 *3 .  
l/ 4 » 3ee» 23# T# 25 3* f R* 63 3 *
Figure 3* Photograph o f a specimen o f garnet-quartz- 
biotite schist* 3 *3 * l/4» 3ec* 23# T* 25 3* t R« 63 3 *
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Figure 4* Photograph of a specimen of gametiferous 
granite gneiss. Not© porphyroblasts of andradite garnet 
in lower le ft  com er, N ,S ,  l/4» 3ec. 21, T , 26 3 , ,
JR, 64 3  •
Figure 5. Photograph o f a specimen of pegmatite from  
the metamorphie basement. Note quart* (dark g ray ), 
plagioclasa (very light gray ), and pink orthoclaae (Ught 
g ray ), N ,E »  l/4 , 3ec, 36, T ,  25 3 , ,  63 -u».
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rocks, Porphyroblasts o f garnet are often present and 
sometimes form parallel layers within a pegmatite} (3 ) 
Regional correlations in the southern Basin, and Rang© 
province indicate a common association o f pegmatites with 
the Precambrian basement crystalline rocks} (4 ) Absence 
o f any pegmatite bodies either within or spatially associated 
with the intrusive bodies o f Tertiary  age in the district} 
and (5 )  Pegmatites are usually considered to be a by­
product o f post-intrusive deep seated magmatlsm. These 
features and observations suggest a genetic relationship 
with siliceous Precambrian intrusive rocks and, necessarily, 
a Precambrian age,
Precam brian gneisses and schists within the mapped 
area are nearly everywhere locally intruded by dikes, plugs» 
sills anH stocks related to middle and late Tertiary  igneous 
activity. These intrusive bodies structurally disturb the 
continuity o f metamorphie foliation. A lso, marginal and 
regional metasomatism and hydrothermal alteration has been 
superimposed on the gneisses and schists by the Tertiary  
intrusions • All these facto rs indicate that the character­
istics o f the three groups o f metamorphie rocks in the 
Bldorado d istrict are the result of* pre-metamorphlc
lithology; stages o f pre—1Tertiary m e tarn or phis m to which 
th® rock has been subjected; contact metamorphism, meta­
somatism and hydrothermal alteration resulting from Tertiary  
igneous activity! and structural deformation by folding and 
faulting. Relic primary structures and other pre-metamor- 
phic iithoiogie characteristics indicative of the parent rocks 
were not noted. Metamorphism, metasomatism and struc­
tural deformation have obliterated the original character­
istics o f the parent rock and except fo r the quartzites, 
it is not known whether the rocks are paragneisses and 
schists or orthogneisses and schists.
An admixture o f Tertiary intrusive rocks and in­
truded gneisses and schists has developed near the margins 
o f the Tertiary intrusives and to a lesser degree In other 
parts o f the metamorphie terrain. This involvement of 
metamorphie rocks and the post-kinematic intrusive rocks 
is shown in Figure 6. Kantor <1961, Plate 1 ), In the 
southern bldorado Mountains, mapped similar zones of 
mixed intrusive and metamorphie rocks as migmatites. 
vVlthin this report an attempt has been made to d iffe r­
entiate between the units on the basis of predominant
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lithology. Thus, an approximat© contact drawn between, 
fox* example, an area o f quanta monzonite intrusive rocks 
and. a Precambrian schist might represent the approximate 
transition from a lithology predominantly quart* monzonitic, 
but with included masses o f metamorphie rocks, to a 
lithology largely foliated but with chonollths o f quartz 
monzonita intrusive rock, A  map notation o f mixed rocks 
Is used which specifies which lithology is predominant and 
which is secondary (see Plate X). 3mall intrusives, 
mostly plugs and dikes too small In size to map, but re­
lated to the larger intrusive bodies occur vary commonly, 
and often in considerable abundance, in the area o f gneiss 
and schist outcrop* Pendants and xenoliths o f foUated 
rocks are also present. The mixed rock notation is also 
used in these circumstances to present a more accurate 
representation o f the true lithologies present.
A rea  North o f Nob Hill. The most abundant rock 
type in the large metamorphie outcrop area north o f Kob 
Hill is a medium to light gray granite gneiss. Here the 
foliation trends in a northwesterly direction and dips 
40°-80® N .3 .  The most characteristic mineral is Ught
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Figure 6. Precambrian granite gneiss (mottled very light 
gray) intruded by Nelson quartz monzonite o f Tertiary age. 
Note irregular interpenetrating contact. N.W. l/4, Sec. 
16, T . 26 S. , R. 64 E .
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t© pale plxtk ortho ciaa© which la intergi’own with quarts 
and aodic plagioclase* Individual grain* ©f feldspar rang© In 
ala© up to 2 inchea. In  order o f abundance the matrix con­
tains quarts, blotite, plagioclase and garnet. iSuhedral 
P©**phy roblas ta o f andradite garnet range up to one inch 
across•
About one mile w est from  the Golden Empire Min®, 
a blotite f^ldepathic gneiss, which typically contain* feldspar, 
30 percent! blotite, 25 percent, chlorite, 15 percent! 
quarts, 20 percent!and andradite garnet, 10 percent} is 
Invaded by many pegm atites. The pegmatites usually parallel 
the foliation o f the gneiss, although some cut across it . 
Typical mineralogy o f these pegmatites is pink orthoclase,
65 percent} sodic plagleelase, 10 percent} quarts, 20 percent} 
blotite, 3 percent} apatite and accessories, 2 percent. 
Myrmekitic textures are commonly present between ortho­
clase and quarts. Individual grains o f feldspar range to  
several Inches In diameter. The trend of the foliation In 
this area Is usually w est-northw esterly with 50*-60° N.aJ, 
dips* Numerous varieties o f schists and gneisses are  
locally present in patches covering small areas and Include 
such rock types as quarts-biotite schist and hornblende gneiss.
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vfeat bldorado Mountains, The area along the 
w estern  edge o f the bldorado Mountains, northeast from  
the Keyhole Intrusive, consists largely o f garnetiferous 
granite gneiss. The rock is Ught gray and intruded by 
numerous pegmatites. The gneiss is composed mainly o f 
quarts and feldspar with a typical mineralogical composition 
o f quartz, 40 percent! plagioclase, 29 percent; orthoclase, 
14 percent; chlorite, 7 percent; garnet, 5 percent! and 
accessories, 2 percent. The orthoclase is pink and occurs 
as grains up to about 0.4 inches across, Andradite and 
grossularite garnet are widely distributed, Foliation of 
the gneiss trends N* 10° d*. to hi. 20° vtf. and dips 75® *3. 
to 60• vtf. Locally it  is contorted into small scale folds. 
Precambrian pegmatites and later intrusive rocks form  
additional Important Ethologies*
Dark gray biotite, chlorite, schist form s irregular 
outcrop beids. In order o f abundance the minerals present 
aret chlorite, biotit©, plagioclase, quart* and andradite 
garnet. Schistose structure principally from the parallel 
orientation o f chlorite and blotite plates paraUels that of 
the gneiss. Abundant pegmatites parallel the foliation and
V
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commonly contain microcllne an their K —feldspar, along with  
quarts , N a—f  elds par (oligocl&ae), blotite and chlorite*
N orth  o f  A stec  Wash. Quartz~bio tite sch ists, 
granite gneisses and occasional pegmatites crop out in the 
area  o f  crystalline rocks north o f A stec Wash. The fo l­
iation here trends north to  N . 35* W* and dips usually 
25*~60° N # S * In  areas o f younger fau lts and near intru­
sive stock s , the foliation Is locally contorted, in a complex 
fashion, into tight folds.
N orth  o f Teehattioup Wash. The foliated rocks 
surrounding Techatticup Wash are  predominantly granite 
gneiss and quarts-biotlte schist. Pegm atites are rare  
although much younger dikes o f aplite and pink latite por­
phyry are locally abundant. The gneisses and schists show 
foliation mainly bearing N . 70* to 3 . ©5* W. The folia­
tion planes dip both to  the north and south and probably 
parallel the original bedding. These variations suggest 
local folds in the basement rocks o f w est-northw est
trend .
Volcanic R.ocka
Til® volcanic section ©f the bldorado district I® 
spproxiib®t®ly f « # t  thick, Keokc ©f the Pats^r
Qoidon Doer, a id  Mount Oavli volcanic formations 
mr0 present as are also local flows o f Pleistocene basalt, 
The complete section is well exposed in an east—weat belt 
about three miles north o f Nelson and includes Longweli** 
type section fo r  the Patsy  Mine volcanies ( Longwellf I960), 
The volcanic rocks dtp moderately to steeply eastward  
are  locally slightly overturned. P a rts  o f the section are  
repeated by a series o f northeasterly trending wrench 
fau lts and by north-northwesterly trending norms! fau lts. 
Andesites and basalts predominate, but rhyolitic 
flows and pyroclastic beds are present in the Patsy  Mine, 
th® Grolden Door and the upper part o f th® Mount Davis 
formations ,
No fossils have been found in the volcanic assem­
blages, nor are stratigraphic relationships present with 
rocks o f known age which allow the positive assignment o f 
ages, Miocene through Pliocene ages are tentatively
however, based on the regional relationships and 
structural relationships.
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Patsy  Mine Volcanies* The Patsy  Mine Formation, 
originally named by Longwall ( i 960) is subdivided into three 
members In the bldorado mining district* Longwell makes 
no such form al division in his as yet unpublished professional 
paper* The three members ares (1 ) lower member -  
made up o f a monotonous aeries o f brown andesite and 
basalt flow s and flow breccias approximately 9,500 fee t  
in thickness) (2 ) the middle member -  rhyolitic in compos­
ition composed mainly o f spherulltie glassy volcanic 
flo w s, approximately 1,070 fee t in maximum thickness;
(3 ) the upper member -  predominantly vesicular basalt 
mu* reddish brown andesite flows with a thickness o f 
approximately 2,100 feet*
Patsy  Mine volcanic rocks crop out in several parts 
o f the mapped area* They are typically exposed in a 
bread w est to  east belt three miles north o f Nelson in 
the vicinity o f  the Patsy  Mine, where Longwell has desig­
nated the type section (F igure 7 ). A  second large outcrop 
area is present on both sides o f Lonesome *Tash, approxi­
mately four miles w est o f the Colorado River. Exposures 
©f lesser areal extent occur north o f the Techatticup mine 
and in the sm ith-central portion of the mapped area.
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Th® formation is typically composed of flow and 
explosive breccia beds o f brown andesite and basalt. A  
l i g h t -c o lo r , glassy unit high in silica and containing 
spherulites lies between the dark colored lava flows in 
the upper part o f th© sequence and those o f the lower 
portion. This unit forms a steep ridge west o f Nevada 
Highway 60, from one to six miles north o f Nelson,
Light b u ff colored tuffaoeous beds, in part water-lain, 
occur locally between the dark flows and represent brief 
inter-volcanic periods o f acidic pyroclastic deposition in 
sedimentary environments. These tuff&ceoua layers, which 
are never more than a few tens o f fee t thick, usually 
persist along strike only fo r  short distances. Near the 
top o f th© sequence, the relative amount o f basalt in­
creases and the flows assume a very dark brown to dark 
reddish brown color and a more uniform appearance. 
Vesicular flows o f basalt, locally amygdaloidal are abundant 
near the upper part o f the sequence.
The Patsy  Mine volcanies are subdivided into three 
members in th® bldorado district on the basis o f lithology 
eT>^  stratigraphic sequence. These are designated as the
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Figure 7* Patsy  Mine volcanies (dark colored) conformably 
overlain by Golden Door volcanies (b u ff colored) about 3/4 
mile northwest of Nelson, Nevada. View direction is north­
easterly. Dip o f volcanic beds is moderately to the east.
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x
Figure 8, Middle member o f  th e  Patsy  Mine volcanies 
overlying the lower member about one mile north from  
hi elson, Nevada* Direction o f view is northeasterly.
Figure 9* Upper member o f the Patsy  Mine volcanies 
overlain by Qolden Door volcanies. This photograph is 
an eastward view from  point marked x on Figure 8,
lo w e r9 middle and upper members respectively and w ere  
mapped separately  (F igu res 8 and 9 )* The Ught colored 
glassy middle member is very distinctive and is readily 
recognised in -the field* Andesite and basalt flow s o f 
the upper member a re  how ever, scarcely distinguishable 
from  the low er member because o f their sim ilarity In 
Isolated outcrops*
The basal beds o f the low er member o f the P a tsy  
Mine volcanies lie uneonformably upon the Precam brian  
gneisses and schists* This contact is weU exposed In 
several p arts o f the d istrict* A  good example is a t the 
base o f I-ongwelUa type section fo r  the P a tsy  Mine vol- 
canlcs in the southw est portion o f the N*i2* l/4 » 3ee*
25, T * 25 £S*, R* 63 O thers are visible in the region
south and southeast o f Nelson where the Basal P a tsy  
Mine rocks stratigraphicaUy ovarUe foUated basement rocks 
although the entire sequence is locally overturned (see  
Figure 10)*
The upperm ost vesicular basalt flow  o f the upper 
member o f the P a tsy  Mine voloanios is dlsconformably 
overlain by rhyolite breccia o f the Golden O eor volcanies
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everywhere within the mapped area (F igu re  11). H owever, 
Longwell (I96 0 ) and Ransome (1950) have reported the 
presence o f an angular unconform ity, and have described  
a  coarse d etrlta l breccia deposit‘d th at is els aw here present 
a t  the contact between these tw o  volcanic form ations in 
the river belt south o f Lake Mead.
The southern contact o f the extensive belt o f 
P a tsy  Mine volcanies both east and w est o f Kelson is p re­
dominantly intrusive in nature. L a rge  blocks and pendants 
o f volcanies occur within and are  partly assim ilated by an 
intrusive m ass. The contact w ith the intrusive body is 
generally gradational, a characteristic th at is well demon­
s tra te d  near the Carnation mine. The contact is however, 
more sharply defined elsewhere in the mapped area .
The rocks o f the P a tsy  Mine volcanic series have 
erupted from  at least tw o  and possibly more cen ters. *
*Th is is the "Dam  Breccia** o f Ransome (1950, pp. 
86-92) and is 350 f t .  to  400 f t .  thick immediately down­
stream  from  Hoover Dam , although it thins and disappears 
entirely within i/2  mile. I t  is largely composed o f Uthic 
fragm ents o f P a tsy  Mine volcanies up to  one f t .  across 
%rn4 probably represents a local accumulation on a pre—Golden 
D oor volcanic su rface  with considerable re lie f.
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10—A* Note sedimentary layering in the agglomerate 
near the lower contact*
10-B , Note isolated fragments o f metamorphie 
basement rocks•
Figure 10* Contact between overturned agglomeratic beds 
of the lower member, Patsy Mine volcanies, and metamorphie 
basement rocks* 3*J3# X/k» >=3ec* 15» T . 26 d * , R« 64
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Figure 11, Contact between the upp-*r member o f the 
Patsy  Mine volcanies (vesicular basalt) and the Golden Door 
volcanies about tw o miles north o f Nelson, Note the nearly 
white color o f the rhyolite explosion breccia uxdt forming 
the base o f the Golden Door volcanies. Rugged blue gray 
topography in the background is Nelson quartz monxonite. 
Direction o f view is southerly, Beds dip to the east 40-1*5° •
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Loagwftll (i960) described one center approximately five 
miles northeast o f Nelson where a complex tnase o f irregular 
Intrusive bodies, covering more than a square mile, merge 
outward into characteristic flows o f the Patsy Mine vol­
canic series) and a second in Pope Wash, about three miles 
eastward from the Oolorado River# I t  is likely that much 
Of the volcanic rock constituting the Patsy Mine volcanic 
section in the bldorado district originated from the center 
northeast o f Nelson with only minor contributions from 
the center in Pope Wash. The rhyolite and glassy flows 
o f the middle member, which lens out both north 
south from  a son® o f maxi mum thickness about 3 miles 
north o f Nelson, indicate an eruptive center fo r  these 
flews might have existed very near their present thickest 
exposure. About four miles northward from the Keyhole 
intrusive, some o f the brown andesite porphyry flows 
thicken and merge with fine grained plugs and sills, perhaps 
indicating some o f the flow rocks exposed in the thick 
section o f the lower member flowed outward from a sup­
plementary source here#
A.. Low er Member. The lower member o f the Patsy  
Mine volcanies consists o f s  thick, monotonous accumulation 
o f brown andesite and basalt flow s, flow breccias and ex­
plosive breccias. Individual flow s within this member some­
times exceed 100 fe e t  in thickness, however the average 
is probably closer to  50 fe e t . Flow units are seldom 
uniform in lithology throughout but commonly show variations 
In quantity and nature o f phenoerysts, grain sise within the 
ground mass, rock color and general composition* Explo­
sion flow  breccias show considerable variation hi the 
sise , nature and amount o f included Uthic fragments and 
In the color and grain sise o f the ground mass (see Figure 
13 ), Latera l variations are common in individual volcanic 
flow and breccia units* Beds commonly merge with one 
another and new units appear in the section*
The rocks are predominantly brown but vary in 
tone from  very dark brown, through medium brown, magenta 
maroon brown to greenish brown end b u ff—brown tones* 
The color changes between neighboring flows are usually 
subtle and gradual* Separation o f individual flow s in the 
field on the basis o f color can be done only with considerable
difficulty end uncertainty* Andesitic flow s and explosive 
breccias predominate , but considerable basalt is also present 
especially near the upper portion o f  the member* The 
andesites are characterised by their lighter color, 
usually the presence o f phenocrysts o f feldspar and auglte 
or hornblende* Basalts are darker brown, o f ton contain 
visible olivine grains, calcic plagioclase, usually labradorite, 
frequently are vesicular or amygdaloidai near the upper 
portions o f individual flow s*
The thickness o f the lower member Is difficult to  
accurately determine because o f the possibility o f fau lts  
repeating the section* Many fau lts have likely remained 
undetected because o f (1) lack o f distinctive marker beds 
within the unit) (2 ) the general uniformity o f lithology 
and mineral composition o f the rocks% (3 ) the very slight 
difference in color between flow s) and (4 ) the lateral 
variation o f Individual flow  units* The measurement o f 
this member is fu rth er complicated by the difficulty in 
Obtaining aoeurato attitudes o f the flow s in the field*
The maximum thickness o f the section exposed two
north o f tho Patsy  Mine is more than 9,000 feet* Because
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Figure 12, Andesite explosion breccia from  the lower 
member, Patsy  Mine volcanies approximately 650 fe e t  
easterly from  the basal contact o f the unit with foliated  
basement rocks. 3,H », 1/4, 3ec. 31, T . 25 3 . ,  R.64 HI,
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o f probable repetition by faulting, the section is Ukely 
less then this maximum figure but probably is a t leant
4,000 to 5,000 fe e t . The strike in this area is H . 10*- 
30* W. The dip Is 72°-85° to  the N.uJ. Locally the beds 
are vertical or overturned to the east.
The basal unit o f the member is a light gray lime­
stone bed which He® in angular unconformity on the P re -  
cambrian gneisses and schists. This limestone unit is 
almost always poorly exposed. I t  varies in thickness but 
is usually a t least 6 fe e t thick. The bed consists o f 
light to  very light gray, fine-grained limestone with included 
angular fragm ents o f the underlying metamorphie rocks 
(F igure 13 ), the sise and quantity o f which decrease up­
w ard. Individual fragm ents range up to several inches in 
diam eter.
The conglomeratic limestone bed probably represents 
accumulation o f erosional debris in shallow bodies o f fresh  
w ater within which limestone was being deposited. This 
bad is exposed in both the north and southern parts o f 
the d istrict. The gradation upward from  this limestone 
unit to the Patsy  Mine volcanies is continuous, passing
through an intermediate stage where volcanic explosive 
debris from  initial stages o f voloaniam first: mixed with 
and then severed the thin limestone bed.
Agglom erate beds and andesite explosive breccias, 
locally as thick as 260-300 fe e t , overlie the basal lime­
stone bed. This unit is poorly exposed In L.ongwei!*s 
type section area and has weathered to a topographic 
low , largely covered with slope wash. These units are  
overlain by a more resistant andesite explosion breccia 
containing angular lithic fragm ents o f fe lsite  porphyry 
plus gneiss and schist within a reddish brown aphanitic 
ground mass. Most o f the fragm ents range in sise from  
.05 inches to  several inches across.
The overlying volcanic rocks o f the lower member 
consist o f several thousand fe e t  o f a monotonous sequence 
o f brown colored flow s, flow breccias and explosive breccias 
Characteristic o f the lower Patsy  Mine volcanies (F igure  
Xk) »  Detailed description o f several characteristic units 
within this thick volcanic series are given below.
A  distinctive andesite explosion breccia unit approx­
imately 140 fe e t In thickness in the N .iS . l/4 » 3eo« 25»
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Figure 13• Photograph o f the weathered surface o f a 
specimen o f the basal limestone unit o f the lower member, 
Patsy  Mine volcanies* Note the irregular fragments o f 
gneiss surrounded by light gray limestone* N*i3* l/4»
3*c* 2 5 , T . 25 3 * , R . 63 3 *
Figure 14* Photograph o f a specimen o f andesite flow  
breccia from  the lower member, Patsy Mine volcanies* 
N *S * 1/4, 3ec« 25 3 * , R* 63 3 *
T ,  25 3 « , R. 63 B5., lies approximately 600 fe e t up— 
section from  the base o f the Patsy  Mine volcanies. The 
ground mass is a medium brownish gray andesite which, 
surrounds abundant angular Uthic fragm ents o f feisite  
porphyry and gneiss and schist* The fragm ents locally 
comprise as much as 40 percent o f the total rock volume, 
but usually much less. The most common sise is from  
*91 to *1 Inches $ exceptional fragm ents range in sise to  
several inches. Upward from  the base and nearer the 
center o f the unit, the Uthic fragm ents become eoarser, 
some as large as 2 fe e t across. Here the andesite 
ground mass Is more reddish and more firm ly cements 
the fragm ents It surrounds* Fractures usually cross 
the Uthic fragm ents rather than pass around them. Near 
the top o f the unit, the groundmaas is a modium —gray 
reddish b u ff, the Uthic fragm ents are smaller and con­
sist predominantly o f medium to dark gray fe lslte  porphyry 
containing white laths o f plagloel&se* Immediately above 
a narrow oxidised sene, which probably marks the upper 
portion o f this unit, Is s  aerie© o f volcanic flow s o f 
andesite porphyry containing occasional rounded Uthic fra g ­
ments usually larger than one inch in diameter*
7©
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An andesite porphyry flow occurs approximately 
950 fe e t stratigraphlcally above the base o f the Patsy  
Mine volcanies, and about £00 fa s t  east o f the above 
described explosive breccia unit. In  hand specimen the 
rock is a massive, fine-grained volcanic flow , brownish 
magenta gray, and contains lath—like pinkish white feldspar 
and dark colored spherical pyroxene phenoorysts. The 
color o f weathered surfaces is medium to dark brown*
The phenoorysts range in sise up to approximately *1 
Inch and are surrounded by a very fine grained ground 
mass* In  thin section (no* 47» see Figure 15), the 
rock consists o f the following minerals In decreasing order 
o f abundances d lgodase, 14 percent) hypersthene, 6 
percent) cal cite (secondary or Introduced), 2 percent) 
chlorite (a ft e r  hypersthene), 2 percent) orthoclase,
2 percent) cryptocrystalllne or glassy ground mass, 72 
percent) accessories Including magnetite, 2 percent*
The rock is classified as an andesite porphyry (2 , 2,
12 S ) .
Because o f the lateral variations and also general 
Similarity o f the various flow units throughout the lower 
member, only a general section has boon measured except 
fo r  the details noted above* This section follows*
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Figure 15* Photomicrograph o f andesite porphyry from  
950 fe e t  above the base o f the lower member, Patsy  Mine 
volcanies* Note cryptocrystalline to glassy ground mass 
and phenoorysts o f plagioclase and chlorite a fte r  hyper- 
sthene (w ith  magnetite)* Sample No* 47* Plane polarised 
Ught, 125X*
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Generalised Section o f the Low er Member,
Patay Mine Volcanies
Three Miles Northwest: from  Nelson, Nevada
ft
Patay Mine volcanies, middle member*
Patay  Mine volcanies, lower members
Approximate 
thickness s
Medium to dark brown to dark reddish 
brown flow s o f hornblene and 
pyroxene andesite porphyry and 
olivine basalt* Mainly slightly 
porphyrltic, phenoorysts usually 
poorly developed and seldom larger 
than *05 inches* Upper portion 
o f flow s, especially basalts, commonly 
contain abundant vesicles, many filled 
with amygdules o f milk white opal and 
calotte* 1,300 ft *
Light to  medium brown andesite and 
andesite porphyry flow s, with occa­
sional olivine basalt. Hornblende and 
lssa commonly augite phenoorysts 
surrounded by very fine-grained 
andesitic ground mass* Occasional 
andesite breccias and vesicular Ught 
grayish brown andesite flow s are 
also present, 2,550 ft *
Maroon to dark brownish andesite and
basalt flow s* Texture usually massive 
with sparse phenoorysts o f augite, 
hornblende and plagioclase with olivine 
in the basalts* Elongated vesicles, 
sometimes filled with opal, locally 
abundant near the upper portions o f 
individual flow s* Volcanic breccia 
beds rare  in contrast to underlying 
rocks* 3,000 f t
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Medium brownish gray to reddish brown
andesite breccias and explosion breccias*
Lithio fragm entg variable in composition 
range in sise from  less than *05 inches 
to  larger than 1 foot* Occasional 
light to medium gray flow s contain 
fow  Uthic fragm ents and range in com­
position from  andesite to  daeite por­
phyry with phenoorysts o f hornblende 
and plagioclase* 1,350 ft *
Predominantly volcanic breccias containing 
Uthic fragm ents highly variable in sise 
and composition cemented by red to  
brown aphanitic andesite ground mass*
Lithic fragm ents o f gneiss and schist 
predominate at base o f unit end de­
crease upward* Andesite porphyry 
contains phenoorysts o f hornblende, 
pyroxene (augite and hypersthene), 
plagioclase and occasionally olivine.
A. Ught gray ttmestone bed 4 to 8
fe e t in thickness, with abundant
angular fragm ents o f gneiss and schist
marks the base o f the member and
uneonformably overUes rocks o f the
crystalline basement* 1,300 ft *
Total 9,500 ft *
Unconformity
Precambrian gneiss and schist*
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B* Middle Member* Tbe middle member o f  the Patsy  
Mias volca.nl ca consists o f & group o f  yellow -to bu ff 
rhyolitic tu f fs , flew s and vitrophyres Interposed between 
tbe dark colored andesites and basalts o f tbe lower and 
upper members o f tbe formation* This member is more 
than 1,000 fe e t thick approximately one mile north o f 
Kelson along tbe w est side o f Nevada Highway 60 but 
thins northward. I t  disappears from  tbe section about 
four miles fa rth e r north, probably ss tbe result o f both 
faulting and lateral thinning*
Tbs middle member strikes N , 10°-50* W* sad 
dips 72*-66* N • W, i or approximately tbe same as nearby 
volcanic flow s* -dlUcified and welded tu ffs  and tu ff  
breccias w ater-lain  in part, overlain by a sequence, 
variable along strike , o f apherulitic glassy beds (F igure  
16 ), o f mottled aphanitio rhyolite and glass, and layers 
o f perlite containing masses o f brown rhyolite glass 
characterize the member*
Other smaller outcrops o f the middle member occur 
In tbe central part o f the d istrict. One o f these is 
northwest o f the Teehatticup mine where Ught colored
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pyroclastic rooks o f the Qolden Door Formation lying to  
the w e t ,  are downf suited against the middle Patsy  Mine 
member* Fu rth er east, along Techatticup Wash, the 
middle member is In fau lt contact with, the Patsy  Mine 
upper member, with foliated basement rocks and with 
quarts monsonite, Locally it is Intruded and altered by 
small plugs o f the Kelson monsonite. A ltered and Intruded 
middle Patsy  Mine volcanic rocks also cap tw o hills south 
o f Kelson in the north t/Z  o f -Sec. 10, T . 26 3 * , Hu 
64 ffi*
16 -B . Polished specimen.
Figure 16* 3pherulltie volcanic glass from  the middle 
member, Patsy  Mine volcanies about one mile north from  
Nelson, Nevada*
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Generalized Section o f Middle Member, Patsy  Mine Volcanic® 
Went o f Nevada Highway 60, Approximately 
One Mile North o f Nclean, Nevada 
Measured by P roctor and Hansen
Patsy  Mine volcanies, upper member.
Patsy  Mine volcanies, middle memberi
Approximate 
thickness t
Poorly exposed bed o f greenish gray 
spherulitie volcanic glass containing 
perlite and irregular masses and 
bands o f brown glass. Thin layers 
o f b u ff volcanic t u f f .  150-200 f t .
Pinkish orange and gray contorted 
masses o f volcanic glass near 
bottom . Upper part mainly grayish 
green perlite and brown spherulitie 
glass with minor welded tu ffs .  
3pherulltes commonly as large as 
4 to  6 inches and occasionally 1 
foo t in diameter.
Xnterbanded Irregular layers o f grayish 
green perlite and brown spherulitie 
glass containing occasional lithie 
fragm ents* 3pherulitea usually 
about the sise o f marbles. Pale 
grayish gresn perlits bed three 
fe e t thick a t base.
Gllicified, argillaceous, tu ff  and tu ff  
breccia, welded la upper portions, 
water-lain  la lower. Light b u ff to  
medium brown.
Yellow to  tan welded tu ff  containing 
assorted glass and pyroclastic 
fragm ents.
365 f t .
35 f t .
165 f t .
45 f t .
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Poorly exposed pinkish to bu ff tu ff  breccia 
In lower part* Upper part la a welded 
t u f f  breccia, pinkish gray with bands 
o f pink mottled gray glass* 60 ft *
Tan to brown to gray argfillsed tu ff  
breccia containing irregular bands o f 
peril tic and volcanic glass locally as 
thick as 15 fe e t . 150 ft *
Red-brown weathering latite porphyry
flow* 50 ft *
Total 1,020-1,070 f t .
Patsy  Mins volcanies, lower member*
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C* Upper Member* Th© upper member o f the Pete/  
Mine voice nice is composed predominantly o f porphyritio 
end vesicular flow s o f olivine basalt end hornblende andesite 
porphyry (F igures 1? end 16 ). Vesicles, which ere es­
pecially common near the upper portions o f flow s, ere  
sometimes filled with amygdules o f celeite, quarts end 
opal, the relative percent o f which varies both within end 
between flow s* Oxidised senes, from  e few  inches to  
several fe e t  In thickness, ere frequently present between 
flew s end mark the boundaries o f flow units* Individual 
flow s very In thlokneas from  lees then 30 fe e t to perhaps 
ss much ss 200 fee t* An in tra-flow  pattern la sometimes 
developed which begins at the flow  base and grades upward 
from  the oxidised sons, or the top o f the proceeding flow , 
through a  thin breedated sons, then through thick senes 
o f aphanitie or porphyritio flow rook and finally Into an 
uppermost vesicular or amygdaloidal layer*
The upper member shows little variation in compos­
ition throughout its thickness and consists almost entirely 
o f interlayered flow s o f basalt and andesite* A»g|te and 
lass commonly hornblende are oonatltuenta o f the andesites
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Figure 17* Photograph o f a specimen of pyroxene andesite 
porphyry from  the upper member, Patsy  Mine volcanies, 
about three miles north o f Nelson, Nevada.
Figure 18* Photograph o f a specimen o f amygdaloidal 
olivine basalt from  the upper member, Patsy  Mine volcanies, 
about three miles north, o f Nelson, Nevada* Amygdales 
are filled with quarts and cal cite*
plus phenoorysts o f chlorite and piagiedase, usually 
andesine• The basalt flow s eon* mostly contain olivine as 
an important constituent as well as plagioclase which 
may be aa calcic as labradorite at the cores o f zoned 
phenoorysts. Flows o f dark reddish brown basalt with 
white amygdales filled with cal cite, opal and quarts are  
present in several parts o f the member* Dark brownish 
red grains o f lddingslte ( alteration product from  olivine) 
are a common constituent in some flows* The predominant 
outcrop color o f this unit is mareonish-brown to dark red­
dish gray* This la a striking contrast to  the light yellow 
and bu ffs  o f the underlying middle and the overlying 
Golden Door volcanies*
A  yellow to b u ff colored rhyolitic tu ff  breccia 
unit having a maximum thickness o f 50-60 fee t lies near 
the base o f the upper member, in sharp color and compos­
itional contrast to  the adjacent andesite and basalt flow s* 
The lower portion is w ater lain, shows sedimentary sorting 
and layering, and la classified as a rhyolitic volcanic sand­
stone. This grades upward to a rhyolitic Uthic tu ff  
cemented by cryptoorystalline to glassy matrix* In  thin
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section, phenoorysts o f quarts, oligoclase and orthoelase 
with a  maximum site o f ,2 mm,  are dispersed throughout 
a ground maas which aurrounds angular fragm ents o f vol­
canic ejecta*
The principal area o f outcrop o f the upper member 
begins north o f Nelson, and continues northwest fo r  
approximately six miles along Nevada Highway 60* In  
this srea , except fo r  the rugged upfaulted ridge north­
east o f Nelson, the upper member has been eroded to  a  
topographic low and form s an elongate valley bounded by 
ridges o f the more resistant Patsy  Mine volcanies middle 
member on the w est and the Golden Door formation on 
the east* The only other important outcrop area within 
the d istrict is north and east o f the Teehattioup mine 
whore the upper member is exposed by faulting on the 
north side o f the Teehattioup Wash. Here the member 
disappears to the north under the Golden Door volcanies*
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ejection o f the Upper Member, Patsy  Mina Volcanic* 
Tw o Miles North o f Nelson, Nevada
Golden Door Volcanies.
Upper Member, Patsy  Mine Volcaniess
Approximate 
thickness t
Xnterbedded flow s, predominantly olivine 
basalt and basalt porphyry, pyroxene 
andesite, hornblende andesite and 
andesite porphyry and related rock 
types. Vesicular layers, frequently 
containing quarts and less commonly 
cal cite filled amygdules present 
throughout, but more abundant near 
the top o f the member. 1,900 f t .
Rhyolite tu ff  breccia. w/ater~lain
rhyolitic layered sandstone near the 
base but grades upward to a welded 
rhyolitic Uthic tu ff . 50 f t .
Porphyritio dark reddish brown olivine 
basalt, vesicular in upper portions, 
locally contains cal cite amygdules. 
Grains o f Iddingsite abundant 
throughout. 150 f t .
Total 2,100 f t .
Middle member, Patsy  Mine volcanies•
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Golden Door Volcanies. Dongwell (I960) described 
the type section fo r  the Golden Doer volcanies in the 
region to the southwest o f Mount Perkins, w estern Mohave 
County, A risons, s t  the Golden Door mine. The section 
there is s t  least 5,000 fe e t thick sod consists o f two  
major subdivisions, each o f approximately equal thickness.
The lower is o f andesite and iatite with individual flow s 
ranging in thickness from  80 to 100 fe e t and is intruded 
by rhyolite dikes and sills* The upper Is composed mostly 
o f da cite and rhyolite with the uppermost 1,000 fee t pre­
dominantly rhyolitic t u f f ,  welded tu ff  and peril tic rhyolite 
layers within a thick yellowish tu ff .
Doagweii also describes a section o f Golden Door 
volcanies at Hoover Dam approximately 1,500 fee t thick 
and consisting predominantly o f Iatite. He suggests the 
upper rhyolitic portion o f the section has possibly been 
removed by erosion before the deposition o f Mount Davis 
volcanies.* Longwell observed that the Golden Door vol—
^Ransome (1950, p. 99) described s  course sedimen­
tary  deposit east o f Hoover Dam within his upper volcanic 
series which he named the Dry Gamp breccia. Dongwell 
(i960 ) has correlated this breccia as being either a t or very 
near the contact between the Mount Davis and the Golden 
Door volcanies. This breccia has not been observed in the 
htldorado mining district*
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canles w are deposited from  several centers o f eruption with  
individual d iffe r  ©sics® accounting in part fo r  the compositional 
range o f rhyolite to andesite.
The lithology o f the Golden Door volcanies in the 
mapped area is predominantly rhyolitic and includes thick beds 
o f welded tu ff and rhyolite tu ff  breccia. North o f Nelson, 
the Qolden Door consists o f thick layers o f yellow to light 
brown volcanic t u f f ,  explosion tu ff  breccia, and welded 
tu ff . The composition is predominantly rhyolitic. The 
section here probably correlates approximately with the 
upper 1,000 fe e t  o f the Golden Door Formation as described 
by IDongweU in the type section area, near Mount Perkins, 
Arizona. The contact with the underlying upper member 
o f the Patsy  Mine volcanies is dis conformable and clearly 
defined by the contrast in color which characterizes the 
compositional difference (F igure 11, Page 62 )• This con­
tact is fu rth er marked by a zone o f reddish alteration from  
a few  inches to more than a foot in thickness. The upper 
contact with the Mount Davis Formation shows a slight 
»ng »i*r  unconformity and represents an abrupt change upward 
from  the light to medium colored glassy welded tu ff o f the
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upper Golden Door volcanies to th e  basal hornblende andesite 
porphyry flow o f the Mount Davis*
-Several thick units within the Golden Door volcanies 
are more resistant to  erosion than the underlying andesites 
and basalts o f the upper Patsy  Mine volcanies and have 
form ed a prominent ridge north o f N elson on the east side 
o f and parallel to Highway 60* fea th e r in g  has produced 
numerous caves and small oval depressions in the rock sur­
face* An unusual natural arch o f welded tu ff  spans the 
Steep channel o f an eastward flowing interm ittent stream * 
Dxfoliation weathering is locally important*
About tw o miles north o f Nelson and east o f Nevada 
Highway 60, the Golden Door volcanies are approximately 
945 fe e t  thick* The strike o f the beds is N* 0-20* f ,  
and the dip usually 30-50* N* D* Normal faulting has re­
peated the section here several times* This outcrop area 
Ss finally terminated on the east by the Dido rad o fau lt 
where crystalline basement rocks are upfaulted against the 
Golden Door volcanies* Further to the east are present 
a few  Isolated outcrops o f Golden Door volcanies overlain 
In angular unconformity by the Mount Davis Formation*
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Here the thickness o f the ©olden Door volcanic* is much 
reduced.
A  second important region o f outcrop is in the ex­
treme northwestern portion o f the mapped ares. H ere, 
thick uniform welded tu ffs  are underlain by explosion tu ff  
breccia and vitrophyre layers. These re st on Patsy  Mine 
volcanic*• The sequence is folded into a broad northerly 
plunging arch, flanked by Mount Davis volcanic* on the 
north, east and w est.
In  hand specimen and thin section, rocks o f the 
©olden Door Formation show certain distinctive character­
istics. A  welded tu ff  specimen (Specimen No. 95, Figure 
19) from  the 3 .W. 1/4, Dec. 1, T . 25 3 . ,  R . 63 3 . ,  typi­
fies the welded tu ffs  o f the ©olden Door formation. The 
rock is reddish to brownish gray, shows banding, and 
occasional compacted, obsidian-like pumice fragm ents.
Numerous cleavage fragm ents o f sanldine and plagioclase 
occur with angular lithlc and crystal fragm ents surrounded 
by an aphanitic to glassy ground mass. In  thin section, 
plagioclase (s s  basic an An 52 in soned co re s ), ssnidiae,
quarts sad orthoclase are present in decreasing order o f
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Figure 19* Photograph o f a specimen o f welded tu ff from  
the Golden Door volcanies* Note the streaking from com­
pacted pumice fragm ents* No* 95*
Figure 20* Photograph o f explosion tu ff brecela from  the 
Golden Door volcanies* No* 8*
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abundance with blotite and augite aa minor acew so riw . The 
red to brown coloration o f the rook le probably the result 
o f Iron oxides dispersed throughout the predominantly 
glassy ground mass which constitutes approximately one 
half o f the rook and contains spherulitie fragm ents and 
shards*
A. rhyolite tu ff  breccia specimen approximately i 50 
fe e t  above the base o f the Gtolden Door volcanies, about 
tw o miles north o f Nelson ( -Specimen no* 6, Figure 20 ),
Is grayish orange and contains abundant Uthic fragm ents* 
These constitute approximately 20 percent o f the rock and 
consist largely o f dark colored andesite and basalt* Pheno— 
erysts o f saaldtne, eilgoelase and blotite as large as several 
mm* in sise occur within the matrix* In  thin section one 
recognises eUgoclass, sanldine, quarts with lesser amounts 
o f biotits, magnetite, augite and accessory minerals including 
rutile sad sphene* Ths ground mass is predominantly glass, 
stained brown by minute specks o f iron oxide, and contains 
some contorted shards* Secondary cal cite is present in
small amounts*
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Q tn*r«U s«d  3tctioa o f Golden Door Voloanlet 
S u it  o f Nevada Highway 60, Approximately 
Tw o Miles North o f Nelson, Nevada 
Measured by P roctor and Hansen
Mount Davis volcanies.
Golden Door volcanies i
Brownish red rhyolite tu ff . Irregu lar 
layers and streaks o f medium to dark 
brown volcanic glass locally ranging to  
$ foo t in thickness. A  thin, red 
oxidised sons marks the contact be­
tween the top o f this unit and a 
hornblende andesite flow at the base 
o f the Mount Davis volcanies.
Welded tu f f .  Medium to light colored 
welded tu ff  containing less than 15 
percent Uthic fragm ents. Shows 
strong welded tu ff  characteristics 
Including conspicuous streaking from  
obsidian-like flattened pumice. 200 f t .
Welded tu f f .  Medium colored ledge form er 
containing 14-10 percent Uthic fra g ­
ments. Bsd weathers to  medium to 
dark reddish brown. N ear base,
Uthic fragm ents frequently are sur­
rounded by cal cite rims, changing to  
veinlets in upper portion. 110 f t .
Welded tu f f .  B u ff to medium reddish 
brown tu ff  sad tu ff  breccia contain­
ing welded flattened pumice fragm ents 
somewhat glass-like In character.
N ear top o f unit, Uthic fragm ents 
decrease in sise sad are lighter in
Approximate 
thickness >
75 f t .
color, folding la less pronounced 
and pumice fragm ents leaa flattened,
Central portion well indurated, medium 
brown welded tu ff  with abundant llthle 
fragm ents. Low er 50 fee t  contains
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conspicuous lit hie fragm ents as large 
as 3 Inches. 300 f t .
Rhyolite tu ff  breccia. Gradational with 
basal the underlying unit but contains 
smaller and few er Uthic fragm ents o f 
dark felslte porphyry along with fra g ­
ments o f pale pink arglllis@d pumice, 
Matrix essentially unchanged from  lower 
bed and consists o f weU Indurated ash 
tu ff  with grains o f quarts, sanidine 
and blotite. Pumice fragm ents show 
increasing flattening throughout upper 
45 fe e t o f unit. 120 f t .
Rhyolite explosion breccia. Non-sorted, 
Uthic fragm ents o f felsitlc rock as 
large as 2 Inches, resembling Patsy  
Mine volcanies, isolated from one 
another by Ught gray to bu ff ash 
t u f f .  Fragments constitute approx­
imately 25 percent o f the unit. T u ff  
matrix contains crystals o f quartz, 
sanidine and blotite, and green argUUo 
material. Llthle fragm ents decrease 
In quantity and beds become better 
indurated upward. 140 f t .
Total 945 f t .
Upper member, Patsy Mine roles nice
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Mount: Da.via Volcanies. The Mount Davis formation 
was named and described by Dongwell (I960) fo r  the type 
section a t Mount Davis, In the Black Mountains 9 Arlsona, 
across the Colorado River and south from  the Did© rad© 
district* Long well has also described several partial 
sections o f the Mount Davis formation in the river belt 
south o f Lake Mead*
A t  the type section, the lower one half o f the 
formation Is composed largely o f flows o f andesite and 
basalt v commonly vesicular or amygdaloidal. The upper 
half $ though predominantly flows o f intermediate to basic 
composition, does contain a number o f interbedded flow s of 
siliceous volcanic rocks and several rubble sones o f sedimen­
tary debria which accumulated during Inter-volcanic e ro - 
eional periods.
In  the Didorado district, the Mount Davis form a­
tion Is approximately 4#000 fs e t  in thickness. I t  is o f 
diverse texture and com position, yet the gross lithology 
corresponds with the formation described by Longwell 
elsewhere south o f Lake Mead. The diversity o f rook 
types Is in contrast to the underlying Oolden Door and
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P *t*y  Mine Toimnlet which contain rather uniform lithology 
fo r  considerable thickneaaea.
A  complete aeotlon o f Mount Davie voioaniee ia 
not present in the bldorado d istrict, as the upper portion 
is either eut out by faults or eroded and unconform&bly 
overlain locally by flow s o f Pleistocene basalt and con­
glomeratic beds o f the Temple B a r Formation* Numerous 
fau lts have repeated portions o f the section, yet the 
absence o f key horlsons useful in outlining faults and 
determining o ffs e t  blocks prevents an accurate section 
measurement o f the overall formation within the area*
About throe miles north o f Nelson, the lower por­
tion o f the Mount Davis volcanies consists mainly o f flows 
o f dark colored andesite and basalt (F igure 21)* Many of 
the flow s are porphyritio, some are highly vesicular, 
locally amygdaloidal, Dome basalt glass and vitrophyre 
have also been observed* A t  least tw o welded tu ff units 
occur in the lower half o f the section* These arc light 
pinkish gray on fresh  su rfaces, show well developed streak­
ing, compacted pumice fragm ents and abundant phenoorysts 
o f quarts, sanidine, plagioclase and phenoorysts o f golden
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Figure 21. Photograph o f a specimen o f vesicular olivine 
basalt from  the lower portion o f the Mount Davis volcanies 
about three miles north o f Nelson, Nevada. Note partial 
filling o f vesieules with cal cite.
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blotite. The uoits are similar to thoso already noted la 
the welded rhyolite tu ff unite o f the underlying Golden 
Door volcanies. la  contrast, however, these Mount Davie 
unite, because o f higher iron content, weather very dark 
brown and show only moderate color contrast with the sur­
rounding andesite and basalt flows*
A  light colored volcanic explosive breccia cemented 
by layers o f tu ff  and overlain by a brown blotite andesite 
flow occurs near the central portion o f the sequence*
This Ss overlain by a medium to light colored welded tu ff*  
These three distinctive volcanic beds may well correlate 
with a tripartite unit described by Dongwell ss recurring 
within the central portion o f the Mount Davis volcanies in 
widely separated localities.
Within the bldorado d istrict, the upper portion o f 
the Mount Davis formation consists o f a wide assortment 
o f Uthologles, varying from  a few  rhyolite flow s, welded 
tu ffs  and latdtes (F igure 22 ), to predominant flow s o f 
porphyritio andesite and basalt* Sedimentary breccia 
debris Is abundant within the upper portion o f the sequence, 
especially in the eastern part o f the outcrop area* These
22—A . Explosive tu f f  breccia* N ot* aaaortment 
o f Uthic fragmenta and open vesicles.
22—B , Welded tu ff  breccia, Note streaking
from  compaction o f pumice and fragm ents 
and tuffaceous ground mass.
Figure 22* Photographs o f specimens from  the Mount 
Davis volcanies about three miles north o f Nelson, Nevada,
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b«d* are urisorted, contain angular fragm ents, and mainly 
are only moderately indurated* They range from  a few  
fe e t  in thickness to several tens o f feet* Though widely 
distributed throughout the uppermost portion o f the fo r ­
mation, they probably make up no more than 5 bo 10 per­
cent o f the total thickness o f this part o f the Mount 
Davis volcanies, xSlaewhere within the river belt south o f 
Lrake Mead, Dongwell (I960) notes that these sedimentary 
units sometimes form  as much ss 40 percent o f the total 
thickness o f the formation*
The Mount Davis section, between three and four 
miles north o f Nelson in Oak Creek Canyon, is estimated 
to be approximately 3,900 to 4,000 fe e t thick* In this 
area the beds strike N , 0—30* W* and dip 22-35* N*D*  
dightly  more gentle dips prevail to the northwest* This 
may be related to the tilting o f blocks by faulting* While 
detailed measurements and analysis o f the thick partial 
section o f Mount Davis volcanies has not been attem pted, 
a generalised section is included on Page 101*
A  second siseabie outcrop area o f Mount Davis 
volcanies Is in the northeastern portion o f the mapped
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area. Here the formation principally overUes Patsy  Mine 
volcanies and locally thin patches o f Oddest Door volcanies. 
The area is one o f  low elevation and only moderate relief. 
3tatce rocks o f the Mount Davis volcanies are generally 
not resistant to erosion , and they are overlain in part 
by the even less erosion resistant Tempi© B ar conglomerate, 
the outcrops in this area are largely masked by heaps of 
disintegrated reck and gravelly slope wash. A  measurement 
o f the section In this region o f poor exposure was not 
attem pted. The attitude o f the exposed beds ranges 
from  N . 15* to N . 10* W, and the dips vary from  
30* eaat In the north and east to nearly vertical in the 
southern part o f the outcrop area. Outliers o f Temple 
B ar conglomerate and locally Pleistocene basalt flows 
re st In angular unconformity on the more steeply dipping 
Mount Davis volcanies.
A  third outcrop area o f small size but o f consider­
able structural importance is present on the west bank of 
the Colorado River about three miles south o f Nelson*e 
Landing. Access to this area is possible by boat or by 
means o f a poor jeep trail beginning in Queen Wash. Since
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the outcrop la Isolated, the tentative assignment to the 
Mount Davis formation la on the baala o f lithology alone. 
The volcanic flow s trend N* 10°-20* and dip 9*~14° 
3 . W. This gentle dip to the 3 , W, la In sharp contrast 
to  the usual moderate easterly dips o f the volcanies to  
the w est and north.
Generalised Section, Mount Davis Volcanies 
3-1/8 Miles North o f Nelson, Nevada 
(Incomplete Section)
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Pleistocene basalt flow s. 
Angular unconformity. 
Mount Davis volcanies t
Upper unit Is predominantly o f tu ff  
breccias, welded tu ffs , black and 
brown vitrophyres lnterbedded with 
dark andesite and basalt lavas and 
locally sedimentary b reads beds.
The top o f the unit has been removed 
by erosion. Overlain In some places 
with strong angular unconformity by 
cemented sediments o f the Temple 
B ar formation and by Pleistocene 
basalt flow s.
Dark brown to black vitrophyre, pale 
greenish perlite and beds o f welded 
rhyolite tu ff  interbedded with occas­
sional flow s o f andesite and basalt,
Welded tu ffs , vitrophy res and peril tic 
glasses Interbedded with andesite 
and basalt flow s, Slightly reddish 
vesicular andesite porphyry containing 
phenoorysts o f plagioclase and blotite 
abundant near the base o f the unit. 
N ot resistant to  erosion and form a 
slopes and areas o f low relief except 




1,150 f t .
500 f t .
350 f t .
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Tripartita unit. Light pinkish brown 
adored welded tu ff  underlain by a 
reddish brown andesite porphyry con­
taining well developed subhedral phene- 
orysts o f  blotite as large as 1/4 inch.
A t the base is a very light yellow to
white voloanio explosion tu ff  breccia. £60 f t .
Upper portion is predominantly flows o f 
divine basalt* hornblende and pyroxene 
andesite* frequently with vesicular or 
porphyritio texture. Commonly the 
fine grained andesites and basalts are 
highly vesicular (sometimes amygdaloldal ) * 
especially near the upper portions o f 
individual flow s. Several layers o f 
welded tu ff  with a maximum thickness 
Of approximately 100 foot are present 
in the lower and central parts o f the 
unit. The basal flow o f the unit is a 
fins grained hornblende andesite por­
phyry which grades downward to a  
dark brown to black colored vitrophyre 
near the basal contact. 1*700 f t .
Total thickness o f formation 3*960 f t .
Golden Doer volcanies
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Pleistocene Bag alt F low s. Vesicular very dark  
gray to blaok basalt flows unconformably overlie Mount 
Davis volcanies. Two local basalt flow s, nearly horizontal 
to attitude, cap flat topped hills and resemble mesas to 
the northeast portion of the mapped area ( f  igure 23)•
The total outcrop area is less than one square mile, 
although scattered erosions! remnants of rounded boulders 
and cobbles o f similar appearing vesicular basalt in many 
parts o f the mapped area indicate a much wider original 
distribution. These very late Tertiary and Quaternary 
basalt flows are widely distributed in the uildorado Mountains 
and surrounding regions. They likely are related to each 
other and represent extrusion from many local centers, 
not necessarily simultaneously.
In hand specimen, the basalt is usually fine grained 
porphyritio, very dark gray to blaok, and frequently con­
tains large, well developed vesicles partly filled with oalcite 
(Figure 24). Phenoorysts of olivine are often visible. 
Minerals typically present are plagioclase ( labrador it e) , 
olivine, augite and magnetite. The rock is classified as an
olivtos basalt
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Figure 23 m Nearly horizontal flow of Pleistocene basalt 
unconformably overlying easterly dipping Mount Davis volcanies. 
About two miles northeast of the Teehattioup mine. Note 
vesicular olivine basalt float In foreground.
Figure 24* Photograph o f a specimen of vesicular basalt 
from the Pleistocene basalt flow unconformably overlying 
the Mount Davis volcanies about 3-1/2 miles north o f Nelson, 
Nevada. Note partial filling o f some vesicules with calcite.
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PitT08h>m l»try o f th* Volcanic Rock*, Chemical 
analyses o f 13 rook s9 which were selected from  volcanic 
unite occurring In the bldorado mining district and the sur­
rounding area, were made available through the courtesy o f 
Chester R* I^ongw ell and the U , 3 . Geological Survey fo r  
petrochemical calculations and comparison* The localities 
from  which the analysed specimens were selected and a 
description o f the specimens are listed in the explanation 
fo r  Table IX *
The sample descriptions indicate the specimens 
selected fo r  analyses were taken from diverse parts o f 
the thick sequence o f volcanic rocks present in the bldorado 
mining district and surrounding areas* In all oases, however, 
they w ere selected from  glassy volcanic flows, perlite, or 
vitrophyres Interlayered between the more typical volcanic 
units* While these analyses are helpful, more representa­
tive analyses o f other rook units would have given a much 
more complete petrochemical record o f the volcanic sequence* 
•Since the samples were selected from  volcanic glasses and 
not Intended to be representative o f the sequence as a 
whole, certain obvious restrictions must be placed on con—
elusions d«rlT*d from these and their application to the 
^•tr9 dM »isti7 * Certainly how ever, some gmamrml coaeiu- 
sloaa * r «  possible*
The system o f MiggU (1954) U  uied fo r  petrochemical 
olaaslfioatlon and fo r  oemparhen o f the molecular norms*
The concept o f molecular norm wee defined by Mggli (1954)
M  the normative mineral association and o ffe r*  certain 
advantage* over the use o f weight percentages fo r  oompar~ 
leoa o f rook* fo r  which chemical analyse* are available*
Molecular norm m SSSaJ L .9 L , —  *  1,000,
mol* w t« o f oxides
The mdeoular norm* o f the basic oxides are summed 
up to 100, * • ( . ,  *1 + fm ♦ c ♦ alk «* 100 
where fX means the molecular norm of AlgO^
fm moans the molecular norm of JTeQ (all F «  as F e 0  
♦ MgO ♦ MsO
© mesas the molecular norm of CaO ♦ (d rO  ♦ BaO ) 
alk mease the molecular norm of N*gO  ♦ KgO ♦
(i,l20  ♦ HbeO )
These values are recalculated to total 100 and are termed 




m  O p
®T(i) '"+1 MgST™"  ^ v3ao"",'^ '"”iN ag t i  + Kg^ S^ "'
MgQ _________K2 °
mg “ FeO  + MgO + MnO * k "  KgO + NagG ♦ LigO *
th^ last two of which, always are less than 1.
The same factor which Is used to reduce molecular
norms to a sum o f 100 Is applied individually to the molecular
norms o f the remainder o f the oxides* Thus*
tl *» T10*| |> »  PgOt^i h »  HgQj cog ■* C O g j*r  *  <ir Og> etc* 
F or the Niggii classification of a rook from the 1
chemical analysis* at least the following Niggii values are 
essential t
si* al* fm *c* alk* mg and k*
The Niggii values listed in Table IX  were calculated 
from the 13 chemical analyses described above.2 The calcula­
tion o f these Niggii values was carried out through the use 
o f the Missouri School o f Mlne*s Royal MoEee L G P —30 elec­
tronic digital computer system directed by the computer pro­
gram prepared by Assistant P ro fessor Richard R* Kennedy 
of the Missouri Gchool o f Mines Department of Geology*
g
QL*M values and other Niggii values were calculated 
using si, alk, c and fm values from suggested procedure In 
Burri* Niggii (1954).
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In addition to the Niggii values discussed above* 
certain other normative relationships are useful in the 
classlfioation and comparison of the chemical analyses from  
the volcanic rocks of the Didorado district and surrounding 
region* These are discussed briefly below.
st content. Rocks are divided into the following 
three groups according to their si value i
si greater than 200-225 acidic
si between 170—200 intermediate
si less than 170-130 basic*
The si values of all the rock analyses were above 
225 and thus all are classified as acidic* The lowest si 
value Is over 300 and most have values greater than 400* 
altfm ratio* The value of fm is plotted as 
ordinate against that o f al_ as abscissa* The volcanic 
rock analyses fo r  which a llfm ratios were calculated are 
classified on this basis as salic*
all alk ratio* The plot o f alk value as ordinate 
against values as abscissa enables the following classi­
fication to be applied!
TA BLE  IX A
CHEMICAL, A N A L Y S E S  O F V O L C A N IC  ROCKS 





3 1 °  2 a i2o 3 Fa2°3 FoO MgO CaO Na20 k 2o h 2° + h 2 ° - t 1°2 P2 ° 5 MnO Total
207 ** Bulk 66.85 15.25 1.26 .57 . 46 1.38 3.90 5.74 3.53 .18 .41 .07 .06 99.66
207 G.M. 67.70 13.87 *♦* .92 .92 3.51 5.97
297 Bulk 71.55 13.50 .80 .28 .24 1.02 3.58 5.02 3.06 .26 .18 .03 .06 99.58
297 G.M. 72.85 12.40 .44 .63 2.98 5.58
298 Bulk 70.94 13.41 1.12 .03 .34 1.42 3.44 5.00 3.08 .31 .18 .03 .06 99.36
298 G.M. 71.69 12.69 .27 1.37 3.14 4.96
345 Bulk 72.91 12.53 .43 .30 .13 .69 3.67 4.52 3.99 .24 .13 .01 .04 99.59
350 Bulk 73.65 12.78 .78 .09 .19 .79 3.49 4.58 2.96 .20 .11 .01 .05 99.68
350 G.M . 74.46 12.05 .24 .55 3.28 4.87
424 Bulk 79.46 10.57 . 64 .09 .17 .68 2.92 4.16 .45 .20 .12 .02 .04 99.52
424 G.M . 80.07 11.29 .21 .62 2.82 4.14
421 Bulk 72.40 12.94 .73 .16 .34 .79 3.27 4.99 3.35 .40 .13 .01 .05 99.56
421 G.M . 73.12 12.32 .49 .75 3.12 4.67
111 Bulk 69.40 13.62 .99 .63 .46 1.31 2.94 5.33 4.50 .21 .30 .07 .04 99.80
111 G.M . 70.57 12.61 .75 .96 2.40 5.69
414 Bulk 65.86 15.18 1.99 .80 1.12 2.86 3.52 3.83 3.19 .49 .42 .18 .06 99.50
414 G.M. 69.19 12.99 .46 2.13 2.85 4.50
148 Bulk 73.93 12.09 .52 .26 .18 .81 3.23 4.46 3.77 .32 .12 .01 .04 99.74
185 Bulk 73.93 12.46 .55 .30 .16 .75 3.21 4.74 3.34 .16 .15 .01 .04 99.80
185 G.M. 74.63 11.85 .47 .75 3.14 4.26
307 Bulk 76.19 12.62 .68 .14 .13 .79 4.23 3.32 1.04 . .54 .11 .01 .03 99.83
311 Bulk 72.21 12.34 .59 .18 .12 .97 3.33 4.16 4.75 1.00 .12 .01 .05 99.83
TABLE IX B
NIGGII VALUES AND CLASSIFICATION OF VOLCANIC ROCKS
L i t h o lo g ic  
Un i t
P o r t  i on 
o f  Rock
Samp 1e 0 t M s i at flB c e lk k ■9 h t i p Q uart z 
1 ndex
A lk  
C 1 a s s .
Mount O av is  V o le . Bu lk 207 49.1 47 .3 3 .22 333 44.8 10*7 7.37 37.1 .49 .32 61.7 1.52 .15 84 S u b p e r a lk a l ic
G.M . 207 52 .8 46.1 1.19 395 47.7 4.48 5.75 42.1 .53 1.27 1 n te rm ed ia te
Mount D a v is  V o le . Bu lk 297 55.3 4 1 .2 3.31 401 49.5 6.97 6 .1 2 37.4 .48 .29 62.0 .76 .07 151 S u b p e ra lk a l i  c
G.M . 297 59.0 4 0 .2 .8 2 492 49.4 2.49 4 .56 43.6 .55 218 S u b p e ra lk a l ic
Mount D a v is  V o le . Bu lk 298 55.5 42.1 2.29 408 45.4 8 .2 0 8 .7 6 37.6 .49 .36 65.1 .78 .07 158 In te rm e d ia te
G.M. 298 5 8 .6 4 0 .8 .63 466 4 8 .6 1.47 9.54 40 .4 .51 205 In te rm e d ia te
Mount D a v is  V o le . Bu lk 345 58.4 40 .0 1.48 474 48.1 5 .2 2 4.81 41.9 .45 .24 91.8 .63 .03 207 Su b p a ra tk a l i c
Mount D a v is  V o le . Bu lk 350 5 8 .8 39.1 1.99 470 48.1 6.30 5.40 40.2 .46 .29 80.0 .62 .03 209 S u b p e r a lk a l ic
6 .M. 350 60.7 38.7 .63 525 50.1 1.42 4.16 44.34 .49 248 S u b p e ra lk a l i  c
Mount D a v is  V o le . Bu lk 424 65.1 33.6 1 .23 598 46.9 6.35 5.48 4 1 .3 .48 .30 16.3 .68 .06 333 S u b p e ra lk a l ic  l
G.M . 424 6 6 .2 3 2 .6 1.13 622 51.7 1.36 5.16 41.8 .49 355 S u b p e r a lk a l ic
Mount D a v is  V o le . Bu lk 421 57.8 39.7 2 .43 451 47.5 7.67 5.27 39.6 .50 .41 77.9 .61 .03 193 S u b p e ra lk a l ic
G.M. 421 6 0 .6 38.1 1.28 505 5 0 .2 2.83 5.55 41.5 .50 239 S u b p a ra lk a l ic
Go lden Door V o le . Bu lk 111 55.2 41.0 3.49 392 45.4 11.3 7.94 35.4 .54 .34 88.9 1.28 .17 151 S u b p e ra lk a l ic
G.M . 111 59.2 39.2 1.63 469 49.4 4.17 6.84 39.6 .61 210 Subpera l ka l ic
Golden Door V o le . Bu lk 414 50.6 43.1 5.70 303 41.1 17.9 14.1 26.9 .42 .43 56 .4 1.45 .35 95 S u b p e r a lk a l ic
G.M. 414 58.5 40 .5 .98 433 4 8 .0 2.41 14.3 35.3 .51 192 1nterm ed i a te
Golden Door V o le . Bu lk 148 60.4 37.7 1.75 497 47.9 6 .1 2 5.83 4 0 .2 .48 .29 91.7 .61 .03 236 S u b p e ra lk a 1i c
Golden Door V o le . Bu lk 185 59.7 38 .2 1.96 486 4 8 .2 6 .1 6 5 .2 8 4 0 .3 .49 .25 76.7 .74 .03 224 S u b p e ra lk a l ic
G.M. 185 62 .3 36.5 1 .20 535 50.1 2.82 5.76 41 .3 .47 270 Su b p e ra1k a 1i c 1
P a ts y  Mine V o le . Bu lk 307 60 .3 37.9 1.73 496 48.5 5.52 5.51 40.5 .34 .23 34.3 .54 .03 234 Su b p e ra1ka l i c
(M id d le  Member)
P a ts y  Mine V o le . Bu lk 311 60.0 38 .2 1.74 481 48.4 5.43 6.92 39.2 .45 .2 2 127 .60 .03 224 Su bp e ra lk a 1ic  |_____________ _j
*  Bu lk  - Chem ical a n a ly s is  r e p r e s e n ta t iv e  o f  e n t i r e  specim en. * *  C orresponds to  f i e l d  numbers a ss ig n ed  by C . R. Lo n g w e ll. 
G.M . - Chem ical a n a ly s is  made o f  ground mass o f  specim en o n ly  These sample numbers a re  f u r th e r  used by him in  U .S . 
w ith  p h e n o c rys ts  removed. G e o l. S u rv e y  P r o f .  Paper 374 E ( i n  P r e s s ) .
** *  TaO and 11(0 ooablnmd and total reported 









EXPLANATION OF TABLE IX
Dark—gray to black glass from layer high In Mount 
Davie volcanic*, on w est side o f Welcome fault near 
north and o f the fault a* exposed. N.vtf. l/4 ,
3ec. 23, T » 25 3 . , R* 64 E • (Nevada)*
Dark—gray porphyritio glass In upper part o f Mount 
Davis volcanies, east of highway and 2 miles 
(straight map distance) southeast of Hoover Dam* 
Qlass layer is below thick section o f brownish fe l -  
site and above thick pumlceous tu ff-breccia . 3 .E .  
1/4# 3ec. 11, T . 30 N * , R. 23 W. , (A rizona )*
Q lass, reddish-brown, from block in tu ff-breccia  
below glass layer o f specimen 297. 3. E . l/4» Dec.
11, T . 30 N . , R . 23 W. (A rizona).
Dark—gray glass from eruptive center in Mount 
Davis volcanies south of Dquare Butte* Dpecimen 
from layer steeply tilted away from plug o f agglo­
merate. Has no phenoorysts• N .E *  l/4» 3ec,
17, T . 25 3 . ,  R. 65 E . (Nevada).
Light-brown glass from layer directly below Mount 
Davis basaltic lavas, at east side of eruptive center 
south o f 3quar«* Butte. N .E .  l/4 , 3ee. 17* T .
25 3 . ,  R. 65 E . (Nevada).
Brown felslte above glass layer, locality of specimen 
421. The sequence resembles that in upper part o f 
Mount Davis volcanies. 3 . w'• 1/4, 3eo. 36, T . 21
3 . ,  R. 63 E . (Nevada).
Dark-gray glass from layer directly below brown 
fe lslte , l/2 mile southeast o f Three Kids mine. 
Qlass overlies pumlceous tu f f .  3 . W* l/4 , 3ec. 36, 








G lass, dark green to  blaok, forming layer 25 fe e t  
thick In Golden Door voloanlca, about 500 fe e t  below 
base o f Mount Davis volcanies, directly north o f  
Searchlight F e rry  Road, Arizona, about 7 miles east 
o f Colorado River. Has small phenoorysts. (N o  
Land O ffic e  survey)
Ferlitie glass in Golden Door volcanies, l/2  mile 
northeast o f Dugarloaf Hill, at east side o f large  
loop to south in road leading east from  Hoover Dam.
D .i3 , l/4* Dee. 3 , T .  30 Is ., R . 23 W. (A r iz o n a )•
L igh t-g ray , non—porphyritio glass from thick glassy 
unit in Golden Door volcanies. Gold Bug *fash, 
about 2 miles east o f Colorado River. No survey — 
almost directly east from  mouth o f A ztec  «Vash 
(A rizona) •
D ark -gray  glass with whitish phenocrysts, from  
Golden Door volcanies In wash 1-1/2 miles w est o f 
Golden Door mine, Arizona. D .D . 1/4, Dec. 19,
T .  25 N . ,  R . 21 wV. (A rizon a ).
From  the glassy member in P a tsy  Mins volcanies, 
in ridge east o f vVeleome fau lt and 1 mile N . vV. o f 
Techatticup mine, Didorado D istric t, Nevada. 
Dpecimen is one o f many brownish spheroids, with 
diameters 1 to  3 inches, more resistant than in­
closing glassy m atrix, and consists o f uniform glass 
with no phenocrysts. D. W, 1/4, Dec. 34, T .  25 
D . , R . 64 D . (N evada ).
From  glassy matrix inclosing specimen 307. Uniform  
glass, no phenocrysts. D. *7. 1/4, Dec. 34, T .  25 
D . , R . 64 D . , (N e v a d a ).
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alk> *1 peralkaiic
al >  2/3 al subperalkalle
2/3 *J>-alk>  l/2 al intermediate alkalic
alk < l/ 2  al subalkallc
Moat o f tbe rocka were classified on this baala a » aub~ 
par alkali c although a few were classified aa intermediate
alkali c*
o value. The following classifications are baaed on 
the j® value*
c >  25 c—rich
c *= 15-25 c—normal 
cj <^15 c-poor
The c value fo r  all the rock analyses was below 15 
and thus all are classified aa c-poor, or calcic poor*
Petrochemical Nummary* The Niggii (normative) 
values and classifications calculated from the 22 analyses 
o f volcanic glasses from the £1 Idorado mining district and 
surrounding areas allow certain general conclusions to be 
drawn concerning their relationships and probable genesis*
All the volcanic glasses, which are dispersed throughout the 
thick sequence o f volcanic rocks show certain chemical char­
acteristics , e .g
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!•  All are classified aa strongly acidic baaed on their si 
value. This acidic character is certainly atypical of 
the volcanic sequence as a whole, but clearly shows 
this chemical similarity between the high silica bearing 
portions o f the magmas that were extruded under 
conditions that permitted the formation of volcanic 
glasses.
2. All the glasses have a c value less than 15 > usually 
between 5 and 9* and therefore originated from c 
(calcic) poor magmas. This chemical characteristic 
has a general application to the volcanic sequence as 
a whole since the c values o f related magmas can be 
expected to be generally similar. Also, conditions o f 
differentiation which produce individual volcanic flows 
high in silica under physical conditions leading to the 
formation o f glasses can be expected to have less 
e ffe c t  on many of the characteristic chemical con­
stituents Including the calcic as measured by the c 
value.
3. All the glasses have an all fm ratio such that the al 
value is sufficiently larger than the fm value to permit
their classification as salic
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4* AH are classified aa subperalkalie or intermediate
alkalic near tbe borderline between tbe two categories,
5* All |c values are above .34 and moat are between .45 
and «50« A  high potash content o f the original magma 
la thus represented | since k expresses tbe normative 
ratio o f potash to all the alkalis• These k values 
categorise these rocks with Niggii*s Pacific province 
in which k values usually range between .35 and .50 
as compared to the Atlantic province with character­
istic k values less than .30.
6. The dose chemical relationship between the volcanic 
glasses Is expressed by the small field o f plot on the 
QLM  diagram (Figure 25) occupied by all the chemical 
analyses. This position on the QLM triangle is again 
typical o f the Pacific petrographic province o f Niggii.
7. A  comparison is made with QLM values calculated by 
Kennedy and P roctor (1961) from published chemical 
analyses o f Colorado Plateau and G reat Basin igneous 
and volcanic rocks (see Figures 26, 27 and 26). Note 
the dose similarity between these QLM  values and 




(7) Number of Published Chemical Analyses
Figure 26. QLM diagram of chemical 
analyses from the Colorado Plateau. 
Henry Mountains (19) and La Sal Mtns. 
(10). (A fte r  Kennedy and Proctor, 1961)
Figure 27. QLM diagram of chemical 
analyses from the western Colorado 
Plateau. Marysvale, Utah (22). 
(A fte r  Kennedy and Proctor, 1961)
Figure 28. QLM diagram of chemical analyses from 
the Great Basin. Iron Springs (11) and Tintic 
District (7) .  ( A f t e r  Kennedy and Proctor, 1961)
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From peculiarities shared by the chemical composition 
o f the volcanic glasses and the fact that the entire volcanic 
sequence of which they are a part was erupted within middle 
and late Tertiary time, the conclusion is made that the 
volcanic rocks are related to one another and were generated 
from similar or from closely related magmas. Further, 
these rocks lie in the Pacific petrographic province as 
defined by Niggii. The relationship between these volcanic 
rooks o f the Colorado River belt south o f Lake Mead, 
which are predominantly andesites and basalts with rhyolite, 
and the andesite—rhyoli te—basalt association characteristic 
o f the fold ares o f the Pacific (Turner and Verhoogen,
1951» pp. 212—224) is further suggested. Chemical similar­
ities demonstrated by comparison between QLM plots of 
Igneous rocks from the Colorado Plateau, and the Great 
Basin and the bldorado mining district point out possible 
relationships with rocks in these areas.
Intrusive Rooks
•Several intrusive bodies have been mapped and described 
la the xSldorado Mountains and surrounding regions. Xmmedl-
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atsly south o f the ISldorado mining district, Kent or (1961) 
mapped an intrusive body o f quarts monsonite covering 
about 6 square miles o f area. Callaghan (1939) mapped a 
granitic intrusive body in the Searchlight district immediately 
south o f the hildorado Mountains. Biddulph (I960) reported  
two stock-like granitic bodies several miles northeast o f 
the Searchlight intrusives. Several granitic intrusive 
plugs are also present across the Colorado River in the 
Black Mountains o f western Mohave County, Arizona.
Intrusive rocks, representing two separate stages 
o f intrusion, occur in the Sldorado mining district. Also 
present are related plugs, dikes and sills. Together, 
these rocks occupy approximately 21 square miles in the 
southern one half o f the mapped area. Ages o f principal 
intrusive activity are probably middle or late Tertiary , 
but later than the Tertiary volcanic rocks exposed. Com­
positions o f the intrusive bodies locally range from dlorite 
to  leueogranite, although the meat Important rock types 
are quarts monsonite and granodlorite.
Nelson Quartz Monsonite. The name Nelson quarts 
monsonite is proposed fo r  the mass o f intrusive rock which
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forma the Largo east-w est elongate intrusive maaa Immedi­
ately south and both east and w est from the town of 
Nelson, Nevada, several lithologic variations are present 
within this area, however quarts monsonite is the most 
persistent type. The other rock typos do not depart 
greatly In appearance, mineralogy and texture. They 
probably represent different portions o f the same Intrusive 
body contaminated by the assimilation o f country rook or 
different stages o f the same period o f intrusion in which 
alight magmatic differentiation varied the composition o f 
the parent magma. The boundaries between types are 
usually gradational but sometimes can be identified and 
traced locally.
The Nelson quarts monsonite intrusion occupies 
about 15 square miles within the mapped area. The main 
intrusive mass approximates an east-w est rectangle which 
begins about six miles west o f Nelson and continues to 
about two miles east o f Nelson. The width averages 
approximately two miles in its north-south dimension 
throughout. Smaller stocks o f the same rock with outcrop 
areas less than one square mile are isolated from the main
intrusive moss both to the east and w est along the same 
elongate east*-west trend. Many other smaller outcrops 
lie near the main intrusive mass. These are most commonly 
intrusive Into gneiss and schist and usually are not su ffi­
ciently large to show on the geologic map.
Over most of the area o f outcrop, the quarts 
monsonite weathers to smooth hills with moderate to con­
siderable relief. Usually the rock shows deterioration 
from weathering on moat surface exposures. The rock 
breaks up into its mineral constituents and has not readily 
decomposed further. A. cru s—like cover Is common in those 
areas.
The contacts between the quarts monsonite and 
the surrounding rooks are intrusive in character. .South 
and east o f the Nelson quartz monsonite, the contact with 
surrounding metamorphie gneisses and schists is frequently 
marked by a zone o f migmatito or mixed metamorphie and 
intrusive rock. This in turn is surrounded outward by a 
broader region within which small plugs, dikes and sills, 
related to the main intrusive body commonly occur. The 
boundary between the intrusive body and the surrounding
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basement rook in this region Is so characterised by intimate 
intrusion by small chonoliths that its exact position cannot 
bo precisely placed. The contact is placed approximately 
where the plutonic rock decreases to loss than 50 percent 
o f the total. This Intrusive sone Is noted on the geologic 
map o f the iSidorado district (P la t#  Z) by a notation of 
mixed rooks, with the predominant rook typo listed f ir s t .
This intimate intrusive relationship is demonstrated on 
Figure 6, Page 50.
The Nelson quarts monsonite is intruded on both the 
w est and the east by later granitic Intrusive rocks. These 
form the boundaries o f the main mass o f Noloon quartz 
monsonite. The contact with these granite intrusive* is 
readily traced in the field. Further east and west along 
the projected trend of the main Nelaon quarts monsonite 
intrusive body, smaller stocks o f quarts monsonite and re ­
lated rock, isolated from the main Intrusive mass, are 
largely intruded into metamorphie basement rooks.
The northern boundary o f the Nelson quarts monsonite 
is in intrusive contact with the Tertiary  Patsy Mine volcanies. 
H ear this contact, and within the intrusive body, masses
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and pendant* o f volcanic rocks, tone as U rge as 1,000 
fe e t  across, but more commonly less than a few  hundred 
fe e t  are found. These volcanic rocks, though not now 
continuous with th* sequence to the north, show attitudes 
which d iffe r  only slightly from those of nearby unintruded 
volcanic rocks. Field evidence Indicates that moat of 
these are remnants or pendants o f the original volcanic 
cover. They were engulfed and partly assimilated within 
the upper portions o f the Intrusive mass (see Figure 30), 
The e ffects  o f the '’soaking" o f the volcanic rocks by 
constituents from the intrusive, and the alteration, meta­
somatism and partial as si dilation by the piutonic rocks have 
tended to obscure the enact contact between those two  
rock units, if  Indeed under such conditions o f as el miUti on 
and metasomatism an exact contact can bo said to exist 
at all.
In considering the features o f  the quarts monsonite 
body and its relationship with the surrounding volcanic and 
metamorphie rocks, the manner o f intrusion must have been 
predominantly passive and accompanied by the assimilation 
and digestion o f considerable quantities o f the surrounding
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Figure 29* View of contact between the Nelson intrusive 
(dark) and the Axtec granodiorlte (light) showing Intimate 
intrusive relationships*
Figure 30* View showing pendant o f Patsy Mins volcanies 
surrounded and partly assimilated by Nelson quarts monsonite 
3so* 11, T* 26 43*, R. 64 £**
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rook*. This passive intrusion, which could bo described as 
largely the melting upward through overlying rocks was 
probably accompanied by very little structural disturbance.
The main Nelson quarts monsonite is a holocrystalline 
rock, medium gray on fresh  and pale orange-brown on 
weathered surfaces. Abundant small fractures In the rocks 
at the surface are usually stained brown from the weather­
ing o f ferromagnesian minerals. The rock is composed 
mostly of grains o f feldspar, quarts and blotite usually 
ranging from *5 mm. to 2 mm. In diameter and sparse 
scattered clumps o f blotite (Figure 31)• Chlorite is some­
times abundant and gives a slight dark greenish tone. The 
amount of biotits present varies from 5# to 15#• Mineral 
grain else shows changes from one part of the Intrusive 
to another, sometimes rather abruptly from microphaneritic 
to phanerltic in a distance o f only a few fea t.
A  thin section o f rock collected about 300 yards 
south of the Rand mine is holocrystalline with grain sise 
ranging from 0.2 mm. to 1 mm. In maximum diameter.
The principal minerals are plagioclase ( oil go cl as e, Angg) ,
41 percent| orthoclase, 32 percent! quarts, 17 percent!
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Figure 31* Photograph of a specimen of Nelson quartz mon- 
zonite* Note dark clumps of partly chlorltized blotite*
Figure 32* Photomicrograph of Nelson quartz monsonite* 
•Sample No* 110* 50X* Plane polarized light* P ,  plagioclase) 
B* blotite) Q, quartz* O* orthoclase) G* chlorite*
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blotite, 6 percent (see Figure 32). Magnetite exceeds 
1 percent and apatite, zircon and sphene occur in leaser 
amounts* Cal cite as irregular masses and occasionally as 
minute cross cutting veinleta locally constitutes as muah 
as 4 percent o f tbe rock. Secondary minerals include 
chlorite, serieite, soisite, kaolinite and epidote in variable 
amounts* Quarts and feldspar are predominantly anhedral 
in form and are locally inter grown« N ebulae of minute 
kaolin!tic particles are present in orthoclase, and sometimes 
show a decrease from the margin o f the grain inward. 
Plagioclase is altered to soisite and kaolinite but has been 
less effected than has the orthoclase. Blotite mainly 
shows subhedral to euhedral development. Chlorite a fte r  
blotite retains the form and outline o f the original grain*
Not all grains o f blotite show slteration to chlorite, but 
many are completely replaced* inhere blotite has been 
totally altered, epidote and introduced calotte are generally 
present. Magnetite grains occur on the outer edge o f or 
intergrown with the blotite*
Qranltlc Intruaivas. The second major group of in­
trusive rocks within the Cldorado mining district is composed
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of several intrusive bodies of granitic composition, Sach 
shows certain distinctive characteristics. A t  least three 
additional but smaller intrusive plugs of similar lithology but 
o f finer grain sise are mapped and appear to be related to 
the granitic intrusive rooks. Numerous small stocks, dikes 
and sills with aphanitic texture but o f similar mineral com­
position are also present, although many of these are too 
small in areal extent to show on the map,
Locality names fo r  each of the throe larger stocks 
o f granitic rook are here proposed in order that the use 
of these specific terms might assist in avoiding confusion,
A  north-trending pink leucogranite intrusive body, approxi­
mately three miles in length by about l/2 mile in width 
occupies portions o f -Sections 22, 15 $ 10 and 3 of Township 
26 S , , Range 63 d .  and is here termed the Keyhole intru­
sive, Keyhole Canyon, which transacts the northern portion 
of the Intrusive body in -Section 3 is well known fo r  its 
steep and rugged character and fo r  the well preserved 
Indian petroglyphs carved on the canyon walla. The name 
Nob HUl intrusive is given to the granodiorite stock occupy­
ing at least one square mile within the mapped area and
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extending southward an additional two miles. Mob Hill is a 
well known local landmark and the second highest peak in 
the bldorado district. The name Astee intrusive is proposed 
fo r  the wedg^ shaped mass o f granitic rock which occurs on 
both the north and south sides o f the westward portion of 
Asteo Wash. This intrusive body has a total outcrop area  
of approximately five square miles within the mapped area  
and extends southward a distance of more than two miles 
from Asteo Wash. Total surface exposure probably ex­
ceeds 8 square miles. The Axtec and Mob Hill intrusive* 
may be connected south of the map area or at depth, each 
constituting only a portion o f a single larger intrusive mass.
A.. Keyhole Intrusive. The Keyhole intrusive is a tabular 
shaped body o f leucogranite having a surface outcrop area of 
approximately 1—1/2 to 2 square miles. I t  is located in the 
extreme southwestern portion of the mapped area, at the 
edge o f the broad alluvium filled bldorado Valley. On the 
north and northwest boundaries, the leucogranite is in sharp 
discordant contact with metamorphie basement rocks. On 
the east, and southwest, it is intrusive into the Nelson 
quarts monsonite. The surface trace o f the contact sug­
gests it is steeply inclined to the w est.
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The Keyhole leucogranite is one of the most erosion 
resistant masses of rook within the mapped area. 3teep  
cliffs have developed on its western side. Several westward  
trending steep walled canyons carved by intermittent stream s, 
transect the north-south elongate intrusive mass and erosion 
has removed cover and alluvial debris from the slopes, leaving 
bare granitic rock exposed nearly everywhere. The sharp 
east contact with the quarts monsonite ia well exposed and 
can be closely traced on the surface. Cross-cutting rela­
tionships indicate that the Keyhole* body was intraided into 
the quarts monsonite, probably along a north-south structural 
trend, numerous aphanitic porphyry dikes, many o f which 
are too small to show at map scale (see Figure 33 ), have 
Intruded the quarts monsonite. These dikes strike parallel 
to the north trend of the Keyhole intrusive. The dikes 
are similar in mineralogy and appearance to the main 
leucogranite intrusive body except fo r  their characteristic 
smaller grain sise. dome feed outward from the main 
mass and represent apophyses (Billings, 1954, p. 3IS ).
They are common throughout the area w est of Opal Mountain.
In hand specimen, the Keyhole leucogranite is a holo- 
crystalline pink granitic rock containing abundant Irregular
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vugs or ir.Ia.rolitic cavities locally making up aa much as 
10 percent of the total volume o f the rock ( Figure 34) • 
Grains o f pink orthoclase, white plagioclase and light gray 
quarts are easily recognisable and dark minerals are almost 
entirely absent. Grain sise ranges from .5 mm. to about 
3 mm. In diameter. The rock shows almost no sign of 
chemical weathering! freshly broken surfaces appearing 
identical to weathered surfaces. Joints and small frac ­
tures usually observed in large masses of intrusive rocks 
are rare . I t  is easily distinguished from the Nelson quarts 
monsonite by its lack o f f  erromagnealan minerals, lighter 
overall color and abundance of pink orthoclase feldspar.
The Keyhole leucogranite intrusive is fairly uniform 
in composition and texture. Samples were taken at the 
eastern contact with the Nelson quartz monsonite and at  
points along an east-w est line approximately 100 fe e t , 200 
fe e t , 400 f«*et, 800 fee t and 1600 fee t westward. Thin 
sections o f these specimens ware examined to determine 
variation in texture and mineralogioal composition. No 
significant consistent differences or trends in either 
mineralogy or texture were noted. However, the grain
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Figure 33* View to the southwest toward east contact of 
the Keyhole intrusive (pinkish g ray ). Note north striking 
dikes intruding Nelson quartz monzonite (dark gray ). 
xCldorado Valley in the background.
Figure 34* Photograph of a specimen of leucogranite from  
the Keyhole In trusive. Note miarolitic cavities and scarcity 
of ferromagnesian minerals.
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•is* ©f the specimen taken from near the center o f the 
intrusive body (1600 fee t from the east contact) was 
slightly coarser than the grain sises in the remainder o f 
the samples* The leucogranite typically consists of 50 to 
60 percent orthoclase, 25 to 35 percent quarts, and 10 to 
15 percent plagioclase. Accessory minerals include blotite 
and magnetite, each leas than 1 percent, and small amounts 
of sphene and rarely rutile. The plagioclase is calcic oligo- 
elase, usually between An2^ and An^Q. Although the rock 
Is fresh , very minor amounts of kaolinite, sericite, soisite 
and chlorite (a ft e r  blotite) occur as alteration products* 
The miarolitic cavities probably resulted from the entrap­
ment o f late stage magmatic volatiles, although nowhere 
were post-magmatic minerals observed growing into the 
cavities*
The slightly smaller average grain sise, lower con­
tent o f blotite and larger percentage of orthoclase, and 
the spatial position of the keyhole leucogranite relative to 
the larger Mob Hill and Astec granodiorite Intrusive bodies, 
suggest that the Keyhole body may be an aplitic differen­
tiate o f the others
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E* Neb Hill and Axteo Intrusives. The Nob HUl and 
Astec intrusive bodies are similar in form and lithology and 
are described together. The names Nob HUl and Astec  
are useful as a means o f specifying areas described. The 
lithologic and structural similarities as well as the close 
proximity between the surface margins of these plutonic 
bodies within the mapped area leaves little doubt as to 
their close relationship and probable common origin. Other 
similarities between the Nob Hill and Aztec intrusive* on 
one hand and the Keyhole intrusive on the other, suggest 
a common or related origin fo r  all three. These similar­
ities are further described in succeeding pages.
The A ztec  and Nob Hill intrusives crop out in the 
south and southeastern portions o f the mapped area. They 
intrude mainly rocks o f the metamorphie basement, but also 
are in Intrusive contact with the earlier Nelson quartz mon— 
sonlte and locally with Patsy Mine volcanies. Rotated 
xenoliths o f foliated basement rock are included within the 
Intrusive mass but are not common. Intricate Intrusive 
relationships between the granodiorite and the earlier quarts 
monsonite near or at the contact sone are sometimes 
developed (see Figure 29• Page 124)«
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Qranodiorite contacts are usually sharp, even with 
xenoliths• Gradations, when present, occur only over the 
distance of a few inches* The mineralogical composition 
of the granodiorite is relatively constant throughout, and 
compositional gradations that might be expected to accompany 
assimilations o f important amounts of country rook are 
absent* Shattered cones refilled with intrusive rock some­
times are developed near the intrusive margins, especially 
at the contact with the quarts monsonite and overturned 
volcanic beds near the intrusive contact, such as 1—1/2 
miles south of Nelson In the N *S*  1/4, Sec* 15, T* 26 3 * ,  
R* 64 hJ. suggest that the Intrusive was forceful in part* 
These features and the sharp cross cutting character of 
the Astec and Nob Hill Intrusive bodies suggest that the 
magma obtained its present position by stoping and force  
rather than by assimilation as in the case o f the Nelson 
quarts monsonite*
The granodlorltic plutonic rocks are more resistant 
to erosion than adjacent foliated and intrusive rocks a-rtd 
form areas o f high topography* Under the arid climatic 
conditions, the rock disintegrates into its individual mineral
constituents vs hi oh do not readily undergo further decom­
position. These mineral grains along with angular rock 
fragments are swept from the outcrop areas during storms 
and accumulate in washes and low areas aa grus. The 
unusually large daily range In surface temperatures (as 
great as 50 degrees) may be a more important factor in 
breaking up the granodiorite outcrops than chemical 
w ea the ring.
A  medium pinkish gray phaneritlc holocryatalline 
igneous rock is the most widespread lithology within the 
Nob Hill and Astec Intrusive®. Although this rock has 
the appearance of a granite, it Is technically a granodior­
ite (Figure 35)» I t  is composed of grains of quartz, 
feldspar and blotite ranging from .5 mm. to 5 mm. or 
larger In diameter. On fresh  surfaces, cleavage faces 
of plagioclase sometimes 6 to 10 mm. in length a r - visible 
along with milk white to pinkish smaller grains o f ortho­
clase. Partly  chloritiswd dark green to black blotite 
grains are dispersed throughout the rook. These occa­
sionally oesur In dumps several mm. in diameter. Rarely, 
foliated xanollths of metamorphie rock, seldom more than 
a few inches across, are In sharp contact with the enclosing
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granular crystalline rock. .leathered surfaces show orange 
to brown Iron stains from the oxidation of ferromagnesian 
minerals* Blotite is preferentlally removed by weathering, 
leaving small pits*
In thin section, the Aztec and Nob Hill granodiorite* 
are fresh holocryatalline phaneritic rooks* They consist 
typically o f plagioclase, quartz and blotite { Figure 36 ), 
and normally contain 35—32 percent plagioclase, 14-33 percent 
orthoclase, 12-21 percent quartz, 3-d percent blotite, 1—2 
percent magnetite and small amounts o f accessory minerals 
including apatite and sphene. The plagioclase is subhedral 
calcic ollgodase, to AUgg, and is occasionally zoned*
Individual mineral grains range in size from *1 mm* to 
2 mm*, although moat are between *2 and *4 mm* in dia­
meter* Quartz occurs in anhedral grains between subhedral 
feldspars* The latter are usually clouded from the presence 
of small amounts o f kaolinite and aericite, Blotite is 
highly pieochroaic, contains inclusions o f magnetite and 
frequently is partly altered to chlorite* Hpidote and calcite 
are sometimes present in small amounts*
dm all dikes and Irregular masses of very fine­
grained nonpsrphyrltic igneous rock are widely distributed
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Figure 35• Photograph of a specimen of Aztec granodiorite. 
S .S .  1/4, 3ec. 13, T . 26 3 . ,  R. 64 3 .
Figure 36* Photomicrograph of granodiorite from Astec  
intrusive at boundary between intrusive rock and aplite dike. 
Specimen 561, 50X. Note aplite in upper right. P ,  plagio— 
close| B , blotite; O , orthoclase; Q , quartz. Plane polar­
ized Ught.
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within the granodiorite (see Figure 33)* In thin section, 
this fine-grained pinkish rock consists almost entirely of 
orthoclase and quarts, containing less than 5 percent oil go— 
class and small amounts of blotite, magnetite, sphene and 
apatite* The grain sise ranges from ,05 mm* to *1 mm* 
(see Figure 36)* Thase small bodies probably originated 
from the eutectic crystallisation o f quarts and orthoclase, 
a differentiate of the main granodiorite intrusive mass* 
According to the %jouannsen system of classification, the 
rock lies in family 115D>* The small dikes are aplitic and 
the rock name alasklte is applied*
■Dikes» Dills and Plugs. -Small intrusive bodies, o f 
diverse sise, form and mineral composition, are widespread 
throughout the iSldorado mining district* Dome of these 
bodies are large enough to show on the geologic map but 
most are not* The large numbers o f dikes and other small 
Intrusive bodies, the wide diversity in their composition and 
their frequently indistinct intrusive relationships, which 
sometimes vary from one area to another, present difficult 
problems in classification. In some particular, nearly each 
of these intrusive felslte bodies is unique* A  simple class!-
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Figure 37* Photograph of granodiorite penetrated by aplite 
dike. Figure 36 from aplite—granodiorite contact on lower 
left*
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fication that has proved workable In field mapping in the 
district la therefore used* Although It may oversimplify 
Individual differences, it does provide a general framework 
within which further subdivisions can be made should later 
work prove them necessary.
Based on their relationships with the major map 
units of the area and mineralogical and textural character­
istics, the small aphanitic Intrusive bodies are subdivided 
Into three groups t (1 ) rhyodacite porphyry and addle fe l-  
sites | (2 ) andesite porphyry, related intermediate felsitea 
and diabase) and (3 ) aplite,
A* Rhyodadte Porphyry and Acidic Felsitea, The acidic 
felsite dikes, sills and ehonollths o f which rhyodadte porphyry 
is tho moat typical rock type, are widely, but not uniformly, 
distributed throughout the mapped area. They commonly in­
trude foliated basement rocks and Kelson quartz monsonite, 
to a lessor 4zttat granodiorite and rarely Patsy Mine volcan­
tos , Golden Door volcanies and Mount Davis volcanies•
Typically these intrusive rooks are rhyodadte in com­
position but variations from rhyolite to daolte are not un­
common, Textures vary considerably from one occurrence
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to another, but usually can be classed as aphanitic porphy- 
ritlc. The rhyodacite and related felsite porphyries usually 
form ridges which stand out sharply against the surrounding 
older rocks. The dikes weather to irregular rubble of 
angular rock fragments.
Typical appearance of the rock in hand specimen is 
a Ught to medium gray, pink to purplish felsite porphyry 
containing phenocrysts of plagioclase and sometimes ortho— 
clase and quarts. The ground mass varies from porcelain- 
like to fine-grained crystalline. Frequently on weathered 
surfaces, the rock is slightly iron stained and darker in 
color than when freshly broken. Mineral constituents in 
order o f abundance are sodic plagioclase, orthoclase, quarts, 
blotite and minor accessories. A. cryptocrystalllne to glassy 
ground mass, present in some specimens, makes up a vari­
able portion o f the rock but seldom more than 50 percent.
In  three portions of the mapped area, felsite intrusive* of 
•frhia group are especially abundant and well developed. These 
are further described in the following paragraphs.
In the vicinity o f, and north from Oapital Camp, in 
the southeastern portion o f the map area, a group of dikes
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and irregular plugs, ranging from a few  fs e t  to as much 
as 200 fee t across and up to 1,000 feet in length, are 
intrusive into gneiss and schist of the crystalline basement 
(Figure 30) • The contacts are sharp and can be closely 
traced on the ground on the basis of the abrupt change in 
Uthology from the white to pinkish light gray felsite porphyry 
to the medium to dark gray foliated and coarsely crystalline 
metamorphie rocks. These small intrusive* are non-forceful 
in character and cut through oast trending epithermal gold- 
silver veins present in this area. The veins are not dis­
placed except at right angles to the dikes.
Rhyodacite felsite porphyry dikes are also abundant 
in the JPr*cambrlan gneisses and schists north and northeast 
from Nob Hill. Irregular dikes and plugs of intrusive pale 
gray to slightly pinkish felait* porphyry ranging up to several 
hundred fee t across are conspicuous and abundant in the wide 
area of medium to dark gray foliated basement rocks.
These typically contain oligoclase, orthoclase, quartz, blotite 
and sometimes hornblsne phenoorysts within a eryptocrystal- 
line ground mass which constitutes up to 30 percent of the
total rock volume
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Figure 38. View to  the north across wash east of Capital 
Camp showing plugs (white) o f rhyodacite porphyry along a 
north—south trend in foliated basement rocks.
Figure 39. View to the east from the 3olar mine showing 
south dipping rhyodacite dike cutting foliated basement rocks
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*7est of Opal Mountain and within the Kelson quarts— 
monsonite intrusive, is a group of steeply dipping, north 
trending, rhyolite porphyry dikes and apophyses (see Figure 
33» Page 132)« These are similar in mln^ralogical composi­
tion to the Keyhole intrusive but are aphanltic porphyritio 
in texture. They d iffe r from the more typical rhyodacite 
composition of the acidic dikes of the mapped area in their 
greater percentage o f orthoclase and lower content of 
ferromagnasian minerals. The ground mass Is usually a 
microcrystalline intergrowth o f quarts and orthoclase.
The rhyodacite and other acidic felsite porphyry 
lntrusives are probably related to the Keyhole, Nob Hill 
and Astec lntrusives, since their mineralogies! composition 
is similar. Locally, some grade into the coarser—grained 
granitic plutonie rooks.
E , Andesite Porphyry, Related Intermediate ITelsitea 
and Diabase. The second group of dike rocks o f wide dis­
tribution throughout the bldorado district mainly consists 
of intermediate felsite porphyries and diabase. Included 
within this group are rooks which range from Iatite porphyry 
to diabase, but typically are andesite porphyry. Various
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Intrusive relationships with other rock types, general 
mineralogical similarity, and compositional gradations within 
the same dike or sill from one rock typo to another, sup­
port the assignment o f these aphanltio Intrusive rooks into 
this group.
The most common rook type is hornblende andesite 
porphyry* This ooours throughout the bldorado district• 
Occasionally it occurs in small plug—like bodies, but usually 
in sills and dikes extending to several hundreds of feet in 
length but seldom more than 10 to 12 feet in thickness. 
Dikes o f this group are intrusive Into all the major rock 
typos in the district except the upper portion of the 
thick volcanic sequence* Contacts are usually sharp. 
Fracturing or contortion of the surrounding rocks is seldom 
observed near the dikes. A  dilation origin fo r  many of the 
tabular bodies along fault or bedding planes is probable.
.all* are developed along the fracture and foliation planes 
in the gneisses and schists o f the metamorphie basement 
and also on Inter—flow surfaces within the lower member 
of the Patsy Mine volcanies.
Andesite and related intermediate and basic dikes 
usually show subdued surface expression because of poor
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Figure 40* View to the north near eastern  end of bldorado 
«Vash showing diabase dike Intrusive into the Astec granodiorite
resistance to erosion. They typically are greenish brown 
on weathered surfaces and show orange to brown staining 
in various Intensities from oxides of iron. On fresh sur­
face they are chocolate brown to dark brownish green and 
show phenocrysts of hornblende, blotite, and plagioclase 
ranging to 2 mm. across. In thin section, plagioclase 
(usually andesine) is the most common mineral, with lesser 
amounts o f fe rro  magnesian minerals, usually hornblende or 
blotite, and occasional minor amounts of orthoclase and 
quarts.
C . Aplite. Aplite dikes, locally grading into pegmatite- 
like bodies, unrelated to the Precambrian pegmatites, occur 
near the margins o f the granodiorite intrusives. These 
were injected along Joints, faults and intrusive contacts. 
They are usually small, the maximum width seldom reaching 
more than a few  fe e t , and their length generally not more 
than a few  hundred fee t. Texture varies from sugary to 
very fine-grained. They are composed mainly of eutectic 
intergrowths of quarts and potash feldspar and commonly 
contain so little f  erromagnesian mineral that they may be 
called alaskites. They are neither abundant In occurrence
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nor widespread In their distribution* Crosscutting relation­
ships with dikes o f the other two groups hare not been 
observed* Because o f similarity in mineralogy and spatial 
relationships with the granodiorite intrusive rocks, they 
are probably a late stage o f emplacement o f these larger 
intrusive bodies* This would suggest an older age than the 
dikes o f the other two groups.
Quaternary Pediments and Sedimentary Rocks,
Extensive Pleistocene and Recent deposits of sand and 
gravel with varying degrees o f consolidation occur within the 
Hildorado district and are widespread throughout the Colorado 
River belt south of Bake Mead* Probably between 50 and 
60 percent o f the surface of this broad region is covered by 
these deposits of Quaternary age. The intermontane basins 
between the alluvial covered broad sloping pediments of the 
mountain ranges are  also covered by Recent deposits* Bakes 
which developed in closed basins during Pleistocene time have 
le ft  nearly horisontal beds o f largely unconsolidated marls, 
sands and gravels*
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Temple B ar C oag lon n ra f. The Temple B ar con­
glomerate reate unoonfor m&bly on the eaet pediment o f the 
bldorado Mountalne and crops out over an area of approxi­
mately 19 square miles within the mapped area. The outcrop 
belt also extends southward without Interruption fo r  several 
miles past Astec Wash. This broad valley which slopes east­
ward on the Nevada aide to the Colorado River, was referred  
to as Cottonwood Valley by Lee (1908, pp. 37-39) who 
recognised the extensive outcrop area of Temple Bar con­
glomerate.
The conglomeratic beds are approximately horizontal, 
although dips, generally easterly in direction, as much as 
7 degrees are locally observed. The maximum present eleva­
tion o f these beds is 2,000 feet in the northern portion of 
the area o f outcrop where eroelonal remnants cap hills o f 
Mount Davis volcanies. Farther south, the maximum elevation 
is usually less than 1600 fee t. The present elevation of the 
Colorado River (upper Lake Mohave) is approximately 680 
fee t and is probably very near the minimum elevation at 
which the Temple B ar conglomerate was deposited, since 
underlying volcanic beds are exposed in several places along
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the edges of the river channel. An original thickness of 
the order of 1300 feet or more in thus suggested in this 
area.
Nearly everywhere the conglomerate beds are masked 
by a shallow unconsolidated layer of alluvium and angular 
slope wash, Locally this cover is removed by erosion, such 
as on the sides of the easterly trending washes which cross 
the outcrop area. Frequently, at the sides of these washes 
or where otherwise exposed to fluvial erosion, beds o f the 
Temple B ar conglomerate are eroded to form distinctive 
vertical pillar shaped monuments and cliffs commonly as 
high as 30 to 50 fee t (Figure 41).
The Temple B ar Formation within the mapped area 
is typically a conglomerate composed of poorly sorted, 
moderately to well indurated accumulations of subangular 
erosions! debris shed during Pleistocene time from the 
rugged plutonic, volcanic and metamorphie terrain to the 
west (Figure 43)• Bedding and layering are sometimes 
well developed, A  rough sorting is also demonstrated by 
the accumulation of a greater than average percentage of 
cobble or gravel sised fragments within given horisons.
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Figure 2fl« View to the southeast showing erosional monu­
ments o f Temple B a r conglomerate in Teehattioup Wash, 
about 2—1/2 miles w est o f the Colorado River.
Figure 42. View to the north in Teehattioup Wash showing 
cemented Temple B ar conglomerate overlain by horizontally 
bedded unconsolidated alluvium.
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Figure 43. View of 'the Temple B ar conglomerate exposed 
by erosion on the north side o f bldorado «Vaah at N els on's 
Landing* Note layering and rough sorting of gravel and 
larger sised subangular fragments* Hammer fo r scale, 
lower center o f photograph.
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The conglomerate la o f extremely varied composition and is 
made up of a cemented mixture of boulder, cobble , pebble 
and sand aimed eubangular fragments derived from the vol­
canic, metamorphie and plutonlc rooks of the bldorado district. 
The conglom*rate was carefully examined In several localities 
to determine If fragments o f Paleozoic limestone or other 
sediments were present. None was found.
The conglomerate Is characterised by Its coarseness 
and wide range of parti cl * size. Bouldera from several 
fe e t  to several yards In diameter are sporadically distributed 
throughout, although the most common siae of fragments 
larger than sand size, probably doe® not exceed 2 to 4 
inches. The sandy material which makes up the majority 
of the typical rook is arkoaic in character and is the result 
o f the redepositlon of mineral grains, predominantly quarts 
and feldspar, which have resulted from the weathering of 
the nearby crystalline plutonlc and metamorphie rooks. The 
deposits were largely laid down as angular slope wash or 
fangiomerate on a piedmont alluvial plane, grading laterally 
with lacustrine and river deposits from the Colorado River 
drainage system along which lakes were developed during
Pleistocene time
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Qhem ehue via Oravela and R » » a t  Alluvium a Unooa- 
«  olid* ted i1t « p grtYels of Recent age occur within the mapped 
area ( Figure 44) • Because of the limited regional distribu­
tion of these river deposits and their lateral gradation with 
subaerial alluvium presently being deposited, they are not 
mapped separately but included within the Quaternary 
alluvium. These correlate with the Chemehuevis gravels 
o f Lee (190S, pp. 18, 43-44).
Large portions of the mapped area are covered by 
deposits of unconsolidated sand and gravel. These sediments 
have been derived from the weathering of exposed older 
rocks. The high dally and annual range in temperature 
tends to break down the rocks mainly by mechanical disin­
tegration rather than by decomposition. The resulting 
fragmental debris is then transported by runoff from rain­
storms to places o f deposition within the broad intermontane 
basins, ravines, washes or other low areas. The mountain— 
ous portions o f the dildorado district are largely surrounded 
by alluvial slopes presently being aggraded. Broad easterly 
trending washes away from the mountains are filled to an 
undetermined depth, perhaps locally as much as 100 feet.
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Figure 44* View to the east showing Temple E ar conglomer­
ate on both sides of the Colorado River. Note Chemehuevis 
gravel bar (light colored) across the river to the right.
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The distribution o f alluvial debris In the washes and ravines 
outlines the main intermittent drainage pattern. Access 
to remote areas by automobile, in the absence of roads, 
can frequently be gained by driving along these alluvial 
filled washes which constitute natural highways of the 
desert.
structure
Rocks o f the bldorado mining district have been 
much disturbed structurally. The metamorphie baa ament 
is folded, faulted and contorted in a complex fashion. 
Overlying, unconformable Tertiary volcanic rocks are 
moderately to steeply tilted and show evidence of warping 
on a regional scale. The overall structural picture is 
modified by middle to late Tertiary intrusion o f several 
granitic stocks south of Nelson.
Principal structural features of the bldorado mining 
district, in order o f oldest firs t  arei (1 ) pre-Tertiary  
folds and faults in crystalline basement rocks; (2) a wide­
spread angular unconformity at the base of the Tertiary  
volcanic recks) (3 ) northerly trending folds in the volcanic 
rooks with crest to trough distances o f 13-15 miles | (V)
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east-w est wrench faults of large displacement cutting both 
basement and volcanic rocks; (5 ) north—south normal faults) 
(6 ) northeast strike slip faults of small to moderate dis­
placement.
Faults ara common in the mapped area. A  large 
number are accurately mapped where they intersect and 
o ffse t  distinctive lithologic units, or can be projected to 
the surface from their known position in underground work­
ings . In much of the district however, exact positions of 
faults are difficult to locate because of poor exposures 
along fault contacts and o ffse ts  which often can not be 
detected within the relatively uniform lithologies of some 
units such aa the lower member o f the Patsy Mine volcanies 
and the Nelson quarts monsonite. Undoubtedly many smaller 
faults have been missed in such outcrop areas.
P re —Tertiary structures in Crystalline Easement 
Rocks. The pre—Tertiary basement rooks o f probable 
Precambrian age everywhere show foliation within the mapped 
area end are contorted in complex patterns of folds and 
fau lts. These complex structures have not been mapped 
In detail* However, foliation attitudes were recorded in
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th » field and are shown on Plate 1« Jbte« small and local 
flexures could be misleading, each recorded attitude repre­
sents the average of a number of field measurem ants over 
a distance o f several tens of feet* On the basis of 
numerous examples o f contortion, folds and broad composi­
tional bands, the foliation planes are thought to parallel 
the original bedding o f the metamorphosed sediments or 
layering o f interbedded volcanic flows. Dilation dik^s of 
pegmatite and felsite porphyry cause local disruption along 
the planes o f foliation* In bodies o f granite gneiss, 
foliation and gneissic structure are probably Independent 
of the original structural characteristics o f the plutonlc 
rocks*
The Precambrian foliated rocks show three siseable 
outcrop areas within the tSldorado district which aret (1) 
the east—west belt north of Nob Hill) (2 ) the north-south 
belt continuing northward fo r  about five miles from Opal 
Mountain! and (3 ) the irregular shaped outcrop sons 
stretching from Axteo Wash on the south to Lonesome 
Wash on the north along the west boundary o f Cottonwood
Valley.
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North of Nob Hill tho moot pro in inant foliation 
trend In northwest with dips of lfO-CO® N .i£ . Thin north­
westerly trend Is by no means continuous and many other 
directions are recorded on Plate 1* However, the general 
trend shows an arc—like form in a counterclockwise direc­
tion* Near the eastern contact with the Astec intrusive 
the foliation strikes N* 0—20* vV, and shows moderate to 
steep easterly dips. Further to the w est, in the region 
o f the Rich Hill and stiver Legion mines, the strike swings 
sharply westward to N . 50-70° and the rocks dip north­
east 20-75** About a mile further west, one mile east 
from the Searchlight—Nelson Highway, the strike swings 
to the w est and southwest and foliation dips moderately 
to the north and northwest* The general structure sug­
gested is a northeastward plunging anticline whose nose Is 
nearly four miles across. In this region dilation dikes of 
pegmatite commonly intrude the gneisses and schists along 
foliation planes* On the west side o f the 3earchlight- 
Nelson Highway, south of the Desert Queen well, tight 
folds and contortion o f the foliation are visible but work 
has not been done in sufficient detail there to establish 
the exact nature of the complex structure*
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I n  the outcrop belt north of the Keyhole Intrusive 
end Opal Mountain, steep easterly dips and northerly trending 
foliation planes gradually change to vertical and steep westerly 
dips on the west* These suggest the possibility of tight, 
northerly trending pre-Tertiary folds. The foliation planes 
are sometimes complexly contorted* Lack o f distinctive 
mappable rook units and need fo r  a greater intensity of 
field measurements o f foliation did not permit the details 
o f the structure to be established.
Foliation trends are well developed in the metamorphie 
rocks along the western margin of Cottonwood Valley north 
of the Astec intrusive* In the Capital Camp area consider­
able variation o f foliation planes are observable but the 
dominant trend U  N* 0—35* W, with dips of 25—65* N .iS , 
Folds, faults, and the emplacement o f nearby intrusive 
stocks have locally contorted the foliation, such as near the 
eastern margin o f the Astec intrusive. Northward across 
Teehattioup Wash the gneisses and schists shew dominant 
foliation trends o f N* 70° W. to 3 . 85* W. Dips are in­
clined both north and south* These suggest local w est-  
northwest treading folds in this area*
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-Angular Unconform ity at the Baae o f  the Volcanic 
Rooka, Volcanic rock* o f  the F a toy Mine Formation were
deposited on a su rface  o f  moderate re lie f developed on 
folded Precambrian basement rocks. Fresh  w a ter lakes, 
within which limestone was deposited, ware present In 
several parts of the area. A t the contaot between the 
lower member o f the P a ts y  Mina volcanies and the P r e ­
cambrian basement rocks a t the w eetern  edge of the mapped 
area local topographic re lie f la estimated from  contact 
relationships to  have been more than 500 f e e t .  B ast o f 
the -Bldorado fau lt the volcanic rocks were deposited over 
local hills in the basement rocks with & maximum re lie f o f  
at least 1,000 fee t.
A. southward thinning of the volcanic sequence is 
noted east of the Bldorado fault. In this area, the usually 
thick sequence of Patsy Mine volcanies is much thinner than 
the section seversl miles to the west and the conspicuous 
middle member Is missing. Only sporadic, isolated outcrops 
o f the Golden Door volcanies are present (see Plate 1 and 
-Section B -B », Plate 2 )« Reconstruction o f structure, by 
down the dip projections reveals strong evidence fo r s  major 
pre volcanic topographic high in the central and southern por­
tions o f the mappod area upon which the local relief feature#
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were superimposed• The entire structure hss now been 
tilted moderately to steep ly eastward* The volcanic rocks 
appear to have been deposited on and wedge out against 
this major region of high relief* 3uch an interpretation 
is in accord with the general characteristics of the P r e -  
eambrian bedrock surface northwest of Nelson*
Northerly Trending Folds* f  r jCambrian rocks along 
the western portion of the mapped area are overlain on the 
east by north trending very steeply eastward inclined rocks 
o f the lower member of the Patsy Mine volcanies. These 
steep attitudes, with slight local overturning, continue 
nearly to Highway 60, two miles further east* From  
here eastward, the volcanic rooks a r« progressively more 
gentle in their easterly dip* «Just east of Highway 60, 
dips range from 40—50° to the east.
To the north the volcanic rocks flatten in dip and 
the strike to northwest* Near the Colorado
River, attitudes are nearly horizontal or show gentle dips 
to the west* Here Mount Davis volcanies, several thousand 
fe e t  stratigraphieally above the base of the volcanic se­
quence, are  exposed. Topographically these much younger 
»m|»M are more 3,000 fee t lower than the basal volcanic
rooks 11 miles to the west at the western edge of the
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mapped area (see Section E - B » ,  Plate 2 ). A  strong regional 
Inclination o f the volcanic rocks o f the Sldorado mining dis­
trict toward a down warped basin at the eastern margin of 
the mapped area, within which is located the Colorado River, 
Is unnalstakeable. Across the river in western Arlsona, 
volcanic beds show dips both to the east and west and are 
much disturbed by fstilting.
The distribution pattern of the Mount Davis volcanies 
and the Golden Door volcanies in the northwest portion of 
the area suggests the presence of the faulted nose o f a 
north plunging anticlinal fold of at least three or four miles 
width, uat to the south of the above structure end 
across a major east-w est fau lt, the outcrop pattern and 
attitudes of the lower member o f the Patsy Mine volcanies 
suggest the east limb and faulted nose portion of a broad 
anticlinal fold. The w est limb is either faulted o ff  or 
covered beneath the alluvium of .Bldorado Valley on the 
w est. The northern core of the fold consists o f P re  Cam­
brian gneisses and schists.
The fold nose is on the down thrown block of a 
strong, slightly north of west trending normal fault. The 
fac t that Golden Door volcanies and only a very small por -
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tion o f the low er member, P a ts y  Mine volcanies are exposed 
on the north block suggests th a t the displacement o f  the 
north block must have had oblique slip movement to  the east* 
This would allow these units to  be in fau lt contact with the 
lower P a ts y  Mine volcanies on the south block* V ertica l 
displacement is a t  least several hundred f e e t  with right 
lateral movement possibly as g rea t as several thousand fe e t*  
Normal fau lts  which trend slightly w est o f  north, with their 
eastern  blocks downthrown, are developed in this area as 
are also la te r  northeast trending strike—slip fau lts .
A t  leas t tw o  structural in terpretations may be 
advanced to  explain the fa a tu r-s  observed in the field* One 
is that block faulting, without folding, combined with decreas­
ing regional eastward monoclinal tilting and local w estw ard  
tilted blocks, formed the present structural pattern* This 
Interpretation follows the ideas expressed by Osmond (i9 6 0 ), 
Siibert (19S8), Macldn (i960) and others who suggest that 
Basin and Range structures have resulted from  block faulting 
and associated tilting with very  lit t le  attendant folding.
A  second possible explanation Is that the Tertiary and 
older rooks have undergone broad scale warping* In  the
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opinion o f th* author, this explanation In the most probable 
Interpretation fo r  the geology of the bldorado mining district• 
Field observations suggest a north plunging anticlinal fold 
in the northwest portion o f the area. Outcrops o f the 
low or member o f the P a tsy  Mine volcanies suggest a plunge 
to the north o f from 25-35° degrees. The presence o f  
Mount Davis volcanies dipping moderately w estw ard  near the 
Colorado River suggests th at a synclinal trough lies in that 
area which explains the broad Mount Davis outcrop nearby. 
•Somewhat similar warping is reported  by P ro c to r  and 
Okerhmd (I960 ) to the east in the Black Mountains o f 
Arisons.
The distance from the trough along the Colorado 
River to the projected anticlinal axis approximates 13—15 
miles. O f significance is the fact that the broad scale 
fold Is assymetrie In character. The eastern limb, near 
the anticlinal axis, Is vertical to slightly overturned, e a s t ­
ward, the attitudes become more gentle and the synclinal 
aria is reached. The character o f the folds suggest an 
origin rotated to eastward directed eomprassional stresses. 
Longw^ll (1949, pp. 937-59) describes folds, of a generally
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similar character but in Paleosoic rooks, near the Valley of 
F irs in the northern Muddy Mountains, about 50 miles north 
o f the dildorado district.
■aiast—<Veat French Faults. A. prominent structural
feature o f the mapped area is an early set o f eas t—w ©at 
trending faults* One o f these is well demonstrated in the 
northw est part o f the mapped area where it bounds on the 
south the much faulted, anticlinal nose of Patsy Mine, 
Golden Door and Mount Davis volcanies. Other smaller 
faults o f this set are present near Oak Creek Canyon and 
in the central portion o f the mapped area.
The major east—west bearing fault which bounds on 
the south the above described faulted anticlinal noss in the 
northwestern portion of the mapped area, breaks up to the 
eastward into several branch fau lts. These are lost under 
the valley alluvium further east. Golden Door volcanies on 
the south edge o f the north or down thrown block are locally 
Inclined gently to the south, probably the resu lt of post- 
tectonic slumping. The scarp exposed appears to be of 
obssquent type. The absence o f the thick section of Patsy  
Mine volcanies on the north side o f the fault and the some­
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what assy me trio character* o f the nose compared to that 
just south o f the fau lt, suggests that the folding and 
faulting may have been related, i»a« broad scale folding 
f i r s t  occurred before the stress was partly relieved by a 
fau lt o f oblique slip to the east. Right lateral die placement 
along this fault may amount to more than 10,000 feet .  
Southward, the overall Precambrian core and unconformable 
Tertiary  volcanies continued to develop into an aaay metric 
anticlinal fold, locally slightly overturned to the east.
O f  much smaller magnitude are east-w est faults 
near Oak Creek Canyon, in thj central portion of the mapped 
areaa Thcsa are d ifferent, and possibly o f younger age, In 
chat they appear to displace north-south faults as well as 
the upper member o f the Patsy Min<$ volcanies and the 
Qolden Door volcanies. Similar faults have been mapped 
In Morning S ta r  Wash and Cagle Wash.
Northwest of the Wall S tree t mine the distinctive 
basal contact of the lower member of tho P a t* 7 Mine vol­
canic* is cut by the Nelson quarts monsonite intrusive.
This intrusive body has a known east-w est trend of at 
least 1 1  miles across the district and an average width of
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two miles. Jouth o f the intrusive body a  similar unit, 
very probably the same I-recambrian—basal iratey Mina vol­
canic contact t is directly south of the town of Nelson. 
These relationships suggest that the intrusive body is 
controlled by a major structure. I f  a wrench fault is 
present and has controlled the intrusion of thj quarts 
monsonite, a le ft  lateral displacement of approximately
6,000 fee t might be present. 3uch a fault would pass 
through the area o f the Nevada c^agle mine, since Patsy  
Mine volcanies occur north of this locality, evidence fo r  
such a major structure is not clear out however and other 
structural interpretations are possible. Other major east- 
w est faults have been mapped by Kantor 11961) and Biddulph 
(1961) to the south of this area.
Relative age o f the *ast—w est set is suggested by 
the observation that they are cut and o ffs e t  by the north 
south normal fau lts, that they cut across the broad fold 
«»<■ and probably developed prior to the emplacement of the 
Nelson quarts monsonite.
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North—3outh Normal Fau lt*. Faults o f a north.—south 
set occur in many parts o f the mapped area, although they 
are best exposed in the volcanic sequence north of Nelson, 
These faults strike northerly with their trend changfag to  
slightly w est o f north in the north and northwest portions 
o f the mapped area. The usual attitude is N , 04o-*l6>° vV, 
with moderate to steep dips to the w est. The east block 
Is generally upthrown relative to the west block. An ex­
ception is the fault in 3ec. 18, T . 25 3 . ,  64 3 . where
the trend is northerly but the. west block Is upthrown.
The most important o f the faults belonging to  this 
group is the 3  ldo r  ado fault (Long-well, I960) which trends 
almost due north from slightly east o f the Teehatticup mine 
and continues beyond the mapped area to the north. The 
downthrown side o f this fault is to the w est. Volcanic 
rooks from the middle member o f the Patsy  Mine volcanies 
upward through Mount 3avls volcanies are In fault contact 
with foliated basement rocks, Maximum displacement here 
must be at least several thousand feet and possibly as much 
as 10,000 fe e t . The 3 Idorado fault could not be traced  
south o f Teehattioup tVash into the area o f quarts monsonite
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latruslrd rooks although It does o ffse t  the Intrusive north 
o f the highway. Several other normal faults belonging to 
this group are visible in the Intrusive rocks south o f Nelson* 
Ths Eldorado fault and related group are post—volcanic and 
In part at least, post Intrusive In age.
Other north—south normal faults show displacement 
from several hundred to more than one thousand fee t and 
repeat the volcanic section north o f Nelson to the west 
o f the Eldorado fault (see Plate 2 ). Steep scarp elopes 
expose cross sections o f the middle and upper members of 
ths Patsy  Mine volcanies, and the Golden. Door and Mount 
Davis volcanies on the western edges o f the upthrown east 
blocks (see Figures 6 and 9 ). Maximum apparent dip dis­
placements range to more than 1,000 feet* One of the 
largest o f the normal faults In this ar->a la the Oak Creek 
Canyon fault* Along this fault Mount Davis volcanies are 
In fault contact with the upper member o f the Patsy  Mine 
volcanies and the Golden Door volcanies* A  southward 
extension o f a branch o f the Oak Creak Canyon fault passes 
east o f Nelson and can be traced fo r  more than one mile 
through plutonlc and metamorphie rocks* 3 mailer faults
to the w sat repeat the Golden Door volcanies, the upper 
and middle members o f the Patsy  Mine volcanies and perhaps 
also the lower member o f the Patsy  Mine volcanies* In  
this area the north-south normal faults are o ffse t  by 
strike slip faults o f northeast trend which also o ffse t  
distinctive lithologic units as well*
North-south normal faults and northeast strike- 
slip faults are both likely present within the great thickness 
o f steeply dipping beds o f the lower member of the Patsy  
Mine volcanies exposed north and w est o f Kelson, although 
few  are shown on the map (see Plate 1 ). This may In 
part account fo r  the unusually great thickness* Lack of 
distinctive marker beds and poor surface expression makes 
the location of such fau lts, If present In this monotonous 
and somewhat uniform sequence of brown andesite and 
basalt, a difficult task,
Dome displacement, on the north-south normal fau lts , 
h** recurred in Recent time as evidenced by the o ffse t  of 
the Temple B a r Formation in Cottonwood Valley ( Figure 
45)* The north-south set of faults Is commonly o ffse t  by 
a northeasterly set, yet in the north central portions o f 
the area the latter terminate against the north—south set*
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Figure 45* View to the southwest about three miles down 
river from Nelson’s Landing showing fault scarp in Temple 
B ar conglomerate, 3carp strikes N , 05® +?•» and dips 75°
m
N orth east 3 trlke  Slip Fau lts. Faults o f northeast 
trend are  well developed in the volcanic belt north o f Nelson 
and In the volcanic belt in the extreme northwest corner o f 
the mapped a rea . L e f t  lateral movement along these fau lts  
is predominantly strike slip as indicated by the displacement 
ranging up to 350 f  «^ t  o f nearly vertical beds and f&ulta. 
They also show a dip slip component with the northwest 
block usually down thrown. Movement along these fau lts Is 
best illustrated 1—2 miles north o f the P a tsy  Nine, Sections 
20 and £9» T .  25 3 . , R . 64 3 .  , where they o f fs e t  rhyo­
litic beds o f the middle member o f the P a tsy  Nine volcanies 
and some o f the north—south group o f fau lts.
The northeast se t  o f fau lts continues southeastw ard  
from  the volcanic rocks north o f th - P a tsy  Mine into the 
N elson quart a monsonite. Actual displacements o f the con­
ta c t  are  not always shown because the gradational character 
o f this intrusive contact and somewhat intense alteration  
makes it d ifficu lt, if not Impossible, to demonstrate the 
direction and amount o f  movement in these areas. The 
easterly trending ore bodies o f this part o f the d istrict are  
laterally o f fs e t  by this unminer alls northeasterly trending 
fau lt set| thus indicating a post-m ineral age.
C H A P T E R  V
M IN E R A L  D d P O  3 IT  3  
Regional 3urnmtry o f Mineral Deposits
Numerous mineral deposits have been developed in 
the Colorado River belt south o f Lake Mead. Most of the 
metallic deposits contain noteworthy amounts o f more than 
one metal, although the region is principally noted fo r  its 
production o f gold and silver. Very few non—metallic de­
posits have thus fa r  been exploited. A  brief description is 
given below o f some o f the mineral deposits o f this region. 
The discussion o f the mines of ths Sldorado district is 
reserved fo r  a following section.
The 3earchlight mining district lies at the extreme 
southern end o f the x£ldorado Mountains (form erly known as 
the Opal Mountains), approximately 16 miles southwesterly  
from the principal mines in bldorado Canyon. Ths total 
production from Searchlight, sines its discovery in 1897, 
has been about $5»000,000, mainly in gold and silver values. 
Ths ounce ratio o f silver to gold Is approximately 1*1 (as  
compared to 23*1 in the 3 ldorado district) and considerable 
base metal production (principally lead and copper) has also
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been reported. The most prominent geologic feature o f 
the Searchlight district is a large mass o f quarts monsonite 
intrusive into Precambrian gneissic basement rooks and 
Tertiary  lava flows* A. second series o f volcanic flows 
overlie portions o f the eroded quarts monsonite and are 
later than the mineralisation. The ore deposits are developed 
along fissures in the country rock o f andesite or gneiss and 
seldom occur within the intrusive body itself.
The most Intensely mineralised area o f the Search­
light district lies within a north—south belt three or four 
miles in length and slightly less than one mile in width 
along the western border of the quarts monsonite intrusive 
body* The usual strike o f the best developed fissures is 
North 57*-70* West. The dip is to the south, ordinarily 
less than 60°. The veins are well defined fissures and 
contain breooiated country rock plus a moderate amount of 
quarts as gangue* The veins are non—radially soned, probably 
epithermal in character, and seem to terminate at relatively 
shallow depths| the greatest depth at which ore has been 
mined to date is 900 fe e t .
The main minerals are* quarts with comb structure  
mtxA quarts-caleite-adularla to the north| oxidised copper and
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lead minerals including eerussite, malachite, asuritt and 
others; sulphide minerals including pyrite, chal copy rite, 
galena and chal cocite; cal cite; oxides o f iron and occasionally 
hcmimorphlte ,
A. genetic relationship may exist between the quarts 
monsonite intrusive and the mineralisation. This is sug­
gested by the roughly soned pattern o f the mineral deposits 
around the western margin o f the quarts monsonitct. How­
ever , as is pointed out by Callaghan (1939, p. I k l )  the 
quarts monsonite mass may be involved only so fa r  as it 
was a competent mass o f rock against which surrounding 
rock was f ractur-*d to form fissu res  that w ere later min­
eralised from another source. L a te r  w ork, however, by 
clhrivastiva (1961) supports the conclusion that a genetic 
relationship does exist between the quarts monsonita Intru­
sive and the mineralisation.
The Oat man and Katherine districts Ue on the 
Ariaona side o f the Colorado River in western Mohave 
County on the western slopes o f the Black Mountains. The 
Katherine or Union Pass district lies approximately 30 miles 
south—southeast from the j£ldorado mining district and about
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12 miles north-northwM t from the Oatmaa district. Metal 
values recovered from the mines within these two districts 
consist almost entirely o f gold and silver. In  1931» D . B .  
Tenney* compiled data showing the total combined production 
from  the Katherine and Oatman districts approximates 
$35*000,000. 3ilver to gold ounce ratio2 fo r  the combined 
production was very dose to I t 2. Veins in the Katherine 
district usually consist o f quarts and cal cite stringers 
within Precambrian granite. These are cut by post-mineral 
fau lts. The granite basement rock is non-conformably 
overlain by remnants o f volcanic flows and intruded locally 
by rhyolite porphyry dikes.
In the Oatman district to the south, several series 
o f Tertiary  volcanic flows unconformably overlie Precambrian 
granite and other crystalline rocks. Volcanic flows have 
been intruded by masses o f porphyritio rock similar in com­
position to them and probably genetically related. The vol­
canic rocks which are mainly o f andesitic or trachytio 
composition often veins which fill fissures along
1 Published Ins Lausen, Carl (1931) "Ecology and Ore 
Deposits o f ths Oatman and Katherine D istricts, Arisona." 
A risons Bureau o f Mines. Qsdogjcal -aeries No. 6, Bulletin 
Ko^ 131. P .  1^>. '
2Ibid, p. 77.
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which several periods e f fault movement have taken place, 
Ransome (1923* pp« 32-38) describes veins with quarts, 
cal cite and adularia and associated free  gold (alloyed in paz*t 
with silver) within the ore shoots. The veins strike north­
west , but individual fissures vary in strike from nearly 
north to nearly west. The gold-silver veins of both the 
Katherine and Oatman districts can probably be classified 
as epithermal (Llndgren, pp. 444-7)*
The Lost Basin mining district lies on the western 
slopes of a small group of hills, locally known as the Lost 
Basin Range, Just east of Huai pal Wash in western Arisona, 
about 28 miles northeast from the nlldorado district, North 
trending, steeply inclined gold-bearing veins occur in granitic 
and schistose rocks of Precambrian age. Production from 
this district has been small.
The Gold Basin mining district is in the eastern por­
tion o f the White Hills, western Arisona, about 23 miles east 
of the bldorado district. Production since its discovery in 
the 1670*s has totaled about $100,000, Gold Basin mineral 
deposits are described by Wilson (1934* p, 76-78) as meso- 
thermal veins In Precambrian granite and schist. Free
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milling gold in a gangue of quarts and siderite is associated 
In the veins with llmonite, malachite, and cerussite. Placer 
deposits were discovered in this district in 1932 in an allu­
vial fan approximately 6 miles long by 5 miles wide, which 
slopes eastward from the White Hills. The alluvial material, 
within which finely divided gold (flour gold) is found, is 
usually from one to three fee t in thickness and consists of 
medium grained, angular schist and gneiss fragments with 
quarts. In spite o f the problems o f obtaining w ater in 
the area and the erratic distribution o f values, Wilson 
(1933» p. 82) noted that approximately 100 men were 
testing the field with placer mining equipment (mostly dry 
w ashers) In August, 1932. The placer deposits probably 
developed from gold freed  by the downward weathering of 
veins in the Gold Basin district.
Several mines are in the Northern Blaok Mountains 
eastward across the Colorado River from the i&ldorado 
mining district. These have been separated Into the Weaver 
district (northern) and the Pilgrim district. These two  
small districts have received very little geologic study.
The mines are principally gold producers • Combined total 
production is probably less than $100,000. The veins occur
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within altered volcanic rooks and consist of fissures with 
shattered quarts, gold, eerusaite, pyrite, galena and oxides 
o f iron*
Finely divided gold has been recovered by placer 
operations from the Colorado River sands and gravels in 
the Cottonwood Valley area downstream from the old 
j&ldorado townslte. The gold In these placer deposits 
probably came from the weathering and erosion of veins 
in the iSldorado and Northern Black Mountain districts*
In summary, the bldorado Mountains o f southern 
Nevada and surrounding regions are characterised by metallic 
mineral deposits predominantly valuable fo r  their gold-silver 
content, although some hava produced Important amounts 
of base metals, mostly copper and lead* The mineral 
deposits o f the area have been explored, developed and 
mined since they were firs t  discovered about a century 
ago* Precious metal mines have been successfully developed 
In granites and gneisses of the Precambrian basement, in 
Tertiary volcanic rocks, chiefly andesite, and within and 
adjacent to intrusive bodies of intermediate granitic char­
acter. Nearly all the mines of this region ar j  relatively
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shallow, none of the ore bodies have been explored as deep 
as one thousand feet* Most appear to economically end 
within 200 fe e t  o f the surface* The valuable mineral de­
posits are generally developed within epithermal fissure  
veins*
History and Development
The bldorado mining district has produced 609,191 
tons o f gold-silver ores having a gross value o f $5,620,611, 
with an overall average value o f $9*23. The original discovery 
was made In 1657 and important production began in 1674 and 
continued Irregularly until 1943. -»ince 1943 no significant 
production has come from the district. From 1674 until 
1907, 37»551 tons o f ore containing gold and silver with a 
gross recoverable value o f $934,015 w ere mined. ^iince 
1907, production has had a gross recoverable value of 
$4,685,696. The silver*gold ratio since 1907 fo r  the entire
^Ransome (1907) estimated total production o f the 
district until that time to be between two and five million 
dollars. His estimate was based on what he admitted to be 
hasty geologic examination which most probably did not In­
clude an examination o f the production records o f the various 
mining companies. Figures subsequently compiled from Lincoln 
County records indicate the actual production up until 1907 
was $934,015* O r, Ransome1*  mistake is understandable, 
since mine owners tend to exaggerate their production.
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production of the district Is 23.04. Sufficient data is not 
available to permit the silvers gold, ratio fo r  the _*arly pro­
duction to be calculated. In  spits o f  the high silvers gold 
ratio, and the fa c t  that fo r  several years prior to 1924, 
the value o f silver produced exceeded that o f gold, the 
total value o f recovered gold has exceeded that of silver 
since 1907*
Sarly  H istory. The Sidorado mining district was 
f i r s t  discovered in the year 1857• Two years later, as a 
result o f prospecting done by soldiers stationed at F o rt  
Mojave, about fo rty  miles south o f the district, important 
additional discoveries were made and more interest began 
to be shown in the district. As a result o f these early 
discoveries, the town o f bldorado was founded and the 
district was organised as the Colorado district in the year 
1661. Development o f the principal mine o f the district, 
the Teehattioup, f irs t  began in the year 1863* According 
to most accounts, the Teohatticup was the f irs t  mine 
discovered and has been the largest producer o f the district.
**California Volunteers, Company I  o f the Fourth  
Regiment o f In fantry , commanded by Captain Charles 
Atchison. The company consisted largely o f miners. 
Gallagher, 1941*
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Two other early discoveries were the Honest Miner, the 
Rand and the /^all s t r e e t ,  all o f which except the Honest 
Miner proved to be important producers.
The Hldoredo mining district had considerable activity 
during the latter half o f the nineteenth century but attracted  
only scant outside notice. This is partly due to the over*** 
shadowing predominance of some of the other gold *nri silver 
producing districts o f hi evada) such as Com stock, Goods y rings, 
Goldfield, and idly.
Gldorado Canyon in 1657, a t the time of its discovery, 
was in one of the most isolated portions o f the United G tates. 
I t  was surrounded by rough desert country stretching many 
hundreds o f miles in every direction. The approaches were  
controlled, according to one early w riter, by "hostile Indians 
and scarcely less dangerous Mormons." A s a resu lt of ths 
difficulties o f land transportation, much o f the tra ffic  and 
communication with the outside world was carried on by means 
o f river boats which could travel from Gan Francisco, around 
Baja California, into the Gulf o f California, and up the 
Colorado River to Gldorado Canyon. Cv ju this means of 
com muni cation and transportation was limited since the river
was navigable fo r  only a few month* out of the year, during 
period* o f high water. Freight from Can Francisco cost a* 
much a* $150.00 per ton. Ee cause of this Isolation of the 
district, during early day*, many desperado* sought escape 
from the law by coming to Cldorado wher* they might M earn 
a grub-*take1*, and then make their way down the Colorado 
by small boat to Mexico. Numerous incident* are recorded 
o f unsolved murders, th eft o f bullion shipments, etc. j also 
conflicts between miners and the surrounding and sometimes 
hostile Piute Indians were not uncommon.
Politically the FSldorado district has had an unsettled 
history. At the time of the original discovery, the bldorado 
district was a part o f th* New Mexico Territories} it later 
was included aa a portion of the Territory of -Arizona, On 
May 5, 1666, because o f the feelings of some of the eastern  
senators that th -* state  o f Novuda should have a navigable 
river as a part o f It* southeastern boundary, it was added 
to the state  o f Nevada, and became a part of Lincoln County. 
Cldorado Canyon remained a part of Lincoln County, with 
the county seat and the only source of law and order more 
^■tun three hundred miles to th* north at Ploche, over d iffi­
cult desert terrain , until It was finally included within th*
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newly formed d a rk  County in 1908. In  the early days, lack 
o f a deputy sh eriff, justice o f the peace, and other sem­
blances o f law in the district, caused real issues to be 
settled by ttv\/lnchester*s Amendment to the Colt S ta tu te .*
Sarly  Production. The f irs t  mill in the district, was 
a 15 stamp mill erected at the Teehattioup mine in about 
1670. 3everal other mills were constructed shortly there­
a fte r .
xjiarly records, although incomplete, especially In 
respect to tonnage and value, do indicate that much of the 
ore in the early days o f the district was mined mainly fo r  
its silver content. Secondary deposits o f horn silver 
( cerargyrlte) accumulated from the downward weathering 
o f veins in the dry desert climate. The presence of large 
deposits o f horn silver is attested by the fa c t  that much 
o f the early ore was treated by pan-amalgamation with 
aalt^ and blue stone (copper su lfa te ). This process recovers 
silver, allowing gold to pass into the tailings. All high grade
*The Southwestern Mining Company, which owned one 
o f the early mills in the Bldorado district, operated its own 
salt mins just above the preaent site of Hoover Cam and ran 
a small schooner on ths river to bring down the salt.
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secondary silver ore has long ago been removed and the early 
reports o f large high grade deposits of horn silver can not 
now be substantiated. An early unpublished Teehattioup mine 
report indicates horn silver ora containing as much as 4,000 
ounces o f silver to the ton was mined at the surface of 
the Teehattioup workings.
Most o f the early mills were built on the banks of 
the Colorado River near the town of bldorado . v'  A fte r  
treatm ent o f the ore by the pan—amalgation process, the 
tailings were dumped over the bank into the river. Accord­
ing to an unpublished report by *V. C . Wallace, by 1894, 
about 50,000 tons o f ore had been milled and all but 7,000 
tons o f the tailings had been washed away by the river during
'T w o  settlements were established within the bldorado 
district. The town o f c&ldorado was built on the river and 
occupied at least three different sites. The earliest was 
built along the edge of the Colorado River during low w ater. 
Flood waters washed it down stream the next spring. Ths 
town was then rebuilt on a bluff to the north of the mouth 
of the bldorado Canyon, but flood w aters during subsequent 
years also washed away much o f this location. The final site 
o f the town o f aSldorado was submerged in 1950 under the 
w aters o f Lake Mohave with the completion of i-)avis Oana. 
The second settlement was that of Nelson, Nevada. This 
was established by Charlie Nelson who was later murdered 
by a renegade Piute Indian. The town of Nelson is located 
at the head (w est end) o f Cldorado Canyon and presently has 
a population o f about thirty permanent residents *
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stages of high w ater. M r, Wallace directed cyaniding opera­
tions on the remaining 7,000 tons o f tailings fo r  the recovery 
o f gold and reportedly obtained slightly more than $71,000 in 
additional values.
All o f the ore mined was not milled within the district. 
Shipments are reported to have been made to the Monahan 
and Murphy 3m elter at Needles, to mills and am alters at 
Searchlight, to processing plants in oan Francisco and even 
to smelters in Wales.
Although most of the production from the district was 
from the mines in the main Cldorauo Canyon, Important pro­
duction also came from other parts of the district. In 
January o f I860, the firs t  shipments of ore wert made from  
the Nob Hill Camp, located about five miles to th© southwest 
of the Teehattioup Mine. The early production from Nob 
Hill was mainly high grade horn silver ore which reportedly 
carried from 100 to 800 ounces of silver per ton. In 1894, 
a prospector wandered into the group of "little hills" located 
about three miles southeast o f Cldor&do Canyon, and found 
outcrops which assayed crer $400.00 per ton in gold. This 
area was later namad Capital Camp. I t  did not contain the
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rich silver deposits f which up to that time had been exploited 
in other portions o f the district, and had been apparently 
passed over as valueless by prospectors seeking deposits of 
silver.
Production History from 1907 to 1945. The produc­
tion of gold, silver, copper and lead, the calculated value 
and ounce ratios o f silver to gold, the number o f mines 
aotive during each year and the average value per ton of 
ore fo r  the period 1907 to 1945 are recorded in Table X. 
Figures are not listed from 1946 through 1962, since almost 
no production has come from the district during this period. 
In addition to the figures in Table X, Merrill reports a 
total o f 1,800 pounds of sine valued at $135.00 was re­
covered in 1926. Although minor amounts of sine are 
common In the xSldorado ores, this metal is not usually 
present in sufficient quantities to justify its concentration. 
Placer operations were conducts on a small scale during 
the yearc 1932 through 1937» with a total recovery of 
166.60 ounces of gold and 39 ounces of silver having a com­
bined value o f $3,954*
TA BLEx , GOLD, SILVER COPPER, LEAD PRODUCTION FROM THE ELDORADO MINING DISTRICT, CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA, FROM 1874 t o  1945 
(DATA FROM UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA BULLETIN, VOL. XXXVII; VANDERBURG, RECONNAISSANCE OF MINING DISTRICTS IN 
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SHORT FINE DOLLAR FINE DOLLAR
---- OUTOt---- VAl'DT"
Ag :Au Ag :Au POUNDS VALUE POUNDS VALUE
ABLE 
VALUE AV
TONS OUNCES VALUE OUNCES VALUE PER TON
1874 73 $ 2,095 $ 28.70
1875 No Production
1876 80 8,572 107.15
1877 302 17,428 57.71
1878 548 38.759 70.73
1879 175 3.581 20.461880 700 18.249 26.07
1881 1,229 41,7.36 33.96
1882 1,801 71,434 39.66
1883 1,954 70,354 36.01
1884 1,908 74,509 39.05
1885 1,910 67,424 35.30
1886 1,520 55,193 36.31
1887 1,016 26,576 26.16
1888 1.995 43,755 21.93
1889 2,777 63,489 22.86
1890 3,776 100,747 26.68
1891 3,357 71,365 21.171892 3,959 59,931 15.18
1893 2,112 40,758 19.30
1894 735 13,353 18.17
1895 152 2,612 17.18
1896 900 3,284 3.65
1897 4.569 32,027 7.01
1898 No Production Raportod
1899 . . . 7,6841900 through 1906 No Production Reported
32 YEAR TOTAL 37,551 $ 934,015 $ 24.90
TA BLEx . GOLD, SILVER. COPPER, LEAD PRODUCTION FROM THE ELDORADO MINING DISTRICT, CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA. FROM 1874 to  1945 
(DATA FROM UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA BULLETIN, VOL. XXXVII; VANDERBURG, RECONNAISSANCE OF MINING DISTRICTS IN 
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA; U .S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE UNITED STATES,
1906 to  1931, U .S . BUREAU OF MINES, MINERALS YEARBOOK, 1932 to  I960)
SILVER:GOLD TOTAL
GOLD SILVER RATIOS COPPER LEAD VALUE RECOVER-
YEAR NO. ORE, ~ m m c r VALUE ABLE
MINES SHORT FINE DOLLAR FINE DOLLAR A9 :Au A9 :Au POUNDS VALUE POUNDS VALUE VALUE AV.
TONS OUNCES VALUE OUNCES VALUE PER TON
1907 5 417 J06.94 $ 6,345 4,535 $ 2,992 14.83 .4715 . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 9,337 $ 22.39
1908 1 25 36.28 750 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 750 30.00
1909 3 48 74.01 1,530 3,212 1.670 43.40 1.530 . . . . . . 2,232 $ 96 3,296 68.67
1910 1 431 139.08 2,875 2,335 1,261 16.79 .4386 . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,136 9.60
4911 6 541 125.53 2,595 3,799 2.013 30.26 .7757 . . . . . . 32 1 4,609 8.52
1912 5 137 37.20 769 - 10,379 6,383 279.01 8.30 157 $ 26 442 20 7,198 52.54
1913 4 276 125.29 2,590 346 209 2.76 .0806 297 46 . . . . . . 2,845 10.31
1914 2 162 8 1 .5 6 1,686 1,650 912 20.23 .5409 . . . 292 11 2,609 16 .10
1915 3 6,547 3.047.58 62,999 56,950 28,828 18.66 .4575 . . . . . . 180 8 91.835 14.031916 9 24.868 10,310.26 21 3,1 32 241,789 159,097 23.45 .7464 1,205 296 11,771 812 373,337 15.01
1917 7 12,689 6,631.18 137.079 90,618 74,669 13.67 .5447 281 77 4,956 426 212,251 16.731918 4 15.302 5,424.92 1 12,143 103.672 103,672 I 9 . l l .9244 4 19 29 3.430 244 216,088 14 .12
1919 4 13,875 3,553.63 73,460 113,039 126,604 31.81 1.7234 . . . . . . . . . . . . 200,064 14.42 '
1920 3 9,160 2 , 280.01 47,132 85,113 92,773 37.33 1 .9683 . . . . . . 148 12 139,917 15.271921
1922
1923
1 2 1.06 22 22 22 20.07 1.00 . . . --- . . . — 44 22.00
1 160 80.83 1.671 2,283 1,872 28.24 1.1202 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,543 22.14
1924 1 917 1 , 001.46 20,702 2,265 • ,518 2.26 .0733 1,189 156 7,870 630 23,006 25.09
1925 5 708 539.14 11,145 3,621 2,513 6.72 .2254 736 • 05 6.674 581 14,344 20.261926 4 2,104 1.380.57 28.539 17,714 11,054 12.83 .387 3 2,816 394 18,808 1,505 41,627 19.78
1927 3 1,155 945.05 19.536 2,912 1 ,651 3.08 .0845 927 121 4.435 279 21,287 18.69
1928 3 1.183 468.56 9,686 1,000 585 2.13 .0603 568 82 2,242 130 10,483 8.86
1929 3 2,207 1,434.46 29,653 9,813 5,230 6.84 .1763 264 46 3,860 243 35,172 15.94
1930 ■ 2 3,350 1.277.05 26,399 5,507 2,120 4.31 .0803 432 56 1,537 77 28,652 8.55
1931 1
8
3.689 2,174.55 44.952 6,436 1,866 2.96 .0415 . . . . . . . . . . . . 46,818 12.69
1932 3,463 968.34 20,017 3,690 1,041 3.81 .0520 . . . . . . 499 15 21,073 6.09
1933 7 1.823 663.20 16,951 2,796 979 4.22 .0577 250 16 5,664 210 18,156 9.96
1934 3 4,086 927.55 32,418 6,731 4,348 7.26 .1341 1,813 • 45 9,911 367 37,278 9 .1 2
1935 11 3,565 856.89 29,991 7.356 5,289 8.59 .1763 443 37 2,271 91 35,408 9.93
1936 9 19,374 3.046.86 106,640 19,322 14,988 6.34 .1405 2 ,5 12 210 10,968 545 122,383 6.32
1937 11 24,101 3.567. 124.845 84,594 65,620 23.72 .5256 3.600 436 19,200 1,154 191,916 7.96
1938 5 44,495 5.588. 195.580 107,261 69,334 19.19 .3545 5,300 530 20,600 979 266,387 5.99
1939 11 7 1 .1 7 8 11.538. 403,830 305,019 207,016 26.44 .5126 1,300 135 3,300 167 611,163 8.59
1940 7 87.680 12.947. 453,145 455,597 323,975 35.19 .7146 1,400 158 13,500 699 777,958 8.87
1941 9 103.837 11.956. 418,460 367,802 261,544 30.76 .6250 800 94 5,400 313 680,410 6.551942 6 99,826 7 , 12 1 . 249,235 198,090 140,862 27.82 .5651 . . . . . . 1 ,000 65 390,166 3.91
1943 4 8.237 869. 30,415 •1,963 8,507 13.77 .2796 1,000 118 . . . 39,052 4.74
1944
1945
1 31 27. 945 215 • 52 7.96 .1608 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,098 35.42
39 YEAR TOTAL 571,631 10 1 , 552.00 $2,939,862 2,339.353 $1,733,169 23.04 .5895 27,406 $3,313 161,222 $9,680 $4,685,696 $ 8.20
0ISTRIC1: TOTAL 609.181 $5,620,611 $ 9.23
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la  1907, the Sldorad© mining district: was still a 
part o f Lincoln County, Nevada, and although only a small 
amount o f ore was mined during that year, considerable 
development work was done. No mill was operating in the 
bldorado district during the year, and the nearest custom 
smelter was the Arisona Mexican Mining and Smelting Com­
pany located at Needles, California. The Santa Barbara  
Searchlight Mining Company was constructing a smelter at 
Searchlight a few  miles to the south fo r  the purpose of 
treating their own and custom ores. Because o f high 
freight and smelting charges only ore valued above $65*00 
per ton could be shipped at a pro fit, yet the F'ortuna Mining 
Company reported some shipments. Other producers, includ­
ing the Jumper (Mlspah) mine, the Santa Barbara Search­
light Mining Company's Sldorado mine (Rich Hill), the 
■afildorado Nevada Mining Company, and the Capital Mines 
Company, reported development work and stockpiling o f ore 
on the dumps* The Teehattioup, which was reopened during 
1907 under the management o f the Wharton Cold Mines 
Company, milled 150 tons o f ore at the company's 25 stamp 
mill a t the Colorado River about six miles from the mine.
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The £lderado mining district was included in newly 
organised Clark County in February, 1906 9 Very few  ship­
ments were made from  the district during this year. The 
•Success Mining Company shipped some ore to the Needles, 
California, sm elter. Development work was continued at 
the Rich Hill mine, the Cannings mine operated by the 
Fortune Cold Mining Company, and on the holdings o f the 
Wallace Gold Mining Company.
Production continued at a very slow rate  during 
1909 with some direct smelter shipments and small lead 
production. The producers were the Santa Barbara  
Searchlight Mining Company from the Rich HUl mine, the 
Success Mining Company, and the Capital group. The firm  
o f Monahan and Murphy, which operated the Capital group, 
transported ore by boats on the Colorado River to the 
sm elter at Needles, California. The cost was approximately 
$10.00 per ton downriver to Needles. The boats carried 
supplies back to Capital Camp a t $12.00/ton.^ The smelter 
a t  Needles treated the siliceous gold ore fo r  $1.00 per ton. 
Total fre igh t, smelting and mining costs were about $20.00,
*From  The Searchlight Bulletin, Culy 16, 1909* 
Searchlight, Nevada.
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thus allowing a p ro fit to bo made on all oro carrying more 
than one ounce o f gold to the ton.
Tho Queen Mine was the Largest producer in 1910. 
Moat o f tho ore was treated In a Huntington 3 stamp, 
thirty ton per day cyanide mill operated by tho Queen mine. 
Thirty-one tons o f ore produced from  other parte o f the 
district was shipped to the smelters directly.
The production in 1911 increased slightly. Most o f 
tho ore w as treated at amalgamation and cyanide plants 
within the d istrict, with only about six tons shipped directly 
to  smelt ere . Development work was carried on at the Rand 
mine, which was opened by a 400 foot vertical shaft, and 
a  te a t plant was set up at the Queen mine.
Production dropped once again in 1912* Meat o f 
the 137 tons o f ore mined w ere shipped directly to tho 
smelt ere fo r  treatm ent. Only 43 tons wore reported to  
have been milled in the district during the year.
During 1913, considerable development work was dene 
a t the Rand mine where a 510 foot vertical sh aft and an 
MO foo t adit w ere completed. The 3kylark mine produced 
and crude smelting ore.
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In  1914* tasting was carried out at the Hand in 
the new lx constructed 10 stamp am algamation and concen­
tration mill with minor production o f gold and silver bullion 
resulting from these tests*
The main producers in 1915 were the Colorado 
Nevada Mining Company and the Teehattioup mine* Most 
o f the ore was treated by cyanidation plants within the 
district. Only two tons o f ore were shipped directly to 
the smelters*
During 1916) production was considerably Increased* 
Most ore (24*786 tons) was treated in the amalgamation and 
cyanidation mills within the district* dome o f the mills were 
equipped with concentration tables sad 24 tons of load con­
centrates containing gold and silver were shipped to the 
smelters* Eighty—two tons of direct shipping ore were 
also produced* The principal producer was the Techattieup 
mine which, in 1916, contained a 600 foot deep shaft with 
approximately 300 fee t o f drifts* The Teehattioup ore 
was treated by cyanidation* Important production also came 
from the F lagsta ff, operated by the Colorado Nevada Com­
pany* This mine had a 600 foot shaft plus 2,000 feet o f
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d rift *  • A  10 stamp amalgamation and eoseratrttlo&  mill was 
operated by the Rand mine during the year* O ther producers 
w ere the cttver Legion, the Qolden Em pire, the Lucky dim , 
and the Skylark*
The principal ere producer In 1917 was the 
Teehattioup mine where both oxidised and sulfide ores 
w ere treated  in the 50 ten cyanide mill* The Rand was 
next in importance, and recovered gold and silver bullion 
from  amalgamation and minor amounts o f lead concentrate 
bearing geld and allver* O ther producers during the year 
w ere the Lom bard, the Lucky <Jim, the F la g s ta ff, and 
the Carnation mines*
During 1918, nearly all th * ore produced within th* 
jSlderado d istrict w as milled locally by cyanidation. Th* 
producing properties w ere the Teehattioup (the year's 
largest producer), the xSldorado F la g s ta ff, and the Rand*
M ost o f th * production in 1919 came from  the 
Teehattioup, the Rand, and th * Carnation mines In deoreae 
ing order o f importance* ifixeept fo r  1,6 tons, which were  
shipped directly to  the sm elter, all ore produced In 1919 
w as milled within the d istrict, mainly by cyanidation with
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the recovery o f bullion. Production in 1920 came from the 
Teehattioup, the Hand, and the Oro Plata mine.
During 1921 and 1922, the Teehattioup and other 
major properties were idle and no production of importance 
was reported from the district.
The 1923 and 1924 production was from the 
Teehattioup mine where a general clean-up in 1923 resulted 
in the shipment of some bullion and concentrates, dome 
gold and silver bullion were shipped by leasees in 1924.
The five producers in 1925 were the Carnation, 
the Silver Legion, the Rand, the Campbell, and the 
Teehattioup properties. From these mines, about 500 
tout of ore were concentrated, yielding 31 tons of con­
centrates 1 186 tons were treated in amalgamation mills 
fo r the recovery of gold and silver bullion | and 20 tons 
were shipped directly to smelters outside the district.
The three most Important producers of 1926 In 
decreasing order were the Silver Legion mine of the 
jfildorado Cold S tar Mining Company, the Rand mine, and 
the Teehattioup mine. Concentrates from Silver Legion 
ore were shipped directly to the Midvale, Utah smelter.
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The Rand mine was operated fo r only a short time and the 
ore mined was treated by amalgamation• The Teehattioup 
mine was operated and the several hundred tons o f gold 
ore mined were treated by amalgamation and flotation,
Lead flotation concentrates were shipped to the Utah 
sm elters. During the year, 769 tons of oro were concen­
trated and 1,315 tons were treated in amalgamation or 
cyanidation plants to recover gold and silver bullion. Mo 
ore was shipped directly fo r smelting.
Production was small during 1927 and 1926, The 
producing mines were the bldorado, the Rand, and the 
Teehattioup*
The largest producing company in 1929 and 1930 
was the Didorado Rand Mining Company, Lessees worked 
the Teehattioup In 1929, and concentrated ore rich In lead 
by flotation. The concentrates were reported to assay 
27*7 ounces gold and 506 ounces silver to ths ton, 1,61 
copper, 7,6* lead, 1Z% sine, and 165 sulfur. Lessees also 
operated the Teehattioup In 1930, The Silver Legion mine 
o f the Dido redo Gold S tar Mining Company reported some 
production In 1929. During this year, development work 
proceeded at the tfall S treet mine where 160 feet o f shaft
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and 60 feet o f d rift* were completed.
All production in 1931 was from tho bldorado Rand 
mine. The ore m u  treated in a 25 ten per day amalgamation 
and cyanidation plant which was opened in March and operated 
through December. The ore was treated by tea 1,000 
pound stamps, crushed to 40 mesh, and panned over amal­
gamation plates with tho remaining tailings of sand and 
slime treated in cyanide solution. Although several other 
properties were operating in 1932, the bldorado Rand con­
tinued to bo the major producer.
During 1932 and 1933, over 150 ounces of gold were 
reported reoovered by planer miners operating on tho 
Colorado River, east o f Nelson and Searchlight. During 
1933, a new mill was installed at the Dldorado Boulder 
property, and a flotation plant was Installed at tho bldorado 
Merger. A  60 ton per day flotation mill wan begun at the 
Teehattioup. The 10 stamp amalgamation and cyanidation 
mill at the JSldorado Rand Mining Company operated through­
out the entire year. The Rand wan the largest gold pro- 
duoer in both tho bldorado district and in Clark County.
The dUnae Mines Xne. completed their 50 tons
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flotation mill In July, 1934, which operated through the 
end o f that year and treated approximately 4»00Q tons of 
ore, from which 46 tons of concentrate* were chipped to 
the Midvale, Utah smelter. Small shipments o f high grade 
gold ore were made directly to the Midvale smelter from  
the Teehattioup, Colo, and Stoekly mines.
The Wall S treet mine, operated by the Bldorado 
Canyon Development Company, was the largest producer 
during 1935* The property was equipped with a 40 ton 
per day flotation mill and 265 fee t o f drifting and raising 
were done. Most o f the ore treated in 1935» however, 
came from the Wall S treet dumps. Tho Teehattioup 
mine was the second largest producer and also used a 
flotation mill. Several other smaller producers were 
active in the district.
The Bldorado Rand Mining Company eyanided a 
large quantity o f tailings between June and October of 
1936. Other properties that were active in 1936 were 
the Boulder Bldorado, the Duncan, the Teehattioup, the 
Silver Legion, the Dolores, and the Yellow Ned.
The Diamond Gold Mining Company worked the 
Teehattioup Mine throughout 1937 and reportedly milled
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17*467 tons o f gold-silver ore in their 60 ton per day flo­
tation mill* Flotation concentrates were shipped to the 
smelter. Bullion was shipped from the dldortdo Rover 
Mining Company which operated the Flagstaff group , con­
sisting of the Rover, Rambler, and Duncan claims. The 
Wall S treet, Qracey, «Joseph Wharton, and Mockingbird 
mines operated as a group, the ore being treated at the 
Wall Street mill by amalgamation and concentration. Ore  
was also produced by a number of smaller operations.
The rSldorado Rover Mining Company worked the 
Flagstaff and Skylark properties during 1938. Ore was 
treated in a 100 ton cyanide plant located at the Duncan 
which was completely rebuilt. The Diamond Gold Mining 
Company ( Teehattioup mine) enlarged its 60 ton mill to a 
90 ton per day capacity. The Wall Street mine was operated 
by the W. W. Hartman interests, the ore being treated by 
amalgamation and flotation.
The Diamond Gold Mining Company worked the 
«JubUee and Teehattioup mines throughout 1939* Most of 
the ore was treated in the company’s 100 ton per day 
cyanide plant. The company reported that from 27*375
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tons o f company ore trea ted , 4 >560 ounces o f gold and 
93»492 ounces o f sliver were recovered. The vT&ll -Street 
mine continued active throughout the year, with ore being 
treated  at the 50 ton amalgam at ion and flotation mill on 
tho property.
During 1940, tho Didorado Rover Mining Company 
operated the Rand, Quaker C ity, Magnolia, Poppy, Crown, 
Nevada Dagle, and Crone mines. The company's 100 ton 
all—slime eyanide plant treated 38 ,188 tons o f ore and 
recovered 6,044 ounces o f gold and 185,10 1  ounces of 
Silver, The O ro P lata (Belmont Phoenix) mine was worked 
by P .  H , 3 p rln g jr, J r ,  until April when It was taken over 
by the Tonopah Belmont Development Company, The pro­
duction from  the Oro P lata  during the year was 882 tons 
o f smelting ore containing 220 ounces o f gold, 59,663 ounces 
o f silver, 285 pounds o f copper, and 6,884 pounds o f lead. 
The Teehattioup, Cubilee, and Red Butte mines were  
operated by the Diamond Gold Mining Company which treated  
the ore in Its 135 ton per day flotation mill, The vVall 
.Street mine was operated through the year by the W, W.
Hartman interests
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In  1941, the bldorado River Mining Company con­
tinued to operate the Quaker City, Magnolia, Crown, and 
Nevada B&gle mines. The Occidental mine shipped gold ores 
to a  smelter, From ores shipped directly to a smelter, 
the Oro P lata (Belmont Phoenix) mine reportedly recovered 
66 ounces o f gold, 16,243 ounces o f silver, 217 pounds 
copper, and 901 pounds lead. From .January to ouly, the 
Diamond Qold Mining Company continued to treat ores from  
the Teehattioup, Oubllee, and Red Butte mines in the 
company1* 100 ton per day flotation millj however, during 
the last half o f the year, ores were treated in a new 200 
ton per day cyanide mill. The Wall -Street mine was In 
continuous operation throughout the year.
During 1942, tha precious metal mining situation was 
adversely effected  by shortages o f personnel and supplies 
as a result o f tha second world w ar. In the latter portion 
o f the year, the War Production Board o f tha United 
States government issued directive L —208 which ordered 
all mines producing gold within the territory  o f tha United 
States to cease breaking out new ore a fte r  October 15« 
1942. The purpose o f this order was to conserve labor
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needed f i r  the national war e ffo rt  by releasing miners 
needed elsewhere. Exceptions to this order enabled precious 
metal mines producing important amounts of base metal by­
products , and small mines producing less than 1,200 per 
year o f commercial ore to continue operating. How ever, 
since none of the major producers of the Eldorado mining 
district could qualify under the excepting clauses, the break­
ing o f new ore essentially ceased on October 15» 1942. The 
Eldorado Rover Mining Company terminated all operations on 
December 8 , and dosed their mill. The Diamond Gold Mining 
Company terminated operations and dosed their 200 ton per 
day cyanide mill on Deoomber 1. The Hartman interests 
at the Wall S treet Mine managed to keep their 60 ton per 
day amalgamation-flotation mill operating until ^January of 
1943. Up until the order L —208 required the cloning of tho 
mlnea, the Eldorado Rover Mining Company had boon operating 
tho Quaker City, Magnolia, Crown, and Nevada Eagle 
properties. Zt had recovered, during 1942 in the company*© 
150 ton per day cyanide mill, from 27,587 tons of ore and 
530 tons o f old tailings, 2,922 ounces of gold, 130,585 
ounces o f silver, and 963 pounds of load.
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A  very small amount; o f production was reported 
during 1943 and 1944# most o f which took place during the 
early months o f 1943 before the order o f the War Produc­
tion Hoard had taken full e ffe c t .
•Since 19441 a© important production o f precious 
metal ores had come from the Hldorado mining district. A t  
present time moat of the mines are flooded on their lower 
levels, the mills have been mainly disassembled and transport­
ed elsewhere, and the mine buildings and surface installations 
are generally in a poor state o f repair. During the years 
1958» 1959> and I 960, a small amount o f siliceous gold ore 
was mined and milled In the Capital Camp area by iSdward 
iistrella o f Has Vegas, Nevada, and Dudley L .  Phillips of 
Henderson, Nevada, but the total ore extracted does not 
exceed a few hundred tons. Prospectors in other portions 
o f the district have done a small amount o f development 
work, but have produced only a negligible amount of ore. 
During 1959 and i960, the bldorado Consolidated Mining 
Company, the present owners o f the Wall 3 treet Mine, 
and other mining property in the district, have made an 
e ffo r t  to bring several properties Into production and to
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block out: new ore by means o f clearing underground openings, 
diamond drilling, and systematic sampling o f existing mine 
workings* However, up until the present time, this company 
has not reopened any o f the mines in the Sldorado mining 
district*
Economics o f the District* Production increased 
markedly from  the very low levels o f 1907 through 1915 to  
much higher levels between 1915 and 1920. A ft e r  a slump. 
Increased production was again attained between 1935 and 
1942* This increase resulted from several factors  favorable 
to the production o f precious metals* The date o f the 
e ffe c t  o f the War Production Board's order L —208 Is 
graphically represented on Figure 46 and is seen to coincide 
with the rapid decrease in production*
The relative amounts o f gold and silver produced 
(F igure 47) varied considerably between 1907 and 1945, and 
were dependent on a number o f factors| some o f which In­
cluded relative prices o f gold and silveri ore dressing techni­
ques, and types o f ore developed by deeper exploration*
SSnca 1907, except fo r  a few  exceptional years, the value 





FIG U R E  46 G R O SS V A LU E  OF THE A N N U A L  PR O D UC TIO N  OF GOLD  AND  S IL V E R
IN  D O LLA R S  FROM THE ELDORADO M IN ING  D IS T R IC T  
(D A T A  FROM THE U .S .  BUR EAU  OF M IN E S )
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ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF SILVER M
 PIKE OUNCES
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o f the silver, although the silvers gold ounce ratio fo r  this 
thirty-nine year period w as slightly more than 23 ounces o f  
silver f o r  each ounce o f gold.
economic fac to rs  on a s ta te  and national level w ere  
mainly responsible fo r  tha production fluctuations in the 
Eldorado d istrict a f t e r  1907. War Production Board order 
L.—206 w as the principal cause o f the dosing o f the Eldorado 
d istrict in the early 1940*8, and not a lack o f o re . The 
healthy sta te  o f the d istrict shortly befora its dosing by 
government order In 1942, is attested  by the fa c ts  that In 
1941, the eidorado Rover Mining Company increased Its 
milling capacity from  100 tons per day to 150 tons per day 
and the Diamond Gold Mining Company completed a new 200 
ton per day cyanide mill in .July, 1941. These additional 
milling facilities w ere constructed fo r  the purpose o f t re a t ­
ing ores from  the d istrict in large tonnages fo r  several 
years in the fu ture* An examination o f Figures 48 and 49 
will show that the average value o f ore mined from  the 
district slowly decreased as production increased, indicating 
that g rea te r efficiency permitted lower grade material to











FIGURE 46 ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF GOLD-SILVER ORES IN TONS FROM THE 
ELDORADO MINING DISTRICT, CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA (DATA  



























F IG U R E  49 A V E R A G E  R E C O V E R A B LE  V A L U E  OF GO LD  AND S IL V E R  IN
D O L L A R S  PE R  TON OF ORE FROM THE ELDCRADO M IN IN G  
D IS T R IC T , CLAR K  C O U N T Y , N E V A D A  (D A T A  FROM THE  
U .S .  B U R EA U  O F M IN E S )
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Economic conditions generally unfavorable fo r  the 
production o f gold-silver ores since the Second //©rid /v'ar, 
plus high initial expenses of reopening mines and mills prevent 
the return to production of the Didorado district*
Description of the Ore Deposits
The economic mineral deposits of the Dldorado mining 
district are mainly gold and silver bearing fissures of general 
east—west trend filled with brecclated wall rock and cemented 
by quarts and cal cite. The most important production has 
come from fissures near the margins of a quarts mensonite 
intrusive body. The silver (gold ratios of those fissures hes 
been 15*1 or greater. Most of the deposits Us within the 
quarts monsonlts9 although some continue outward into sur­
rounding andesite flow rooks or Into blocks end pendants of 
andesitic voloanlcs partly assimilated and surrounded by the 
Intrusive rock*
Other precious metal bearing veins of lesser economic 
importance occur in the crystalline basement rook at dis­
tances up to several miles from the major intrusive rock 
masses* These veins usually trend easterly, are steeply
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dipping, and with few exceptions, carry approximately equal 
amounts of gold and silver. The principal ore deposits of 
the cildorado mining district are classified as near surface 
epithermal on the basis of mineralogy, texture and structure.
The Eldorado mining district Is subdivided into three 
subdistricts based on geographic distribution and distinctive 
geological similarities which persist throughout each of the 
three areas. These are* (1) Eldorado Canyon which in­
cludes most of the principal mines In the district and includes 
the area parallel to Eldorado Wash from the Occidental mine 
on the west to the .Jubilee and Queen mines on the eastj 
(2) the Nob Hill subdistrlot which includes mines located 
In the metamorphlc highland north of the Nob Hill Intrusive 
such as the Rich Hill, Oliver Legion, Golden Smplre and 
others) and (3) the Capital Camp subdistrict which includes 
the area of metamorphlc outcrop north of Asteo Wash about 
4 miles southeast from Nelson. Those areas are more 
specifically described below.
Mato Old or ado Canyon. The ore deposits of the main 
JSldorado Canyon are veins which carry values mainly as gold 
and silver along with small amounts of load, copper and stoc.
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They are spatially associated with the margins of a quarts 
moasonlte piuton and occur either within quarts monmcnite 
of the piuton itself, In volcanic pendants or in nearby unln- 
truded volcanic rocks. The veins typically contain shattered 
wall reck cemented with quarts and cal cite. Gold usually 
occurs as finely divided native gold associated with pyrite 
and galena.
The veins of this part o f the district are sub­
divided into two general types primarily on steepness o f 
dip sad general mineralogy. These two types are discussed 
below.
Steeply dipping veins. These show dips greater than 
60* and have demonstrated considerable continuity in depth. 
They contain larger amounts of pyrite, galena and choice py- 
rlte than do the flat dipping veins. These veins prefer­
entially strike cast-west and dip steeply to either the north 
or couth, The Queen, Rand, Techattieup and Duncan mines 
eontain veins representative of this type.
Flat dipping veins. These have dips usually of 30—40* 
• r  less, strike and dip in various directions * Grade of 
the ore Is typically lower than the firs t  type, but the veins
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usually shew greater thickness, although less continuity. 
Sulphide content Is generally less and the veins have been 
more affected by weathering and secondary enrichment.
Ore from these flat dipping veins usually contains relatively 
more silver than the overall average while the more steeply 
dipping veins contain relatively larger amounts o f gold. Flat 
dipping veins occur In the Wall Street, Mockingbird and 
•Jubilee mines.
Samples of ore taken from several o f the mines 
within the main Eldorado Canyon area typically contain 
Irregular fragments of altered wall rook cemented by both 
quarts and calotte. Cal cite la usually much more abundant 
than quarts. Photographs o f polished specimens of ore 
from the Jubilee and Grade claim (Wall Street mine) are 
included as Figures 50 and 51.
Thin sections cut from ore specimens and examined 
under the petrographic microscope show that ore from the 
G rade claim consists predominantly o f ealdto surrounding 
altered quarts moasonlte. Veinlets of oaldte and quarts 
are both widespread and show some intimate mixing although 
cross—cutting relationships indicate that oaldte is of later
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Figure* 50* Photograph of a specimen of gold-silver ore 
from the ^Jubilee mine. Note cemented breeds character 
of ore and streaks of caldte (light gray).
Figure 51* Photograph of a specimen of high grade 
gold-silver ore from Gracey prospect, xSldorado Canyon. 
Note breedated appearance of ore cemented with oaldte 
(very light gray). Gold is not megascoplcally visible.
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age, at least la part, than the quarts. Several stages of 
caldte may be present. Caldte is about 50 S more abundant 
than la quarts. Pyrlte and Umonite are also present.
Thin sections were out from aped men 105 (Figure 
50), taken from a pillar of ore in the .Jubilee mine, and from 
both the hanging wall and foot wall in the same locality.
Under the micros cope the ore consists of irregular masses 
of Intensely altered quarts monxonite (?) cut by vdnleta of 
granular quarts and calotte as thick as l/2 mm. Quarts 
makes up approximately kO percent and caldte 20 percent 
of the total mass of the ore. Caldte sometimes completely 
surrounds grains of quartz and thus is at least partly of a 
later ago. The general character of the rook in the foot 
and hanging walls is similar to that of the ore. The rela­
tively amount o f quarts remains unchanged and intensely 
altered fragments of wall rook are oomentod by it. The 
moat striking difference is the marked decrease in the con­
tent o f oaldte which is present in the amount of 6 percent 
in the foot wall and 5 percent In the hanging wall as compared 
to 20 percent In the intervening ore body. Accessory biotite 
occurs in the foot wall and hanging wall reek but not in the
ore.
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Mineralization in the Eldorado district is controlled
by several factors among which ares
1. Faults, which provide channel ways fo r the mineralising 
fluids and their associated brecciated wall rock provides 
space fo r deposition. -Several later episodes of fault­
ing o ffsot and disrupt the original continuity of the ore 
bodies*
2. The ore bodies of the main Bldorado Canyon are all 
spatially associated with the margins of the Nelson 
quart* monsonlte Intrusive stock* Hydrothermal solu­
tions responsible fo r the formation of the veins might 
be genetically related to the intrusive body, or may 
have boon generated elsewhere and deposited within 
faults already developed around the margin.
3* Lithologic control, with moot of the ore bodies present 
in the Nelson quartz monsonlte. Frequently veins cross 
Into pendants of voloanio rook, and occasionally Into 
adjacent volcanic wall rock. This preferential location 
of the mineral deposits may bo the result of favorable 
spatial position of the rock masses to ore solutions 
rather than any difforenoon in composition between 
rook typoo* The wall rooks do not participate chemically 
In the deposition of the ore in the sense that they are
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replaced*
Both propylittc and &rgillie hydrothermal alteration of 
■wall rock in the vicinity of the mineral deposits have been 
observed. The propylitic alteration is recognized by the 
development of pyrite, chlorite and epidote and the intro­
duction of caldte. N «a r the present surface, the pyrite 
is generally oxidised to limonite which stains the rocks and 
is readily visible. Argillie alteration is locally intense in the 
mineralised areas such as west of the Carnation mine.
Here volcanic# of the lower member of the Patsy Mine 
Formation have been largely altered to day.
A  brief description of the prlndpal mines in the 
j£idorado mining district is induded in the following section.
A. Techatticup Mine. The Tuohattlcup mine is located 
on the south side of Nevada Highway 60, about one mile 
oast of the town of Nelson (Figure 52)• I t  was the site 
of the firs t  discovery of silver and gold ores in the Eldorado 
district in 1857 and has been the most important single pro­
ducer In the Eldorado district. The mine was dosed in 
December, 1942 by U , 3. Government order and has not 
boon subsequently reopened. When the property was visited
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in January, 1962, tha workings were partly caved and under­
ground examination was not attempted* According to a 
mine map obtained from Pampeyan (1961), the Teehattloup 
mine has a total depth of more than 600 feet and extensive 
underground workings*
The vein system consists of two 3 to 5 feet thick 
westerly striking veins, the Teehattloup and the Savage. 
These merge near the center of the property and continue to 
the west to form the main Techatticup vein* The main 
vein strikes N , 85 -£* and dips approximately 60* northward. 
I t  averages more than 5 feet in width* The main vein and 
its two branches have been extensively stoped, In some 
places to the surf see*
The veins occur In faulted and shattered senes of 
quarts monsonlte wall rook recemented by quarts and oaldte* 
The ore contains finely divided gold, silver in various forms, 
galena, ehaloopyrlte and sphalerite. Oangue is principally 
quarts, oaldte and shattered wall rock.
Plate if is a composite map of the workings of the 
Techatticup mine from a 1935 map by G. O* Baker, with 
additions from a 1954 survey by «J. Wayne Cox of the
Figure 52* View to the south of the Techatticup mine 
(background) and mill (foreground)* Note open ■ topee mid­
way up the ridge* Note dark, craggy ledges near the sky­
line formed by pendants of Patsy Mine volcanlcs partly 
assimilated by the Nelson quarts monsonlte Intrusive*
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Diamond Gold Mining Company, and £• Eower and M, M# Bell 
of the U .3 .G .3 .
£ • Wall 3treat Mine. The Wall Street mine lies at the 
head of Eldorado Canyon about one mile west of Kelson 
(Figure 53) • Workings Include four vertical shafts, one ln-
alined shaft, surfaoe stop*a (Figure 54), underground stopea, 
and extensive underground tunnels and drifts which explore 
the Wall S treet vein. The workings of the Wall s tree t mine 
are shown on Plato 5 which is redrawn from a 1932 compila­
tion by 3 . Ross Householder. The deepest of the workings 
Is slightly over 200 feet.
This mine was one of the leading producers of the 
Bldorado district. In 1937, a 50 ton per day amalgamation 
flotation mill operated at the property, the flow sheet of 
which is given in Figure 56.
The Wall Street vein strikes N . 75-65° d ,  and dips 
approximately 20—45* 3 .3 .  usually being more gentle near 
the surface but steepening with depth. The vein Is variable 
In thickness, In some stopes reaching a maximum of 16 feet, 
but usually much less. The vein filling Is altered, breeolated 
quarts monsonlte, recemented with caldte and quartz and
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Figure 53 . View to the west showing Wall 3treet and 
Blaokhawk mines.
Figure 5if. View to the south of an open stope at the Wall 
3traat mine. Vain strikes N . 75 -E•» and dips 46* S .S .  
Mining width in the open stope shown is 12-16 feet.
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containing finely divided native gold and silver, cer&rgyrite, 
argentiferous galena and pyrite.
The mine la presently owned by the Consolidated 
Sldorado Mining Company but has not operated since its 
closing as the result o f U « 3 . Government order in 1942.
All levels below about 50 fee t are flooded by surface w ater, 
mine equipment has nearly all been removed and workings 
are in a general poor state o f repair.
C . Blaekhawk Mine. The Blackhawk mine lies near the 
head o f tSldorado Canyon, about one mile west o f Nelson 
and adjoins the Wall s tre e t  mine property (Figure 53)* 
Workings Include several hundred feet of underground 
d rifts  and stopes and four shafts, the deepest of which 
is approximately 150 feet deep. The lower workings are 
flooded with w ater and are in a poor state o f repair. 
Surface buildings including an assay o ffice , equipment storage 
buildings and a form er cook-house are still present on the 
mine property* Remnants o f a mill and several items of 
milling equipment were on the property In 1959 but had 
been dismantled and removed when the property was re­
visited in 1962* Mrs* C* «&• L * (B erth a ) Qr esh is the 
present owner and lives in one o f the buildings on the mine
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property•
The Elackhawk ▼ jin strikes N . 60-75° 3 ,  and dips 
45—60® 3**3* I t  can be traced on the surface fo r about 
500 feet before it is cut o f f  on the east by a northerly 
trending fault* The vein averages from 5 to 7 feet In 
thickness and is composed of altered fragments of quarts 
monsonlte wall rock cemented by caldte and quartz. Values 
are present as gold and silver. 3mall amounts of galena 
and pyrite are also visible*
D , Carnation Mine. The Carnation mine lies about one 
third mile northwest from the Wall Ctreet mine at the head 
of Eldorado Canyon. The workings include two inclined 
shafts sunk along the vein and an unknown amount of under­
ground workings. An open stope Is developed along the 
northeasterly dipping vein* Room and pillar mining methods 
were used. The underground workings were not examined 
in detail*
The surfaoe establishment was at one time extensive 
and a mill formerly located at the site has been disassembled 
and removed* Gross production figures are not available* 
The mine is now owned by Leslie C . Watson along with a
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sizeable group of contiguous unpatented mining claims upon 
which he resides*
A t the surface, the Carnation vein strikes about N . 
45* W. and dips 37* N ,i£ . I t  flattens to about 20* between 
25 and 50 foot benoath the surface. The mine workings are 
only a few  hundred feet south of the contact between the 
Nelson quarts monsonlte and the Patsy Mine volcanics. 
Shattered quarts monsonlte, re cemented with quarts and 
calotte and strongly propylltised comprises the vein matter. 
Several hundred feet northwest o f the main mine workings, 
a zone o f argillised Patsy Mine volcanics has been partly 
mined fo r  clay which was used fo r  the making of bricks In 
the Las Vegas, Nevada area.
J3« Occidental Mine. The Occidental mine lies about two 
miles east from Nelson and about one third mile northeast 
from the Quaker City and Rand mines in the 3 . W. 1/4 of 
Seetion 5, T . 26 3 . ,  R. 64 d . Workings consist of 
several shallow shafts, surface adits, open stopes and an 
unknown amount o f underground workings which were con­
creted closed, and thus Inaccessible at the time the mine 
was visited la January, 1962. A  sizeable surface establish-
meat waa at one time present although only concrete 
foundations from the mine buildings now remain. No 
tailings pond or other signs of a mill are now present.
The vein is developed in shattered, propylitically 
altered quartz monsonlte containing abundant chlorite and 
stained by iron oxides. Rhombs of cal cite as large as 
2 Inches across are present near the areas of mineralisa­
tion. The maximum width of the vein is at least 15 feet, 
where exposed at the surface near the main inclined shaft. 
Average vein width, however, is usually 3 to 6 feet. The 
vein strikes K • 79* d .  and dips approximately 60* to the 
N .W . Caldte and quarts are abundant in the vein 
material although oaldte predominates. Two forms of 
quartz are readily apparent In hand specimen* (1) the 
usual, light gray to brownish stained irregular fine grained 
veinlets and masses end (2) dear, euhedral crystals usually 
occurring in vugs and open cavities and probably post 
mineral In age.
F , Mockingbird Mine. The Mockingbird mine is located 
at the head of Eldorado Canyon about one half mile eastward 
from the vVail S treet mine in the S .S .  l/i*, Section $, T • 
26 J.| K. 64 j£. Mine workings consist of two large open
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•top** (see Figure 57) and several hundred feet o f under­
ground mine workings including sizeable underground stopes 
to which access is gained from the surface by means of 
adits* Plate 6 is a map of the Mockingbird mine redrawn 
in April, 1962 from underground sampling and survey work 
done by D. H* %Jardine of the Eldorado Consolidated Mining 
Company In 1959 and I960* -Jome data are included from  
other earlier surveys.
The Mockingbird mine was operated with the Wall 
-Street groups by the W. W. Hartman interests in the late 
1930#o and ore was treated in the amalgamation-flotation 
mill at the Wall S treet  mine* The Mockingbird has not been 
one of the lending producers of the district although specific 
production figures are not available*
Several veins are present at the Mockingbird mine 
and show a diversity o f attitude, although most strike to 
the north and dip moderately eastward* The most Important 
vein strikes N , 10* &• and dips 40* S .  The maximum mining 
width of the veins is under 10 feet, with an average of 
about three feet. According to Mr* D. H. «J ardine (per­
sonal communication, February 1962), the Mockingbird mine
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Is on* o f the few  in the Eldorado mining district from which 
existing blocked out or* could be profitably mined under 
existing economic conditions.
Gr« Rand Minj. The Rand mine lies about one mile west 
along Copper Canyon from the Wall 3treet mine in the N « W. 
l/4 f Section 6, T . 26 3 ., R. 64 ■£• The Rand has been 
one of the major producing properties of the Eldorado dis­
trict. The Eldorado Rover Mining Company operated the 
Rand, Magnoliat Quaker City, Popple, Crown, Nevada 
JSagl* and several other smaller properties as a group fo r  
several years before all these mines were closed by U .d .  
Government order In late 1942. O r* from the Rand and 
nearby properties was treated at the company mill located 
on the Rand property. The Rand is now owned by Leon V . 
Garland who Uvea In Copper Canyon (Garland's Gulch) about 
l/2 mile to the cast o f the mine. When the property was 
visited in February, 1962, tailings from the Rand mill were 
being worked by gravity concentration methods fo r the re­
covery o f sulfide minerals and native gold.
Wall rook of the Rand vein is propyUtleaUy altered 
Nelson quarts monsonlte. The vein is composed of brec- 
ciated quarts monsonlte wall rock recemented with abundant
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Flgurj 57* View showing fault plane forming the foot wall 
part of an or -»body mined at the surface at the Mockingbird 
mine* Fault plane strikes N* 20* W* and dips 42® N , i£*
Figure 58* View to the south showing the Patsy Mine 
workings* Wall rook Is altered andesite of the lower 
member, Patsy Mine volcanics.
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white caldte, Pyrite and galena are common constituents 
of the ore. The strike of the main vein Is N , 47° 
with a dip of approximately 53 ° N. W, Thickness varies 
from a few  Inches to a maximum of 15 feet, with an 
average probably between 3 and 6 fee t. The hanging wall 
o f the vein is planar and is similar to that of the Quaker 
City (see Figure 59)» while the foot wall is Irregular and 
represents "an assay out o ff  o f ore" indicating the precious 
metal content decreases gradually in the direction of the 
foot wall,
H, Quaker City, The Quaker City mine ilea l/O mile 
northwest from the Rand mine on the north side of Copper 
Canyon, in the N , W. 1/4, Section 6, T , 26 3 ,, R, 64 aJ, 
The workings consist o f shallow open stopes, shafts and 
adits along several narrow veins. The deepest working Is 
& shaft approximately 200 feet in depth Inclined about 72* 
to the north.
The hanging wall o f the vein Is sharply defined by a 
fault plane striking N . 47* and dipping 43* N «£ ,  (see 
Figure 59), The foot wall is Irregular. The average vein 
width is from 3 to 5 foot although some stopes are Locally 
as thick as 7 fee t, Several distinct veins are present with
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diverse attitudes. Individual veins tend to change attitude 
and vary considerably in thickness along strike. The ore 
consists of ohloritlsed, iron stained quarts monsonlte fra g -
r
monte recemented with masses of coarsely crystalline cal­
otte as large as several Inches in diameter. Pyrite, galena 
and quarts are also present.
X. Honest Miner Mine. The Honest Miner mine lies & 
few hundred feet north of the Rand mine Just north of 
Copper Canyon, about two miles west of Nelson. I t  was 
one of the earliest discoveries made in the Eldorado dis­
trict although production has been small. Workings are 
limited to several adits and stopes developed along the 
Honest Miner vein on a small round hill north of the Rand 
mine (Figure 60). This claim has not been patented and 
is presently owned by Leon V . Garland who also owns the 
Rand (new named Hondorus) which is also unpatented.
The Honest Miner vein varies from 3 to 6 feet in 
width, averaging about k feet, and contains several small, 
irregular ore shoots which have been stoped. The vein 
strikes N • 70* &• and dips about 60* to the northwest. 
Wall rook is quarts monsonlte and the ore is similar to that 
found In the Rand and Quaker City mines but usually con—
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Figure 59• View down the dip of the vein Into an open 
•tope at the Quaker City mine* Strike o f the vein la 
N . 75* S* , dip approximately 35* N. vV. Note fault plane 
forming the hanging wall of the vein and the irregular foot 
wall* Supporting timbers are 10 inches square*
Figure 60* View toward the northeast showing the Honest 
Miner mine and the surface exposure of the vein* The 
attitude of the vein 1st strike, N* 65* -3. | dip, 60* N , W*
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tains smaller amounts of cal cite and galena*
O * Duncan Mine. The Duncan mine lies on the north side 
of Eldorado Wash about 1/2 mile southeast of the Techatti- 
ftup mine in the N .D . l/4, -Section 11, T . 26 D . , R. 64 
This mine was the principal operating property of the 
Didorado Rover Mining Company fo r several years before 
mining in the district was stopped in late 1942 by U ,d ,  
government order. Duncan ore was treated at the 100 ton 
per day all-slime cyanide plant located several hundred feet 
west of the Duncan shaft in Didorado Wash along with ore 
from the Nevada Dagle and other smaller producing properties 
nearby.
Underground workings in the Duncan are extensive 
and include at least three shafts, sad many thousands of 
feet of underground drifts sad stopes. Unfortunately, 
when the property was visited in 1959» the workings were 
Inaccessible. No maps of the mine were available and thus 
depth and extent of the underground workings are unknown.
The Duncan mine, which includes the Rambler, Rover 
and F lagstaff claims as well as the Duncan, has been one 
of the largest producers in the Dldorado district. Ths
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f i lin g pile from the Duncan mill la estimated to now contain 
more than 100,000 tone of finely ground cyanide tailings* 
According to  Oack Cawley (personal communication, 1962), 
those contain several dollars o f gold and silver values to the 
ton. No confirmatory assays have been run on samples 
from these tailings however. The three veins on the 
property, the Rambler, Rover and F lagstaff, occur mainly 
within the quarts monsonlte but also strike into a large 
pendant of Patsy Mine volcanics surrounded by quarts mon- 
zonite Intrusive rook (see Plate 1 ), All thrje veins strike 
nearly east-west and dip 65 75* to the south. The veins 
range In thickness from 2 to 6 fe e t  and are continuous along 
their strike.
The ore Is typical o f this part o f the district and 
contains gold, silver, pyrite and galena. The veins occur 
along breoaiated zones o f quarts monsonlte or volcanic rook. 
Broken fragments of wall rook are cemented by Irregular 
masses and stringers of quarts and oaldte.
K , Queen Mine, The Queen mine Is located on the south 
side o f Teehattloup wash about one mile oast from the 
Teehattloup mine In the N .D , l/4* Section 12, T « 26 S , ,
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R» 64 Several 'thousand feet of underground workings
are present on the property. Numerous large atoped areas 
are visible and accessible, some of which extend upward to 
the surface. Access is provided by adits from the surface 
and an Inclined shaft which reaches a depth of about 300 
fee t. The Queen and Crown mines were worked together 
by common owners and the ore was shipped to mills at 
the Techatticup or the Duncan fo r treatment. Sxaot pro­
duction figures from the Queen mine are not now available. 
Production from the Queen mine (Including the Crown) up 
until 1937 was estimated by Vanderburg (1937* P* 32) to 
be $1+50 • 000.
The main Queen vein strikes N . 65* and dips 55* 
to the south and shows a steepening westward along the 
strike. -Several other smaller parallel veins are present. 
Post—mineral faults cut o f f  the vein on both the east and 
west. The west boundary fault strikes N . 10* S . and 
dips 73* to the west and shows sllekensldes varying from 
horisontal to a 1+0* north plunge. The east boundary fault 
Is flat dipping, strikes N , 35* dJ. and dips 27* N.W* The
ore consists of shattered quarts monsonlte, and andesite
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from pendants o f the Patsy Mine volcanics, recemented 
with stringers o f calcite and quartz, 3tope widths commonly 
vary from 4 to 12 foo t. Average thickness o f the main 
Queen vein is approximately 5 fe e t,
13, (Jubilee Mine, The oubilee mine lies on the south 
side o f Techatticup Wash in the 3, W'. 1/4, Section 1, T ,
26 3 ,»  R, 64 several hundred foot -ast from the main
shaft o f the Queen mine, Workings on the property Include 
several hundred foot o f exploratory drifts , an inclined 
shaft o f about 45* to the south approximately 100 fee t 
deep, and a large stope opening to the surface. The maximum 
stope width is about 20 foo t, how aver, it  is usually much less. 
Ore mined from the ubilee was usually low grade and was 
treated at the Techatticup mill. The workings o f the mine 
at a depth o f slightly less than 100 foot are flooded with 
water*
The vein strikes N, 67* *V. and dips 37* 3, Thickness 
varies along strike but thins to the east and is o ffs e t on the 
west by a northerly trending fault. The foot wall o f the vein 
is a well defined fault plane from which the ore separates to 
leave a smooth surface similar to that shown in Figure 57 at
the Mockingbird mine. The h*ngi«g wall of the fissure zone 
Is irregular and probably represents an assay boundary. The 
ore is composed of iron stained, brecdated quarts monsonlte 
Wall rook cemented with caldte and some quarts* Hand spec­
imens taken from mineralised pillars closely resemble the wall 
rook except fo r the slightly larger amounts of caldte present 
in the ore.
Nob Hill. 3everal small mines and prospects are 
present in the area of outcrop of foliated metamorphlc 
rooks north of Nob Hill, These mines are developed along 
fissure veins of generally steep dip and -ast-weet strike.
The veins sometimes persist fo r several thousand feet. 
Thickness ranges from a few inches to several feet but 
the average is usually less than 2 feet. vVall rook is iron 
stained and propylltloally altered in the vicinity of the veins. 
Valuas carried are primarily gold and silver along with small 
amounts of pyrite, galena and sometimes sphalerite. Pro­
duction from the area has been small.
A . Golden tSmpir* Mine. The Golden Empire mine lies 
approximately 2 miles southwest from Nelson and about one 
mile north from Nob Hill in the 3. vV, l/kt Section 17* T .
26 3 , ,  R. 64 £J. Workings include a main shaft about 100
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feat deep, inclined 65*  to the south, and an unknown amount 
of underground workings. The surface plant Is in good re­
pair. Mining equipment such as would be used by a crow of 
two or three men* including a small compressor and a home­
made generator* are positioned near the main shaft. No 
evidence of recent mining was observed* however* when the 
property was visited In February of 1962. Total production 
from the Golden iSmpir* has been small. According to the 
estimate made by Vanderburg (1937* p. 32) up to 1937 It 
had not exceeded $50*000.
•Several small veins o f east-west strike and 75-65° 
dip to the south are known. The wail rook Is a chloritlsed 
and heavily Iron stained gneiss and schist. Sulphide minerals 
locally occur congruent to the schistoslty* even though the 
veins themselves may out across foliation planes. Ore 
occurs In quarts veins with calotte* pyrite* chalcopyrite* 
galena* sphalerite and values of gold and silver. The veins 
are usually narrow* ranging from a few inches in thickness 
to a maximum of 3 feet. Oxides of iron and manganese are 
present near the surface whore they sometimes form box-
work structures.
B « eDver Legion Mine. The dUver Legion mine lies 
about one half mile south from the Golden Sznpire mine in 
the 3 . W, l / k t Section 17, T . 26 3 . ,  R, 64 3 . Workings 
consist o f a 50* south inclined shaft approximately 150 feet  
deep. A  drift extends about 100 foot Into a small hill from 
tho level o f the shaft collar along the vein. I .easily the 
vein has boon stoped to tho surface. Only a small amount 
Of production has some from this mine. Tho present owner 
Is Rosario Arcurio who lives In a cabin on tho mine property.
Two veins about 60 foot apart are present on tho 
proper t y end vary from 2 to 6 foot in thickness. They 
strike N . 75° W. and dip 50* south. Wall rock Is gneiss 
and schist and is intensely argQllaed and Iron stained near 
the veins. Within tho vein, quarts and caldte cement frag ­
ments of wall rock. Gmail amounts of pyrite, galena and 
sphalerite are present and according to Mr. A r  curio, gold 
and silver values are also present.
O. Rich Hill Mine. The Rich Hill mine lies on the north­
east edge o f tho metamorphlc highland north of Nob Hill, 
in the N . W. 1/4, Section 16, T . 26 S * , R. 64 d*. Zt Is 
the northernmost mine of the Nob HIU subdistrict • Work—
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tags consist o f three sain drifts and several shallow shafts 
and pita which are now partly caved, and in a general poor 
state o f repair. A  single-cable aerial tramway, more than
1,000 fee t in length connects the workings on the east side 
of the property with a haulage road west o f the main work­
ings at the Solar mine. The tramway, although showing 
signs o f ago and deterioration from the weather, is still 
intact* Sxact production from this property is not known 
but was not large.
The mine is in an area o f gneiss and schist Intruded 
by Small rhyodacite dikes and plugs. The veins trend east- 
w est and dip steeply southward from 70* to 85®. The maxi­
mum vein thickness is about 6 feet but the average Is less 
than 3 fe e t. Mineralization Is similar to that in other mines 
north o f Mob Hill in that the veins are composed of broken 
fragments o f foliated wail rock cemented with quartz and 
caieite and heavily iron stained. Sulphide minerals megaacopi-
eally visible are pyrite and galena. The principal values re­
covered from the mine are in gold and silver,
D . Ore Plata Mine. The Oro Plata mine lies about one 
mile northeast o f Nob Hill and about 2—1/2 miles south of
Nelson in the N .iS. 1/4, Section 21, T . 26 3 . ,  R. 64 3 .  
Workings include two main adits driven along the vein, a 
shaft approximately 100 feet deep, several small surface 
pits and an undetermined amount of underground workings* 
Production has not been large, however the mine was 
active from 1940 until 1942 and produced direct smelting 
ores from which considerable values of gold, silver, copper 
and lead were recovered* The surface installation Is in a 
good state o f repair and a cabin near the main shaft gave 
the Impression o f periodic occupancy when the property was 
visited in February of 1962*
The Or© Plata vein strikes nearly due east-west 
and dips 63* to the south (Figure 61). The vein width 
ranges from 2 to 3 feet and can be followed fo r at least 
several hundred foot along strike on each side of tho main 
mine workings* Wall reek is gneiss and schist of tho P re -  
cam brlan basement* <Vall rock Is strongly iron stained, 
mainly from tho oxidation of pyrite in tho vicinity of tho 
vein.
Vein matter consists of quarts, calotte, pyrite, 
ohaleepyxite and galena* Principal metal values carried by
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Figure 61* View from the main portal of the Oro Plata 
mine westward along the strike of the Oro Plata vain. 
Vein strikes N# 85* W'. and dips 78° 3 . Surrounding 
wall rock Is granite gneiss.
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tho ore are gold and silver although neither silver minerals 
nor native gold were observed in the ore. During 1940,
220 ounces of gold and 59,663 ounces of silver were reaover— 
-od from the mine to give a silverigold ratio o f 271«2il which 
is unusually high fo r  the Eldorado mining d is tric t. This ere 
probably came from the oxidised upper portion of tho vein 
where secondary enrichment o f silver values had taken place.
Capital Gamp. The Capital Camp area lies within the 
southeastern portion of the Eldorado mining district and with­
in the boundaries of tho Lake Mead National Recreation Area. 
Lithology is  principally Precambrian foliated rooks Intruded 
by fololto porphyry dikes and crossed by fissure veins carry­
ing precious metal mineralisation. Granodlorlte Intrusive 
rooks o f tho Aztec intrusive lie to tho west and Quaternary 
deposits of alluvium and Pleistocene Temple Bar conglomerate 
lap onto the area on the east. .Several mines and prospects 
are developed, the moot Important to date are the Nevada 
iSagle mine and the Capital mine.
Numerous veins have been discovered and developed 
in the Capital Camp area. Moat of theso strike east-west 
.wij dip steeply, usually shove 70*, to either the north or
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•ittth. The veins are classified as hydrothermal fissure 
veins and show definite banding from interior outward* 
J3uhedral crystal development within the veins and vugs 
frequently is observed* Mineralogy, internal structure and 
structural characteristics suggest near surface epithermal 
mineralisation*
The veins show considerable variation la both compos­
ition and size* They range from a maximum of approximately 
SO feet on the Aldebaran claim to stringers leas than one 
Inch in thickness elsewhere in the area* The average vein 
thickness o f principal veins within the mine areas la usually 
from one to throe feet. Swarms of tiny veinleta arc 
locally present as on the Red Cloud claim and o f f p o s s i ­
bilities fo r  surface mining methods* Mineralogies! character 
of veins frequently show considerable variation along the 
Strike, sometimes within a very few feet. Precious metal 
values as well as sulphide content shows erratic distribution 
within the veins and considerable variation along the strike* 
Quarts is also sometimes noted to locally decrease within
vein with the mineralised sane then taking on the appear­
ance of an altered zone of shattered rock* The decrease
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o f (fuutx does not neeessarlly correspond with a loss of 
precious metal values within the vein.
Two varieties of f  elsite dikes and plugs are distributed 
throughout Capital Camp and the surrounding area. These 
are* (1 ) a series o f dikes, plugs and sills intermediate to 
basic in composition, most commonly andesite porphyry and 
frequently chloritically altered! and (2 ) an acidic group of 
small Intrusive bodies typically latite or rhyodaclte in compos­
ition (see Figure 38, page 12+4). Both sets o f dikes are 
later than the veins, since veins are transected by both and 
though interrupted, can usually be picked up again when pro­
jected to the other side o f the small Intrusive body, Bocal 
concentrations o f gold sometimes occur at the intersection 
between ohlorltlsed andesite plugs and the vein structures, 
This relationship was firs t  noted by Robert B . Redmond 
( Personal Communication, 1962) as a result o f detailed field 
mapping in Capital Camp during 1961 and 1962. A  possible 
genetic relationship between the sulphides and precious metal 
mineralisation within the veins and chiorltlsed andesite porphy­
ry Intrusive is worthy of further investigation.
Metal values in the veins in the Capital Camp area 
are principally as gold. The silvers gold ounce ratio here is 
approximately It 1 and may go as low as It5» Considerable
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lead and some copper are also present. These are usually 
Is the form of oxidised minerals where exposed In shallow 
workings, and are not present In sufficient quantities to 
permit their recovery except as by—products from the 
recovery of gold and silver.
Hi
Between 1957 and 1961 then the Capital mine was 
operated on a small scale by Dudley Phillips of Henderson, 
Nevada, and nJdward Cstrella of Las Vegas, Nevada, 
amalgamation techniques w erj used to recover the precious 
metal. No attempt was made to recover the lead and 
copper. Representative sampling Is difficult to accomplish 
because of the sporadic occurrence of gold and silver 
values within the veins. Sampling by the author In the 
area In I960 showed a variation of values along veins of
1,000 peroent or more within a few feet. Values obtained 
by selectively sampling specific portions of veins ranged 
from trace amounts up to 10 ounces of gold, plus usually 
slightly greater amounts of silver, to the ton. Average 
values across rilr>lng widths of the principal veins which 
include the Red Cloud, Capital and -Junny Couth, probably 
are $20-450 p «r ton.
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Figure 62« Photograph of a specimen of high grade gold ore 
from the Capital mine. Native gold Is megascopically visible 
along boundary between Jaroslte ( medium gray) and vein quartz 
(light gray).
Figure 63 • Photograph of a specimen of high grade gold ore 
from the Sunny South prospect. Capital Camp. Rock is 
fractured, Iron stained quarts. Note mottled dark gray 
patches of native gold (mottled dark gray) near bottom of 
specimen.
Figure 64* VIaw to the southeast showing adit and vein on 
the Queen Bee prospect, Capital Camp. Note l- l/ 2  foot 
thick epithermal quartz vein at top of workings. Vein 
strikes 3 , 55° &♦ and dips 71* N .E .
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A , Nevada Dagie Mine. The Nevada Dagle mine property 
Includes six patented lode mining claims about k mil— east- 
south east from Nelson, one mile north from the center of 
« Capital Camp and In the N . vV. l/h- 3ection 17» T . 26 3 .,
R. 65 S* Workings here Include a shaft reportedly about 
600 feet deep with mine levels developed at 200 feet, 250 
feet and 600 feet. A  shaft Inclined 70* to tho south joins 
the main vertical shaft just above the 200 feet level. The 
Nevada .Sagle mine was operated by the alklorado Rover 
Mining Company In 1940 and 1941 and the ore was treated 
in the Duncan mill. During 1959 and I960 D. H. «Jardine 
and G . O. Ridland of the exploration s ta ff of the Eldorado 
Consolidated Mining Company sampled and mapped accessible 
workings within the Nevada Dagt* mine and attempted un­
successfully to clean out the shaft below a cave-in at the 
depth of about 290 feet. Plate 7 is a compilation of the 
mine workings and includes sampling data from D. H. «Jardine. 
Note the high values obtained on the 250 feet level across 
a three feet vein by Mr. «J ardine.
The Nevada i&agle vein crops out at the surface and 
strikes across the incline on Nevada Dagle No. 1 claim in a
direction N . 65* d . and dips 70* 3. D Tho vein can bo
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traced on the surface fo r approximately 2,000 feet* Samples 
carrying small amounts of gold and silver can he collected 
from the surface outcrops along its length*
The wall rook Is gneiss and schist Intruded by felalte 
dikes and is heavily altered and iron stained* The vein con­
sists of fragments of wall rook cemented by considerable 
quarts and some oaldte* Besides quarts and oaldte, pyrite, 
hematite, magnetite and galena are present. The divert gold 
ratio approximates 2i 1. The iron content is unusually high* 
Arsenopyrite la sometimes present and has paused difficulty 
in treatment of the ore at the Dunou cyanide mill*
B* Capital Mine and Nearby Proa peats* Tho Capital 
mine lies In the extreme southeast portion of the dldoiudo 
mining district, approximately 1*—l/i* miles southeast from 
Nelson in the N , v/. l/4* Section 20, T* 26 3 .,  R* 65 3* 
Several prospects and small mines are located contiguous to 
the Capital property and Include the Red Cloud prospect, 
the chinny South mine, the Iron mine, the Aldebarsn pros­
pect and ethers* Total production from this area was 
estimated by Vandeaburg (1937* P« 33) to be $100,000* No 
Important production of ore has come from these properties
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•Inc* Vanrianburg*s report, and his estimate Is considered 
approximately correct.
The Capital mine, and most of the adjoining claims 
are presently controlled by Mr. H. -iivan Roberts of Los 
Angeles, California. He is presently conducting an exploration 
program of geologic mapping and diamond drilling. The Con­
solidated Eldorado Mining Company controls 7-1/2 patented 
claims lying to the east of the Roberts property.
Underground workings in the area of the Capital 
mine, which is located on tho Capital and Canny Couth 
patented claims (see Plate 3) Include two shafts reaching 
a depth o f approximately 200 feet and several hundred feet  
of underground drifts and a topes. Prospect pits and ex­
ploratory drifts, one of which 1a more than 150 feet in 
length, explore a vein on the south end of the Capital 
claim.
The deepest shaft in the area la a 10 foot by 12 
foot shaft on the Iron claim which lies to the north of the 
Capital mine. The shaft is Inclined north at approximately 
70* and reaches a depth of approximately 300 feet. The 
•haft is partly caved at about 40 foot below the collar.
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Shallow prospect pita and trvnshM art numerous throughout 
the surrounding area.
Veins developed In the Capital mine and nearby region 
generally strike eaet-w est, dip Bteeply, and consist of 
quarts veins developed within a wall rook of gneiss and 
schist. They vary in thickness from a few inches to 
several fee t. Minerals commonly present are quarts* cal­
otte, native gold, pyrite, galena, arsenopyrite, Jaroalte, 
oeruaaite, apeeularlt* and limonite.
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